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iCit11,10PD report the somit backgrinind information may

ppeAr ii more th,in one chapter, This Indy give

eci ta.hool in V I il)71 !,1.11d1 61.('111) Hut dOpoArAnce of repetition. This seemed de-

,r,p,r .4 t lit Miniter of siroble where the facts or percept ions had an

10, L I), Ivockan, pursuant. to applicability to more than one aspect of the

.0 the thriiartment ot lalucdtion A I. report. The alternative was to make references

A r Op, order, dated August 9 19/4, hack or forth to other chapters, involving

dal tO Uiri report. The order included reader effort or loss of effect in respect of the

cetinanico of the ilroup. immediate argument or concern.

Aith re.,pect to the Halm?, Study Group, it

wa 1:,1*-1 by the three appointed by the order

be(1..0 ir wAS desirable to have a simple name

by which they could be identified. It seemed

to indicate reasonably satisfactorily the

natur,, 0 tlic purposes and procedures. They

wet.,! not conducting an investigation As that

ter111 lilelIrlorl I y understood.

roibpicmit the period of its activity the

turf.; !wimp received excellent cooperation

From HI those from whom it sought information,

advito And opinions. This was true of the

board aid officers of the division as well as

within government and elsewhere.

Hroi qenerdi observations should be made.

The it.. which appears occasionally in the

toxi the report. is that there Seems to be

no 4,1.1 of avoiding writing or commenting in

wor.t rhai ppear to be of general application,

in of averages. or the frequent or usual

must refer at time; to the division,

nt ..ommonittes served, Or tO teachers

d collective sense. Always how-

o!o i'dfody ,Iroup was fully concious

it. 1 range. d spectrum app-

v.o-v attribute or condition.

, dr 'dim group, feels that a

inclo,,ive it can only be said

4 were recognized but that gen-

,-re neces,ary to ,:arry forward

41th respect to any parti-

Thirdly, it Was inevitable that at many

schools or in many communities the Study Group

should be informed If problems or of alleged

deficiencies of a quite specific nature.

It was hoped or expected that the Study Group

would or could do something about the water

supply, or storage space or a particular

personnel problem. The Group took the position

that it was interested in all such matters in so

far as they added to its total sum of kuwledge

about the division, its state and its vocedures,

but not to the extent of serving as an inspection

team to discover and deal with specific needs.

Persons presenting such matters were urged to

pursue them directly with the division's

administration.

Notwithstanding the above general principle

occasional matters were communicated to the

division where the Group considered that it

might render a special and immediate service

by so doing.

The report submitted herewith has the

approval of all three members of the Study Group,

whose individual views at times had to be re-

cmciled or modified in order that a .consensus

might be reached.

R. J. Carney

D. Ewasiuk, Secretary

tnat in tne text of the W. H. Swift, pia irman
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CHAPUR ONE

Study pro(:edure

Following its appointment the Study Group

laid out d program of action which, with some

modifications, was carried forward. It com-

prkad the followin(J :

1. A visit to each of the communities

s9rved by Northland School Division, including

Susa Creek - Muskeg River and Elk - South

Wapiti where pupils are transported to schools

operated by other school jurisdictions. A

day was allocated to each community.

Where s,.hools were in operation the

schedule in each case was as follows:

a) An observation of the school while

in operation, including short visits to all

or most of the classrooms;

b) Some examination_of the school plant

including grounds, and to some degree, the

teachers residences;

c) A meeting with the school staff and

short discussions with some of the individual

members thereof, including teacher- and

counsellor- aides;

d) A public meeting to which members

of the community were invited.

The meetings were advertised by radio, in

the press, by public notices and through the

schools.

The classroom observations were necessarily

brief. They were not intended to be in the

nature of inspectorial visits serving rather to

enable the study team to get the feel of the

operations, to look at pupils work, to note

the nature of books, materials and equipment

av.dlable, and to identify problems, especially

those of a more obvious nature. These visits

7

1

served in many instances to enable teachers to

make personal observations.

The examination of school plants was not

intended to be exhaustive in respect of architec-

ture, services, facilities and the like but

rather to provide the Group with general impres-

sions as to the adequacy of the buildings and

their environs.

Tho staff meeting was usually lively. The

principal and teachers were encouragcd to dis-

cuss all aspects of their service in and for

Northland. In many instances a meeting had been

held in advance, there having been prepared a

list of subjects that the teaching staff wished

to discuss or with respect to which they wished

to make observations or recommendations. Many

of these meetings revealed quite different

points of view to be held by various members of

the staff on some subjects, while on others

there was usually considerable accord. Teacher-

and counsellor- aides were usually present during

these meetings but they made very few comments.

While by no means an exhaustive list the

following points quite frequently arose:

a) A desire for more supervisory visits,

and of greater duration, from the Superintendent

and his staff;

b) Improvement in the processes and pro-

cedures for the procurement of supplies;

c) Communication problems, or alleged in-

adequacies,.in dealings with the divisional

office;

d) Teacher recruitment;

e) Teacher retention;

f) Pupil attendance problems;

g) Curriculum matters, - the adequacy of

the provincial curriculum, native culture, the
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k) High school services.

The public meetings were, by any nornal

standard, well attended, probably a consider-

ably high percentage of those eligible than

one gets to a school meeting elsewhere in the

province in the absence of a crisis or con-

troversial proposition.

The Stody Group did not come to the com-

munities with proposals to make, or services

to offer. Its purpose was to obtain the views

of the people as to how well they considered

themselves to be served by their schools, and

by Northland and its officers, and to hear

suggestions for change or finprovement.

In the last respect the matters raised

were almost entirely of an immediate and

practical nature, - improvement of water supply,

leveling of playgrounds, desire for a gym-

nasium. The matter of high school services

frequently arose, usually with the request that

there be "a high school" right at home.

Two matters were consistently raised by

the Study Group:

a) Native culture, nistorical and cur-

rent, and its relation to the school program;

b) Where applicable, the place of the

Cree language in the school.

All of these points will be discussed

later in the report.

2

In riony conlnunity leaders, or status

pet tall! 001011011! il!`, 01 int s band COnn"

ii 1 Or colony ot , and the 1 ike, were

present and soap to questions raised,

lip some communities interpretation was

needed, or desirable, for a portioo of the group

assembled.' Pow Group received conflicting

advice in this respect. Is it bettor to bring

an interpreter along, or to rely on the services

of a local person? The latter was followed and

seemingly with success. Verbatim and sequential

interpretation was employed at times, but gen-

erally better progress Was made when pursuant

to a question the assembly discussed it in Cree

with occasional further involvement of the

Study Group until a concensus was reached.

It has to be reported that as far as the

public meetings were concerned there was little

evidence of dissatisfaction, except for specif-

ics as noted above. Following one meeting a

band councillor spoke to the Chairman and said,

"We have no complaints."

At another meeting a spokesman made it clear

that the group was not accustomed to discussing.

They wanted propositions, "motions", to which

they could raise their hands, yes or no.

The Study Group is quite aware, as it was

advised and cautioned on many occasions, that

native peoples, especially those in more

isolated communities, are not given to quick

responses. It may well be that views are held

that were not expressed. There were at times

inherent communication problems. It can only

be said that the Group attempted to give every

opportunity for expression. If opinions were

strongly held opportunity was given for them

to surface.

On the other hand, the group is aware that

eliciting comments on schooling situations is

dependent largely on the respondent's know-

ledge of the school environment as well as a

belief that suggestions will be taken seriously.

The point is that not all meetings were of such
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rolItInq to ho the division Is governed, its

board aonstitutea, ond Its affairs admiri .

ivtered, chatted little response, In part it

has to be concluded that the people had little

or no Fnowledge ot these matters, or concern

about, ttum. One purpose served by the

exercise was to provide to the people in.

formation, dIbeit to a limited degree, re-

garding the nature ond operations of the

diviston.

The Study Group did not sense any hostil-

ity. Many meetings were followed by the

serving of refreshments during which time many

Indtvidual conversations were entered into.

Wherever possible the format of the meeting

wa' orranged informally, chairs in a Woe

circle with vdNnbers of the Group dispersed,

to ovoid the appearance of sepordtion from

the persons present. On one occasion the

taroup met with the annual meeting of a Metis

Colocy. On almther it sat to on the meeting

of a Band ouncil to which a general invitation

had been extended for the transaction of Band

businev..

Me..Ing; with the Advisory and Con-

sultotiye Committee, established by the

MiniY-r. Three such meetings were held. They

weri' J' assistorh..e to the Group in respect

of -rgonizing its work, in identifying subject

areds for examination, and as a sounding

board for ideds and proposals. Members were

provided copies of chapter drafts as completed.

hea-inds. The availability

rjf tilt roat) for two dajs to receive brief;

and to 'leaf- representation was considerably

advertised. Some participation was solicited.

The result was satisfying, or disappointing,

9

depending OH point of vieW, lew repreSentationS

were made, nmy Imply that few concerns

existed, other thon among those being contacted

dtrectly, It uch is the (14',0 some Comfort CAn

ta1.011 hY those Immediately involved in North-

Iand's operations, On the other hand it may

only ineati that concerned persons found it incon.

vcilivilt to comm. f orward

Hiose who mode presentations are 'listed

in on oppendix. Their contributions and dis-

cussions were much appreciated.

4, Interviews of individual trustees,

privately. IL Was considered desirable not

only to meet with the divisional board as a

group, but to permit each trustee to spelk his

mind as freely as he or she might care to do

outside the somewhat inhibiting situation of

a formal board meeting.

S. Interviews of the chief officers of

the board, also individually, where their prob-

lems and concerns could be more freely expressed.

G. Discussions with various officers of

the Department of Education.

7. Interviews of or discussions with a

considerable number of individuals and groups

who might have information or views that would

be of interest to the Study Group. A list is

appended.

ii. Visits to other schools and school

jurisdictions which have or might have some

involvement with Northland. List appended.

9. Visits farther afield, especially

Frontier School Division in Manitoba, the Depart-

ment of tio thern Saskatchewan at La Ronge, the

Department 3f Education at Yellowknife, N.W.T.,

and the native admi nistered school at Rae-

Edzo,

10. The institution of studies. In partic-

'Aar these related to the problems of drop-outs

And retardation, the financial affairs of the



divhion, And native language% Mt tohool,

!he !Judy twoup ako had the benrfit of A

number of Lommunify profile., prepared by

thr Northern iwyelowm4o (troop of thr ttovrtnt

ment of Alberta.

II. Ihe rkamtnation of a cont.itivrable

quatitifY uf dot.tmtrntary and pertinent reading

material.

Attending a numbr of Northland

arranged ur oriented meetings, all of which

served to provide some insight into its

operations or problems.

13. The holding of regular, somewhat

more formal meetings of the Study Group itself,

supplementing the informal discussions that

Look place while en route and At other times.

In mid-June after the drafting of this

report %os well under way a final meeting was

held at Peace kiver with the chairman 4nd

chief officers of the division for further

discussions of a number of matters which

required more information or explanation.

It was of interest to discover at this meeting

that a number of plans were under way, or

that steps had already been taken, to move

in the direction of some of the recomendations

which were already in the draft of the report.

4
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dated OM 0111111,1 1, 14.10, 1%0101

inisr tiin authority Of Ii. ititil A t .

It '. hill t la I fiwit t t c.t140

ha V 11111 the 'Owe .,ort if e.11.,toil,t., affit

ri",ponsibil If les 3`. , toy tatIt.t"a hoOl liv i'.1011,

No formal iburillaultation appears to viiist

setting forth the reasons for its establishment.

In the minds of some of those who were about

at the time, No LI, be uppertmast

I. A Ill, to (ill ',OPIIJIIIng bet tt,r in

the way of provision of .'ichool services for

outlying, chiefly northern,

A desire to bring the schools

i.oncrned into the main stream of the Alberta

educational family through the establishment

of a more effective administrative system in

terms of tinancial arrangements and the avail-

ability of a superintendent of schools having

direct rather then marginal Interest in such

schools.

4tille in order to be brought into North-

land Division as constituted prior to the

enacting of The Northland School Division Act,

a school had to be located in an organized

sk.hool district, which requirement waS taken

rare of by 50174! fonnition and modification of

districts, the actual antecedents of the

division's schools were several including

schools operated

by independent rural schools dis-

rrici.s;

by the Metis Rehabilitation Branch,

a governmental organization, through the in-

direct process of a subsidized school district

en,Ampassing each metis colony;

h) mission agencloS of the Ahdlilmi

ant Ho,e; it ho I I hoi

hi tho hepartment of Indian Attail,,,

,inder a vat 10 y wimh often

Ii rptila tipt Vit'i .1^, liii laO liii ,

iis vi chit". MO slot 11.; le% tit ttlt..tt,

Is Ma' tiVi rilied III all 11141Uhl kited

Olafltro ript written by nr. J. W. Chalmer5, first

offitial trustee of the division, trom which

the following quotation% aro taken,

Ihe OrPortment of lducation sur-
vey of the Metis school population
indicated that their school achievement
was very low, At all grade levels
the percentage of Metis children who
were over-age tor their grade, i.e.
educationally retarded, was at least
twice to three times the proportion
for white children, At the upper end
of the school system, the Metis hod
almost disappeared. Of 2,347 such
children in six northern systems,
only six, ur 0.3 of the total were
to Grade% X and xl, but 764, or 7,4!.
of 10,320 white children were in the
`tan: grades.

Other native children, Indian
and Motis, attended Mission schools
operated by Protestant and Roman
Catholic organizations. Such schools
were financed by a mall grant from
the provincial government, tuition
fees from Indian Affairs (when appli-
cable), and help from denominational
sources. In general, these schools
were marginally housed, frequently
in makeshift frame or log buildings,
indadequately equipped, poorly staffed,
often by instructors without the least
vestige of any professional preparation
as teachers, Typical of these was
the Kateri school, named for the vener-
able Mohawk convert Catherine Tekakwitha,
located some 80 miles almost directly
north of the town of Slave Lake. There,

49 native children, almost equally
divided between registered Indian and
Metis children, were crowded into a
disused HBC warehouse, so small that
one child actually had her desk in the
doorway to the room. The school furn-
iture was homemade, just barely accep-
able. Readers, supplied by the Depart-
ment of Education, were standard issue,
other books were few, old, and tattered.
The teacher, a middle-aged woman, had
had much experience in such schools
as Nateri, but limited general and no
professional education.
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t. 1111,, Ac retnipitied Northland

Oivhion A% A %0Ct 1,11 (O. While %till sub-

JoLt in tho main tai tho 1,c.huol Act, there

wore a few $1wi Ill provi,,lons of distinctive

nature, Two of thw.e wore of primary Importance.

The fir,,t, that the division should be

noverned hy A '.thoul board. However, recoq-

nitind that olvitinn of truSteeS in the usual

fastilOn ww; not feasible, it WaS provided that

a board of five trustees should be appointed

by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council. The

hoard so appointed included a Chairman who

WA% a member of the staff of the University

of Alberta, One re,,ident of Fort McMurray

WAS appointed, thi, being the first recognition

of locAl participation. The other three were

employees rowertively of the Departments of

fdoratIon. Municipal Affairs and Public Welfare.

opinion of !he mini An, orro eary It will be seen that the voting control

,tod wAs in the hand!, of civil servants though this

did not necov,arilv mean that they SaW eye

we, to oyo on ,mttor., hofore the Board. The new

i. ,hr. 1,1 of !.11001 arrallgo7vnt ,t,i;our-,d responsibility, was a

In I,!,.) ;.doi.aiDr. ,,top III tne dirotion of ;elf government, albeit
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may be said that gradually further appoint-

ments of persons of native origin were made.

As of 1974-75 the Board comprised the following:

1. A Chairman, paid by the Department

of Education, who is deemed to devote full

time to the affairs of the division. He has

an office in Edmonton and also at divisional

head-quarters in Peace River. He is the Chief

Executive Officer of the Board, which means

that in addition to beir the Board's presiding

and chief signing officer, he is fully involved

in its day-to-day operations and the movements

and activities of the total staff. This is an

unusual arrangement when compared to the

organizational structure of other school

divisions or districts. The previous chairmen

were not chief executive officers. In fact

during some, if not most years, there was no

such person, authority being divided between

secretary-treasurer and superintendent, and

perhaps others.

2. An officer of the Department of

Education. The rationale of this has been

that since the division receives most of its

revenue from the Department, and the Department,

on behalf of the Government, is the final

source of funds, close liaison with the Depart-

ment is desirable both from the standpoint

of the Department and of the division.

3. A Metis, regident in Edmonton, who

has close relationships with Metis and other

native organizations.

4. Four persons, all Native and all

women, resident in dispersed communities of

the division, Grouard, Wabasca, Paddle Prairie

and Elizabeth Metis Colony near Grand Centre.

It will be seen, consequently, that the

nature of the Board has moved a very consider-

able distance in the direction of native and

local participation.

The second major change effected by The

Northland School Division Act was to enlarge
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the division's territorial responsibility.

Whereas formerly, under The School Act, it con-

sisted only of, and was responsible for, school

districts, it was now, in effect, to comprise

all lands north of Township 55, running across

the province, which were not within any other

school jurisdiction, or not in an Indian Reserve.

It thus became a great geographic area with res-

ponsibilities for servicing all communities

therein whether school districts were in exist-

ence about them or not.

Much history might be written about the

means used to develop or provide services-

establishing facilities, recruiting staff,

caring for maintenance, developing programs

and the like. "These can best be dealt with

in the discussion of specific matters to

follow."

One thing that can be said, and properly

ought to be said, is that despite any deficien-

cies that may be revealed or referred to in

what follows in this report the fact is that

compared to what existed in terms of facilities

and services in 1960 there has been very great

progress indeed: Each administration has made

its contribution and is to be commended therefor.

Finally, in review, mention may be made

of headquarters. The office was first estab-

lished in rented quarters in Edmonton not far

from the Department of Education, a necessary

convenience for the official trustee. Later

an office building was erected in the outskirts

of Edmonton.

In 1971 the Government of Alberta advised

the division that it was to move its head-

quarters to Peace River, it being alleged to

the Study Group that this was done, and required,

without the matter coming before the Board for

advice. It would only be an academic exercise

to look into this, it now being a fait accompli.

It may be said, however, that a number of per-

sons, many of whom seem to be in some position

to know, say that from the standpoint of

efficiency of operation and service this was



a mistake.

Some arguments can be found in support

of either locale, and in fact of still another,

Slave Lake, but the Study Group concluded that

this is not an issue that can.be profitably

raised at this time. Operations are well

established in Peace River; new accommodation

is in process of development; it seems best to

ac Peace River as headquarters.

8



CHAPTER THREE

The Uniclueness of Northland School Division

While Northland School Division No. 61

functions in many respects as do other school

authorities in Alberta, districts, divisions

and the school committees of counties, it has

a number of characteristics that set it apart.

These characteristics, or most of them, create

administrative problems which go far beyond, in

scope and intensity, those faced by other

jurisdictions. Most of these in turn have a

financial impact. Hence it is quite unfair

to make statistical comparisons with other

school authoritie.,, almost all of which, on

the surface at least, would seem to be dis-

paraging of the division's operations.

We shall look at a number of these major

deviations from the norm of school divisions

generally.

1. Geographical Area

The Northland School Division Act provides

that the division comprises all that part of

Alberta lying north of township 55 which is not

included in any other district, division or

county, or in an Indian reserve. The north

boundary of the township 55 line is some fifteen

miles north of Edmonton. Hence a tremendous

area is encompassed although at any particular

time the division is only seriously involved

where there are communities to be served.

There is always the prospect of a new community

forming. Two new schools were put into oper-

ation in September 1974, involving much ad-

ministrative effort and expense to provide

staff and physical plant.

2. Dispersion of Communities

The communities in which Northlarl oper-

ates schools or provides service in some other

manner are spread into the four corners of the

total area described above, and up, down and

I ;)
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across. At the time of the writing of this

report thirty schools were being operated and

the children from the following communities

were being provided for by way of transportation

arrangements, Antonberg, Anzac, Carcajou, Elk-

South Wapiti, Fort Fitzgerald, Indian Cabins,

Muskeg River, and Susa Creek.

These last mentioned may require less fre-

quent attention than actual school operations

but must be kept under surveillance and occasion-

ally busing or high school attendance problems

arise.

3. Large Number of Schools

The school divisions and counties of Alberta

operate a highly varying number of schools,

from a low of four to a high of some seventeen.

The median is about eight or nine. Of the

number, whatever it may t2, from one to three

lie in the same village, town or city as the

divisional office and hence are immediately

accessible to administrative officers. In

many cases the number includes one or more one-

room schools operated on Hutterite Colonies.

As noted above Northland operates thirty

schools. This in itself, without regard to

the factor of distance, creates administrative

involvement much in excess of that of the

average school division. Every school, re-

gardless of size generates needs for attention.

The three factors referred to above, total

geographical area, dispertion of communities,

and number of schools combine to produce a

logistics factor which can be pointed up by

the following comparison.

A central Alberta county operates fourteen

schools, considerably above the average for

counties and divisions. One is located at head-

quarters. One is a Hutterite colony school.

The aggregate of the distances of the schools

from the county office by highway is under 250

miles.



If in the case of Northland the distance

of each school from the divisional office

"as the crow flies" is determined and thes,_

are added, the total is approximately 5100

miles, over twenty times as great. But this

figure in itself

the roads or air

travelled are in

such as going to

Chipewyan, going

is quite inadequate in that

routes which have to be

so many cases so circuitous,

Edmonton to get to Fort

to Fort McMurray to get to

Janvier, or going to Slave Lake to get to

Wabasca, that the true relevant figure must

be more like 7000 miles.

'lime and distance may be saved by using

charter aircraft but this greatly increases

expense. The costs of conventional means of

travel, car or scheduled air line, are them-

selves very high under the circumstances.

It may be observed also that not only do

these factors of extent, dispersion and number

affect the movement of people, -superintendent,

supervisors, trustees and others, -they become

even more serious when the movement of goods

is involved, -building materials, mobile

housing, equipment, materials required for

repairs and maintenance, school supplies,

-all the steady stream of articles, large and

small, which must flow to provide a school

and to keep it in operation.

Finally it may be noted that although

during the last few years there had been con-

siderable building of roads to remote com-

munities, reducing the degree of isolation,

a considerable number of schools are still

not served by any road. Smaller items must

be flown in by charter flight. Heavier items

may be brought in only over winter road or

in some fashion involving much expense and

time.

The references above are chiefly to trans-

portation, whether of people or goods. A

similar situation prevails With respect to

communication. communities have no post

office. Mail can be received and dispatched
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only intermittently from or at some distant

post office. Many communities have no telephone

service. A number have-what is called a mo-

bile telephone. This is a form of radio tele-

phone locatea in one place only in the communiv.

It is a boon tc the residents, including the

school, but it has its limitations in terms

of effective and rapid communication. Regular

telephone service is gradually reaching into

communities not heretofore served but there

is still a long way to go before there can be

ready communication between the divisional

office and all the schools.

4. Taxation Base

A normal school division or county has a

taxation base of some magnitude. Some are

very wealthy in this respect. Others are not

so well endowed and because of this may require

special financial assistance.

In the majority of cases the division or

county has a sufficient assessment of real

other property that a significant proporti,r

of its revenue comes from that source by way

of the supplementary requisition. When the

annual budget is struck the board or school

committee, after paring its expenditures and

computing its revenues from all sources, effects

a balance by placing on tts ratepayers a levy

which thru...,qh the supplementary requisition shows

in mills on the tax notices of the municipalities.

The board, consequently, makes its final decision

in terms of how much taxation it.is prepared

to impose on its ratepayers.

It is not so with Northland. The total

assessment for 1973 was $2,237,610. A supple-

mentary requisition rate of 21.5 mills, a quite

high one, was imposed producing $48,108. This

was met in part through electric power and

pipeline revenues received by the Department

of Municipal Affairs which is the municipal

authority. In a total revenue of some $3,500,000

this is relatively inconsequential. The assess-

ment base cannot be used as a balancing factor

for the budget. Hence the final question the



board must ask is not "How heavily can we tax

our ratepayer,?" but rather, "How much can we

reasonably ask tne Province of Alberta to pro-

vide us by way of special grant? How much can

we expect to receive?" This places the whole

matter of budgeting in a very different sort

of game.

It may be observed also that most of the

tax revenue comes from commercial and indus-

trial installations. Most of the residents

whose children a.,-e educated in.the schools,

for various reasons are not assessed and taxed

at all. Hence the taxation factor which

operates vis-a-vis a school trustee and his

constituency in an ordinary scnool division

is quite inoperative in Northland.

5. Residences for Teachers and Utility

Services

The nature of the communities served by

Northland is such that it cannot be expected

either that a teacher will own his own resi-

dence, or that he can expect to find a house

or other accommodation to rent. The latter do

not exist. Hence, in order to get teachers

at all the division must become a landlord of

considerable proportions. The residences,

numbering some 86 are chiefly mobile homes

placed semi-permanently near the operating

schools. They are occasionally moved from one

location to another as circumstances change.

They, and their furnishings, have to be main-

tained.

In no community.is any public sewage

system available for the hooking in of schools

and residences. The division is faced with

the necessity of establishing lagoons, disposal

fields or whatever is feasible in each circum-

stance, at much expense for installation and

maintenance attention. Many are of limited

effectiveness.

The same applies to water supply. The

division must dig wells, provide dug-outs,

haul water, or whatever is feasible, again at
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great expense and often with much frustraC.on

and administrative effort.

While grid power, like telephone service,

gradually extends to the communities served

by Northland there still remain a number of

schools and residences which are provided with

power by local plants supplied by the division

and served by it in respect of fuel and main-

tenance. These are a constant problem.

It will be seen, consequently, that the

division, as landlord and utility supplier,

is involved in a host of problems that are

completely unknown to the ordinary school

authority. The office, the maintenance depart-

ment, the superintendent and others find that

much of their time has to be devoted to non-

educational but highly demanding functions.

6. Recruitment and Retention of Teaching

Staff

While they are perhaps effects rather than

causal c;rcumstances it must be observed that

the cumulative effect of all the items listed

above is to make it more difficult for North-

land to recruit teachers and to retain them.

The division has a much more difficult time than

other school authorities in these respects.

7. High School Service

At the time of this study Northland was

operating no high school. Only at Mistassiniy

(Desmarais) is Grade X offered although this

grade is in prospect for Atikameg. While the

number of pupils graduating from grade IX is

small, and an even smaller number proceed to

high school, the,division is involved in con-

tinuing problems of fees, allowances, boarding

arrangements, guidance and counselling, and

complications arising therefrom. Few divisions

have this sort of administrative complication,

at least of the same magnitude.

17



8. Ethnic Background

Of Northland's thirty schools three are

populated entirely, or almost so, by white

children. Two or three schools enrol both white

and native children ii considerable proportions.

Otherwise the schocls serve native communities.

In such schools there may be an occasional white

child, sons and daughters of teachers, store-

keepers or others serving the community.

They are, however, essentially schools attended

by native children

This fact has a number of consequences

many of which will be referred to in the

discussion of particular problems later in this

report.

Some of the most obvious are these:

a) The economic status of.most of the

communities is -t a low level;

b) In many communities the cultures, the

history and traditions, the life styles, even

the language in common use, differ substantially

from those to be found elsewhere, and from those

of the teaching staffs employed. There .g.v

well be an ambivalence, or a spectrum, in these

respects within any particular district, but

in most they constitute a situation requiring

different approaches and various sorts of

flexibility.

c) A very pronounced factor, arising

from aspects of h) above is the attitude to-

wards attendance. The parental and community

sanctions which operate to keep children in

school, and in regular attendance, in most

Alberta communities operate with much less

effect in native communities. He,Le in many

schools attendance levels are with

consequent limitations on academic progress

and continual frustration felt by teachers.

Northland is unique in that it has a

special responsibility to serve this' clientele,

one whose historical, cultural and linguistic
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backgrounds differ from those of most Albertans.

The communities in which many of these children

and their parents live were established by

native people who desired to live close to the

land in its natural state. In order to do this

they chose frontier areas largely unwanted at

the time by the dominant society. These com-

munities are in the process of change, of de-

velopmekt; they are nr't static.

But change must be gradual and those from

outside who are involved in it, including

Northland and its schools, must be aware of the

inter-cultural factors involved. There must be

sensit4vity, empathy, and a readiness to

cooperate with the people of the communities.

Communication is frequently a problem,

not onlj in the physical sense as referred

to in 3) above but also in respect of language

differences. vie division must be sensitive

to this problem and seek ways and means of

making sure that Cree or Chipewyan speakers

with whom they must communicate are enabled

to understand the import of what is being put

before them, whether individually or as groups.

From all the above it will be seen that

as an administrative entity Northland Division

has a host of circumstances that place challenges

and financial and operational burdens upon it

and its staff which are largely foreign to

other school jurisdictions. The result is

that time, energy and funds that are sorely

needed for more productive ends are often

absorbed in ancillary operations and are not

available for the achievement of other purposes.

It means also that the division is placed

in a rather special relationship to the Depart-

ment of Education, or the government of the

province, to which it must look for financial

support and the balancing of its budget.

While the Deparoment does not continuously

monitor its spending the approved special grant

does finally determine the level of exlpenditure

which can be established.



CJIAPTER FOUR

Hrposes and Philosqp.hy

From time to time the Study Group has been

presented with the question, "What is the edu-

cational philosophy of Northland School

Division?"

While the question is more important in

respect of the present operations of the

division, and df the future, a word about the

past is in order, adding to what appears in

the historical chapter.

Was there, at the time Northland Division

was established, any special philosophy, any

set oT goals or unique purposes, in the minds

of those involved, including the Government of

Alberta, the Minister of Education, the

officers of the Department of Education, the

first official trdstee, and the first super-

intendent of schools?

The Chairman of the Study Group was

Deputy Minister of Education ,t the time of

establishment. The Study Gr: p ''as inter-

viewed both the first official trustee and

the first superintendent, and has had the bene-

fit of examining some documents including the

excellent, unpublished, history of the first

decade of Northland School Division, the

"Moose" Division, prepared by Dr. J. W. Chalmers,

first official trustee, the driving force in

getting the division operational.

The fact is that no one recalls, nor

can point to any motivation for the estab-

lishment of the division other than a desire

to improve schooling, as normally understood,

in the scattered, impoverished, feeble schools

serving a variety of Indian and Metis com-

,lnities. Better facilities, continuous rather

haphazard operation, bett^r teachers, order

rd-ther than semi-chaos, these were the objec-

tives. Philosophical consideraf ons related

to the future of native peoples, if thought

of dt all, were very secondary to the inne-
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diate problems of upgrading the delivery of

school services in the largely wilderness

communities.

Many attempts have been made to set forth

a philosophy, a statement of objectives or

purposes, for public school systems. The

Alberta Department of Education has issued such

a statement in the year 1975 under the title

Goals of Basic Education, applicable to grades

1 to 12. As is customarily the case it has

been produced pursuant to the efforts of a

substantial and representative committee. As

with most such documents it sets forth a variety

of aspects of life and of schooling that are

deemed to require or warrant ...ttention, and

with respect to which it is hoped and expected

that positive results will be achieved.

S-molified, the range encompasses good citizen-

ship, changing society, communication skills,

thinking abilities, tolerance, the world of work,

management skills, curiosity, leisure, health,

culture and beauty, basic and special knowledge.

No order of importance, priority, or emphasis

is provided. The list is similar to most such

statements that have been prepared over many

years in many places reflecting a compromise

and consensus among a variety of persons and

points of view.

The schools of Northland Division, being

part of the provincial school system, are

presumably expected to achieve th sorts of

results implied in the Goals outlined above.

A further consideration is whether, having

regard to the special circumstances affecting

its schools, or most of them, there should be

additional objectives or philosophies. North-

land currently has no statement setting such

forth.

The crux of the questions asked, or of the

points of view expressed, is whether thE edu-

cational program should be designed, or assumed,

to promote the ultimate integration of the native

people into the larger society or whether it

should assume a continuing rather different



and somewhat isolated style of living and

scm.ahow reflect that circumstance in its ob-

jectives and programs. There dre voices also

advocating an intermediate position, not

rigidly one way or the other, a bicultural

viewpoint.

In all of tnis it must be kept in mind

that there are substantially different cultural

realities in Northland communities which must

be taken into account. These, together with

the historical experience of Northland com-

munities, indicate that considerable additional

resources must be assigned to make a fully

equal sLhool experience possible.

It must be emphasized again that there

is a danger of assuming that all Northland

schools and communities, the native ones, are

alike. Such is far from the case. Garden

Creek, Fox Lake, Chipewyan Lakes are still

very isolated. They have at present minimal

contact with the rest of Alberta. On the

other hand many others are, because of acces-

sibility by road, in increasing external con-

tact both in terms of people from outside the

community coming in and people from the

community going out for a ,...iety of purposes.

As is mentioned Flsewhere in this report

the Study Group's visi:s to all the communities

served by the division by land vehicle and by

air revealed the steady penetration of roads,

of telephones, of power lines, of various

other sorts of intrusion of the larger society.

Isolation is fast disappearing, or diminishing,

and the areas of wilderness to which groups

may retreat if so inclined are steadily being

reduced. (he comunities of Wabasca, of

Cadotte Lake, of Atikameg and of Calling Lake

are not and cannot be the same communities as

they were before all-weather roads gave access

to Slave Lake, to Peace River, to High Prairie

Ind to Athabasca. These centers, and others

that are accessible through the highway system,

constitute an attraction for people previously

very much isolated. The way of life of the

people of many Northland communities is
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changiug, Jua or ill, and the process

seem to

h,rqe and important questions

as to tilt! ,1,-.7r,i;Ility of change and of its

speed. tHy, should government accel-

erate the dtwii.oi.ion of isolation through road

construction ,:!Id the encouragement of other

forms of penetration? .What is best for the

people concerned.: More important, perhaps,

is what do tbe people themselves think? There

may be ambivalence in this respect. At Sandy

Lake, the Study Group was informed, there

are those wbe are happy to see the excellent

road from Desmarais being built, while others

are apprehensive, seeing a threat to their

way of life. The Study Group does not consider

that it is its function, nor for that matter

has it the wisdom, to pronounce on this subject.

It can say only that change is rapidly occuring,

and that both conalunities and schGols must ilf2

awa-e of it. All sorts of penetration, whether

governmental or industrial, should follow care-

ful consideration of the possible social effects

thereof upun the indigenous populations.

It is true that the Treaty Indians on

reserves have a sort of built in isolation in

that white society may not so readily penetrate.

But Jean D'Or Prairie Is now served, very

recently, by a good gravel road from Fort

Vermilion. Intercourse and mutual involvement

of the two comrunities will continue to increase.

For example, plans were afoot for the school

pupils to engage in sports activities involving

Fort Vermilion pupils. When this occurs, a

new vista opens to pupils whose isolation is

renuced thereby in consiaerable measure. In

any event, ludian reserves are served by North-

land only by aqreement, and their schools

can be withdrawn on short notice.

The question that has to be asked, then,

is as to ,Aether, in most cases, the interests

of the pupils are best served if the attitude

of the schOo:. is that most of their pupils

will evencually need an education that prepares

them for contact with and involvement in,



perhaps even tran;fer to, society in general,

or, contrariwse, for life in some degree of

isolation, or for that matter for an interme-

diate position.

The fact is, of course, that it is dif-

ficult to define or delineate different pro-

grams for these purposes. It is perhaps more

a matter of attitude. For example, a school

staff l'ight be strong in its encouragement of

pupils to persist in school, to go to high

school, on the premise that only in this way

can they be properly prepared to enter the

world of work an have social acceptance in

the wider socie i. If the contrary view were

held, that t! 2 future of the child lay in

an isolated community with re-

t.ri....Led external contacts, persistence into

nigh school might seem less necessary, and

might even lead to directions not in harmony

with ,..ommunity views.

Conversations with teaching staffs re-

vealed a considerable view that the future of

the children being taught was inevitably and

inexorably bound up with the wider society,

that this should be recognized and schools

organized and conducted accordingly, Some,

however, who had thought on this subject were

very desirch,s of some type of bicultural

preparaticin in which the youngster would have

access to the wider society without losing his

own self-concept and special identity.

Discussions with parents and others were

less definitive but as will be indicated

elsewhere in this report the persistent view

was that they wanted good basic education,

essentially the same as available in Alberta

schools generally, and with little evidence of

desire for special programs or arrangements that

somehow relate to their particu7ar backgrounds,

luLales, and circumstances.

ihe,-e were various conjectures as to why

this miqht be so, the most common being that

this wan the sort of education they had them-

selves experienced in their various opportunities
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for schooling, usually limited, and hence was

what was familiar to them. It was also sug-

gested that they were aware of their own

deficiencias in respect of the fundamental

skills arising from their limited school oppor-

tunities and wished to see these deficiencies

overcome in their children. It was further

suggested that through many generations the

dominan '. attittyle of the white, the authorita-

tive society, was that native culture should

be suppressed, which may have created a lack of

respect for their own culture among natives

themsPives. These, however, are only specu-

lations which may be interesting, but the essen-

tial point is that fundamental, main line, edu-

cation is what appeared to be favored. The

people's views in this regard must be respected.

While it would aopear that at the time

of its establishment, and subsequently, the

aurpose of schooling in Northland was viewed

largely as the provision of equal services,

one member of the Study Group contends that

Northland's failure, for whatever reasons, to

de' .lop a bicultural schooling environment is

r very serious shortcoming.

As far as the division, as a legal and

administrative entity is concerned, no state-

ment of purpose in any formal Sense has been

seen. None appears 1 the Policy Handbook.

Discussions with the trustees revealed, how-

ever, the general view that the aim, the ideal,

is to achieve a level of competence and success

such that their schools will do for their pupils

essentially what other Alberta schools do for

theirs. There are serious impediments to

achieving this goal but it is nevertheless

the goal.

The Study Group did not find or encounter

any directions to schools or teachers setting

forth this point of view, but in the absence

of anything to the contrary, or by way of amend-

ment, school staffs may reasonably assume that

they are to attempt to conduct schools in the

normal Alberta fashion, within the limits im-

posed by special circumstances and conditions.



This is not to say tnat there is any dis-

couragements of flexibility, of innovation, of

understandinj, of devices to achieve rapport,

of recognition of native culture and the like.

On the co.atrary these are encouraged and

commended, but in the context of an aim to

achieve good general education as conceived

Alberta wide.

The Study Group was interested to discover

that Frontier School Divis.pn, Manitoba, has

attempted to set forth a special Philosophy and

Objectiyes. This is to be found in a document

prepared for the information of teachers and

prospective teachers.

The Study Group is of the opinion that

should it, or should Northland School Division,

attempt to produce something in the nature of

a statement of philosophy suitable for the

division it would not likely differ much from

the Frontier statement. It reads as follows:

Philosophy and Objectives

It is difficult to state a philosophy
of education peculiarly appropriate
for Frontier schools. In general terms,

it need not be too different from that
of any other school system, but there
are some specific expectations of those
teaching in Frontier communities:

1) It is expected that teachers
will be sensitive to and accommodate
the educational objectives of the people.
This entails getting to know and respect
the people and their culture. It means

finding opportunities to allow the com-
munity tu have a cultural input into
the school.

2) It is expected that teachers
will avoid making assumptions about
whdt the future of the students is to be.

Teachers are expected to equip the stu-
dents so they will have genuine options
in the future. The graduates may choose
to find employment outside of their
communities, or extend their education
at another institution, or remain at
home. Regardless ofthe choice they
may make, the education provided
should help them to live more suc-
cessfully.

3) It is expected that academic
achievement will be stressed as much as
it is in any other school system.
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Teachers expectations of their students
(that is, the rate of learning) should
be as high as they would be in any other
system.

4) It is expected that a vital
part of a school's objectives will be
the development of a positive self-
finage by the student. Demonstrating

respect for the student, tor his parents,
and for his culture is essential, as is
allowing him to experience success.

5) It is expected that every effort
will be made to humanize education.
Kindness and warmth are important.
Learning can be made enjoyable.

Within the Advisory and Consultative Com-

mittee which assisted the Study Group, the

view was held that there should be such a state-

ment prepared and adopted by the divisional

board, not necessarily a replica of the Frontier

statement, which would provide some guidance for

board, administration, and teaching staff.

The Study Group accepts and endorses this

viewpoint.



CHAPTER FIVE

Governance

The question as to the manner in which

Northland School Division should be governed,

that is the nature and composition of its

board of trustees, or equivalent, is a most

perplexing one in which the ideal and the

practicalities come into conflict.

In the section headed Historical, there

is an outline of the sequence of arrangements

that have been in effect over the period of

Northland's existence. It may be well to

review the present format.

There is currently a board of seven.*

All of these are appointed by the Lieutenant-

Governor in Council, tht terms of appointment

being three years. There is a power of ter-

mination or removal. The current appointments

are as follows:

1) A chairman appointed as such, resident

in Edmonton, with a rented office there. He is

deemed to be a full-time officer although this

is not so provided by the Northland School

Division Act, 1965. He is paid a salary

directly by the Government, not by the division.

His time is divided among the Edmonton office,

the Peace River office, and travel within the

division. He is also chief executive officer

of the board, an unusual arrangement when com-

pared with other school and municipal struc-

tures. This status has been conferred upon him

by the school board itself, although the

salary paid by the Department would appear

to envisage full-time employment.

2) An employee of the Department of

* Appended hereto is a list of the names

of the persons currently serving as trustees

showing the dates of original appointments and

dates of termination of their current appoint-

ments. See appendix L.

Education. There has been such an appointee

on the board since the Northland School Division

Act was passed by the Legislative Assembly in

1965. The person occupying this place on the

board has always come from the business section

of the Department, that concerned with finance,

grants and the fiscal operations of school

authorities. During the first decade of the

division's life there was also a departmentally

appointed superintendent of schools attached

to the division, as was generally the case with

divisions and counties.

While no document has been seen bearing on

the matter, it can surely be assumed that be-

cause the support of the division comes so sub-

stantially from provincial funds, regular and

special, the presence of a government person

on the board was deemed logical. Since local

appointment of superintendents has superseded

provincial appointment this board member is the

only direct liaison with the Department of

Education.

that

day,

this

The Study Graup has no reason to believe

there is, CP has been, any sort of day-to-

or month-to-month surveillance through

appointee. Rather his presence merely

assures that the affairs of the division are

kept within the general awareness of the Depart-

ment. It is assumed, of course, that if this

officer has some significant concern or perplexity,

he may discuss it with colleagues and superiors

in the Department.

3) 4) 5) 6) 7) Five persons of native

ancestry.

One is resident in Edmonton and has had a

continuing prominence within Metis organizations.

He serves as vice-chairman of the board. The

board names its own vice-chairman annually.

The other four, all women, reside in

geographically dispersed communities served by

the division. The precise processes whereby

they came to be selected for appointment have

r1._' been established. Suffice to say that each,



at the time of her appoinuent, was deemed by

the Minister of Education, and his advisers,

to be competent and to have an acceptability

at least in her imnediate vicinity.

While the four resident trustees are

geographically distributed they do not have

any defined areas of special interest or

re:ponsibility; they are not from subdivisions.

In fact, some infonnation before the Study

Group seemed to indicate that in some instances

and at some times they felt that they had a

special mandate to serve, or enhance, their

particular communities. To the extent that

this may have been true it is understandable

having regard to the lack of any factors

pointing to a zone obligation.

Mention is now made of the reactions of

persons and groups consulted by the Study

Group in respect of the nature and composition

of the board.

First it has to be said that the public

meetings held in the communities were very

disappointing in this respect. In the main

there was little concept or awareness of

the significance of a school board, or of its

manner of constitution. Occasionally, a

somewhat knowledgeable voice was heard but

this was very much the exception. It has to

be said, consequently, a) that no widespread

concern about the board was found, and b) that

little guidance arose in respect of what reforms,

if any, should be pursued.

It seemed to be accepted that school was

a service provided by "government", using the

term in

details

concern

a comprehensive sense, the precise

of its delivery being not of great

This condition seems to suggest a

lack of communication between the division

and the communities served.

The last public fleeting held by the Study

Group was at Conklin. At that meeting the

general nature of the proposals set forth

herein was described. They were received

favorably by the meeting.

In the case of the teachers neetings the

situation was much the same with two differences,

a) that at many of them there was a much greater

knowledge of and about the processes of consti-

tuting a school board, and b) that a few voices

were raised, as individual proponents and not

as collective spokesmen, for a system of full

and Complete election of trustees. In this

latter respect the basis seemed to be in terms

of a concern for the democratic process.

Discussion of ways and means of accomplishing

this usually left the details unresolved.

It is to be borne in mind that with 5J per

cent of the teachers new to the division and

many new to Alberta, there was limited knowledge

and experience from which to develop construc-

tive criticisms and views.

The Northland School Division Local of the

Alberta Teachers' Association in its brief

favored election of a board of trustees of nine,

with a chairman to be chosen by the board from

its own membership. In the discussions which

ensued there were again faced the inherent

difficulties 'n accomplishing this desirable

end immediately, and the proposition was less

diligently pressed than its forthright statement

in the brief would seem to have warranted.

Discussions with present and former officers,

employees, board members and others, revealed

very few who came out strongly for a fully elec-

ted board. The arguments for wery usually based

on what might be termed philosophical consider-

ations, that is, that it is no longer acceptable

to have a public body, especially a school

board, appointed. The people must control their

own affairs. It has been argued that the only

way for the native people of Northland to ad-

vance is for them to be given free control,

and the money available, letting them by the

process of trial and error, and with professional

advice available, learn how to govern. It is
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argu:A

pensated

will be co7-

tem gains in competen,J2

arid self-re,.t. This is a very appealing

arguiit2nt tnat cannot be liwilissed out of nand.

In it is being, and nas been, tried in

numi.-r of otner art:as witn iarying degrees of

s,access.

Tne Stuy iwoup is of tne view that a

sr.n001 systeit, especially one of the extent,

.ompleAity, and vulnerability of Northland,

1, nut the best medidifl for this sort of

:periment irediately. For one thing,

recruitiiiwit of c.a:hers s row fraught with

much difficulty. Toe presence of, or the

suspected pre',ene of, an inexperienced

:overning body night further aggravate this

i.rubleri. The goal must be achieved by way of

oris of steps each of which adds its

incre-mit of responsibility and of competence.

Arguments nresented to the Study Grap

against 3 full-fledged system of election

ot trustees resided chiefly in two points,

a) that tne people are not reddy for it, either

in terms of being able to identify and select

knowledgeable trustees, or of understanding

,inat tne democratic governing of a school

system is all about, and b) that the far-flung

nature of tne subdivision; that might be estab-

lished make', soy meaningful electoral process

highly problematical.

Fvery native cominity, like any other

c.oacunity, has leaders and people of competence .

rhei- leadersnip and their ,.ompetenjes have

b,.e- :P.Irfa(ing and are becoming increasingly

apparent in a variety of ways to the benefit

of the communities and to the improvement oi

liaison with the wider society. What is re-

quired are processes, developmental steps,

which will contribute to the identification

of the"ie persons by their communities, and

wni.h will enhance their rapacities to assume

legislative and administrative functions.

To these Md, ,e added that Northland
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differs from other school jurisdictions in

that its board has practically no fiscal re-

sponsibility in relation to an assessment

and tax base. A normally elected school board

tist., in budgeting, finally face the prospect

of a tax levy on its ratepayers, including the

N:c!rber., of the board itself, to cover the full

extent of its proposed expenditures. This

determines the supplementary requisition and

the direct tax resulting therefrom. Consequently,

it must choose between the addition of desirable

expenditures and the level of taxation it can

imPose.

The Northland board is not in this position.

Its supplementary requisition and the resultant

tax revenue is nominal. It is not the final

balancing feature of its budget. The special

government grant stands in this position. Hence

the final budgetary position of the board is

not "How much taXation can we imvse?" but

"How much shall we request from the Government?"

This is a very different position to be in with

quite significant effects on directions of re-

sponsibility and accountability. An elected

Northland board would stand in a somewhat dif-

ferent relationship to its electorate from that

of other elected school boards in the Province.

It has been pointed out to the Study Group

that very sizeable revenues accrue to the pro-

vince from the petroleum and other industries

located within the division and that although

the division does not have direct access to

these, it should not be thought of, in a ter-

ritorial sense, of being only a financial burden.

Its area is in total a financial asset. This

is further discussed in chapter 17.

The Study Group, with some reluctance, has

concluded that straightforward election as in

Jny other school division, is not yet feasible,

but that some steps to prepare for it should

be taken. One member of the Study Group would

like to set a target date five years hence for

full election. The others prefer to leave the

attainment of this goal a bit more flexible,



accelerating or decelerating do;:ending on tne

succes; of the intermediate ;teps.

At this point a digression nlay be made in

tne direction of terminology.

It will be recalled that in tne first in-

stance Northland School Division was set up

completely under The School Act. The board

was an official trustee, an officer of the

Department of Education. The legal require-

ments were observed but for all practical

purposes the division was a ward of the

Government. This procedure employed existing

legislation and was simple to execute.

, Suppose, hcmever, that the Government of

the day had decided instead to create, pursuant

to appropriate legislation, not a school divi-

sion but a Northern School Authority or Com-

mission charged with responsibility for doing

the same things that Northland has done. In-

stead of being an official trustee, this officer

would have been a commissioner. Gradually,

there would have been added to him an advisory

board. In due course the Commission might have

comprised several persons appointed as trustees

are now.

The point is that had sone term other than

"division" been used, an appointed board would

probably not seem such an anomaly. There would

now merely be the question as to what steps,

if any, should be taken to further provide for

local participation (mnd involvement.

The Study Group was aware of certain

proposals made from time to time for the in-

Jusion of the functions of Northland School

Division in some larger, more comprehensive,

authority such as a county type jurisdiction.

It has examined The Northern Development Act,

1971, which was never proclaimed. That Act

provided for a Northern Development Corm

under the chairmanship of a Minister of t

Crown. It would have had jurisdiction ov,

broad range of governmental services, including
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eduk.ation, sonvwhat after the fashion of the

bepartient of Northern Saskatchewan described

in another chapter.

From no quarter did the Study Group re-

ceive any urging for such structure and did

not pursue the proposition beyond giving it

theoretical consideration which led to the

conclusion that there are no compelling grounds

pointing to the improvement of school services

under such an arrangement.

The Study Group has come to the following

conclusions:

1. The Board of Trustees should be

increased to nine, comprised as follows:

a) A chairman, who might or might not

be a resident of the division. Residence

within the division would have some practical

and psychological advantages. Things are never

quite black and white. A chairman living in

Edmonton has the possibility of more ready and

frequent contact with government and other

agencies. The person is more important than

the residence. He should perform the normal

functions of a school board chairman, and not

be the chief executive officer nf the board;

b) An officer of the Department of

Education, preferably someone whose interests

and background would give him competence both

in respect of finance and administration and

in the educational program of the division.

The Study Group is of the opinion that this

person should be one of more senior rank than

has heretofore been the case;

c) Seven trustees each of whom would be

a resident of one of seven subdivisions of the

division. Having regard to the legal area of

tne division (see sectiun 3 of The Northland

School Division Act) subdividing by reference

to school districts may not be appropriate and

some other form of designation may be necessary.
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The seven subdivisions are not easily

arranged. The scdttered nature of the division,

,Ae heterogeneity of the communities, the dis-

tances involved in any joining together of

groups of schools dnd communities, make IL

impossible to arrange subdivisions without

there being some artificiality and lack of

homegeneity.

A further complication is that of schools

on reserves serving Treaty Indians. By law

Indian reserves are excluded from Nor:thland

School Division; they, legally, are the respon-

sibility of the federal Department of Indian

Affairs. Consequently, any persons living on

reserves are not residents of the division.

The full impact of this situation will not be

felt until there is election of trustees in

the normal manner. At that time, if the re-

serve Indians are to participate in the govern-

ment of the School Division which provides them

service, the question will have to be faced

and resolved. This may well involve the atti-

tude of the people concerned, of the Indian

Association, of the Department of Indian

Affairs and of persons and school authorities

elsewhere since what is done in Northland will

be a precedent for action in other places.

In the meantime, under the structure of

local committees and school representatives

suggested herein the Study Group proposes

sufficiently flexible legal provisions, opera-

ting under the aegis of the division, that

there will be no impediment to a Treaty Indian

serving as a school representative, or being

nominated and appointed to the board.

In thiS respect there are at least three

sorts of situation such as:

a) Fox Lake, where the school is situated

on a reserve, and all the residents are Treaty

Indians;

b) Calling Lake, where the school is

not on a reserve but is adjacent to a very
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small one upon which live some Indians who are

not technically, residents of the division;

c) Fort MacKay, where there are many

Treaty Indians who are not living on their

reserves, which lie some miles to the northwest.

The view of the Study Group is that all of

these should be eligible for full participation

in the structure proposed.

There follows a proposed grouping of com-

munities by subdivisions. There are many possible

variants, and there is no intent to be dogmatic

about these. It will be noted that the schools

and communities whose transfer out of the division

has been recommended have not been included.

Suggested Subdivisions -

Subdivision One

Probable meeting place - Keg River

1. Steen River 8

2. Paddle Prairie 16

3. Keg River (Dr. Mary Jackson) - 113

4. Nose Creek 8

Total No. of students - - - - 145

Subdivision Two

Probable meeting place - Jean D'Or

1. Garden Creek 38

2. Fox Lake 123

3. Jean D'Or Prairie 18

Total No. of students 179

Subdivision Three

Probable meeting place Loon Lake

1. Cadotte Lake 41

2. Little Buffalo Lake 59

3. Loon Lake 45

4. Peerless Lake 41

5. Trout Lake (Kateri) 55

6. Chipewyan Lake 36

Total No. of students 277



Subdivisioplour

Probable meetinq place

1. Atikameg

2. Gift Lake

3. Grouard

4. Peavine (Bishop Routhier)- - .68

Total No. of students - 564

- Grouard

182

144

170

Subdivision Five

Probable meeting place - Desmarais

1. Wabasca (St. Theresa) 190

2. Desmarais (Mistassiniy) - - - - 277

3. Sandy Lake (Pelican Mountain) - 22

tal No. of students - - - - 489

Subdivision Sii

Probable

1. Fort Chipewyan

2. Fort MacKay

3. Anzac

4. Janvier

5. Conklin

Total No. of

meeting place - Fort McMurray

58

60

(est.)

80

31

students - - 249

Subdivision Seven

Probable meeting place - Edmonton

1. Elizabeth (A. C. McCully)

2. Fishing Lake (J. F. Dion)

3. Calling Lake

4. Susa Creek

5. Muskeg River

52

68

114

36 (est.)

Total No. of students 270

2. Subject to the provisions outlined

below in respect of the appointment of the

seven subdivisional trustees, all trustees

should, for the time being, be appointed by

the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

Appointments should be for terms of three

years, renewable for a second term only. All

appointments should be effective from and

terminate on specific dates in each year.

The initial appointments should be made for

one, two, or three years to provide for con-

tinuity of experience on the board.

3. The Chairman should be appointed as

such by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council,

but there should be in prospect the election

of a chairman from within and by the Board

in the not too distant future.

It may be observed that the appointment of

a full-time chairman, and his oeing chief

executive officer, were actually a move back

in the direction of an official trustee.

Miile nominally only one member of the board,

when votes are taken, the fact that he is a

full-time appointee and is knowledgeable and

assiduous in the pursuit of his duties, means

that he carries 'very considerable weight in

reaching decisions. This is simply inherent in

the situation and does not reflect upon him in

any derogatory sense. It is somewhat true of

any school board which has an experienced and

strong chairman.

The Stadi, Group believes that a reduction

in the power and detailed involvement of the

chairman, which arise from the nature of his

appointments, should now be made, and that these

should move to some extent in the Airection of

the board and of the professional and executive

staffs according to their appropriateness.

In making the above recommendation, the

Study Group wishes to make it clear that no

aspersions are cast on the incumbent.

The circumstances leading to the present arrange-

ments are understood but the time has come to

discontinue them.

Should, however, the position.of full-time

chairman be continued, he should reside at

headquarters and have his only office there.

It is believed that there have been, and inevi-

tably will be, instances of the right hand not

knowing what the left hand is doing, when ad-

ministrative decisions are made when others who

ought to be party to them, either in an executive

sense, r for information, are far away.

The Group would apply the same residence

requirement to the superintendent of schools.

It is recognized that unusual circumstances



currently exi:,t, and that there weio reasons

for not proceeding with the appointment of a

permanent superintendent pending the submission

of this report. Hence, no fault is found with

the seconding of Department of Education per-

sonnel to this position on an interim basis.

In fact, the Study Group was involved in the

decision to continue this arrangement tem-

porarily.

Regarding the Departmental representation

on the board, there is perhaps, something less

than solid conviction. If the superinte",wnt

were still (on a permanent basis) an employee

of the Department of Educaiton this might be

deemed to be sufficient. It is concluded

that reversion to that arrangement cannot be

recommended. That being the case, and

having regard to the fact that the division is,

and will remain for the foreseeable future,

financially dependent upon the Government,

it is not Jnreasonable for there to be a

governrent presence, in very -mall minority.

Appointment to this place on the board should

be made with much care. Insofar as it may

be possible in one person, the appointee

should have both an educational and a financial

interest. His presence should not be, or appear

to be, only one of clutching the purse strings.

4. There should be developed a local

and regional rc.presentative structure designed

to provide for more liaison between the board

and the conaunities served, and which would

also be a training and selection agency for

the identification and naming of candidates for

appointment to the board. It should lead to

the eventual establishment of a fully elected

board. The features of this structure should

be as follows:

a) In association with each school

operated by Northland and each community,

such as Susa Creek, Muskeg River, and Anzac,

from which a considerable number of pupils are

transported to schools of other jurisdictions,

there should-be established a local school
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committee having a membership of three or five

weathers. This committee, in most communities,

would he elected annually at a public meeting.

The calling of such a meeting, which would serve

an additional function of providing an opportunity

for a general review of school affairs, should

be by the committee itself with the initiative

being taken by the division in the first instance,

or when there is default. One or more persons

from the division should be available to attend

committee meetings occasionally and especially

on request;

b) Each school committee would name a

school representative, who most frequently might

be its chairman. In the case of communities with

large schools, say in excess of 150 pupils en-

rolled, two representatives might be named;

c) At least twice a year the school re-

presentatives of each subdivision would gather,

at the expense of the division, for a meeting

with trustees and officers of the division for

a.discussion of local and divisional affairs;

d) Once a year the school representatives

would be assembled for a meeting of all of them

at divisional headquarters;

e) When a vacancy is about to occur

affecting a subdivision, the regional group of

representatives would be invited to put forward

the name of a person, not necessarily one of

themselves, to be named to the board. The

Minister, while not obliged to name such a person,

might be expected to do so except in unusual

circumstances.

Regarding the local school committee struc-

ture proposed, the Study Group is aware of a

number of difficulties and problems. Nevertheless,

while accepting that the main function of the

division is to provide schooling as effectively

as it can, it also believes that an important

and necessary function is to increase and develop

local awareness and to foster involvement in

democratic processes. This is what the structure



designed to achieve. printipals may be taken in to meet the school

ttee, or alternatively the committee, or

The Study Group is aware that the divisimn ;w1, iber thereof, might cone out to take part

has taken occasional step:. in the direction or in an interview.

local school committees. rhe (roup, however,

found that in very few communities was there I. is difficult to identify the factors

any semblance of such an organization. There leading to the apparent greater success of the

seems to have ueen limited divisional support local school committee structures in these

and encouragement. provinces. They seem to be, essentially, more

recognition, more involvement, more frequent

How can such comndttees be made viable? contact with the school system.

Universal success may be too much to expect.

but it would appear that 50111e degree of success In both provinces there is on staff an

can be attained if the following conditions officer, both of native ancestry, whose sole,

are met: or at least major, function is to keep in contact

with local school committees, encouraging them,

a) The committee has some functions which :.v.eting with them, providing them with infor-

are meaningful in a specific sort of way; mation. At first glance one is disposed to ask

whether this is not a function which could be

b) The committee has occasional and exercised by the superintendent's staff. It

significant contact with representatives of would, however, likely be a case of what is

the division who seek their advice and who everybody's business being nobody's business.

bring to them significant information of a

local or general nature; It is our opinion that if the task of

setting up a structure of active local committees

c) The committee has some financial is to be pursued vigorously, Northland must

involvement and discretion. also have such a person. He should be conversant

with the native situation and have skills in

While the Study Group was not in Manitoba interpersonal and intercultural relationships.

and Saskatchewan long enough to have any actual He should have a status position in the division':

contact with their local committee structure, administration.

there seemed to be little doubt that such com-

mittees were quite active, and numerous.

Speaking of them jointly and without detailing

.specifically as to province, they

a) assume some responsibilities such

as the development of school grounds;

b) have access to a sum of money, re-

lated to school size, which they expend entirely

on their own, sometimes used for items under

a), to subsidize school tours, or to contributo

to some other school project;

cl participate in ,.;election of school

When a local committee meets, (especially

hi its formative stages) there would commonly

be with it one or more of the subdivisional

trustee, the local committee expediter, and

someone from the staff of the superintendent.

If and when the local structure becomes strong

and effective, the services of the special

officer might become redundant.

In the view of the Group, each committee

should have, upon application to the division

being satisfied that it has been properly chosen

and responsibly organized, a sum of money under

its autonomous jurisdiction. For a start it

staff, especially principals. Prospective is recommended that this be a minimum of $300,
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graduated upw,w1 in relation to size of school.

Where in tho coomiunity Uwe operate school

lunch programs, or early childhood education

programs, both of which call for a local com-

mittee, the school committee, if acceptable to

the community, might assume these functions

thereby reducing the number of meetings, in-

creasing the scope and importance of the committe,

and effecting coordination.

One question arising was as to whether

the members of local committees should receive

honoraria for attendance at meetings, and if

so, whether from their own allocated funds,

which would necessitate a larger allocation,

or from the division on certification of

attendance at such meetings. In Manitoba and

Saskatchewan, no honoraria are paid, at least

for locally held meetings.

The Study Group is of the view that school

representatives should have a modest honorarium

as well as expenses for attendance at regional

and divisional meetings.

Initially the Grow was unsure about

recamnending honoraria for local meetings. It

was assumed that these would be of relatively

short duration, probably held in the evening

and hence not interfere with any vocational

activities. It was learned, however, that

the local committees set up in connection with

the Community Vocational Centres operated by

the Department of Advanced Education are paid

honoraria, currently $15 for an evening and

$25 for an all-day meeting. Since some of

these function in Northland communities, it

would be inconsistent for two contradictory

practices to prevail.

The Advisory and Consultative Committee

recommended payment of honoraria, partly on

grounds that it is inevitable that certain

more capable members of the community find

themselves serving their communities in a

variety of capacities which in their totality
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interfere considerably with their vocations

and their personal activities. An interesting

question is as to whether the local school

principal should be a member of the committee,

or at least an ex-officio participant in its

neetings. Most items under consideration would

involve his school and profit from his advice.

The Study Group is disposed not to suggest

legislation in this respect rather leaving it

to the good judgement of those concerned to

involve him as useful or required.

There arises the question as to what should

be the nature of legislation bearing on the

matter of school committees and school represent-

atives. There is the further question as to

who should be entitled to participate in the

annual meeting in any particular community, to

be elected to the school committee, and to be

a school representative.

The Study Group is disposed not to recommend

a highly structured and defined set of legal

provisions and requirements. It considers that

it would suffice to leave much, as is the case

in Manitoba and Saskatchewan, to the school di-

vision to organize and administer, having regard

to varying circumstances in different communities.

The Act might only provide that it is incumbent

on the division to promote and organize local

school committees and to arrange for meetings

of representatives from the communities served.

The defining of an electorate would be

difficult. It is considered that when public

meetings are called and advertised, it is highly

improbable that persons will attend who are not

reasonably bona fide residents of the area or

community served. In case of any sort of dispute

or complaint, the division would have to have

power to investigate and take such remedial

action as appears warranted.

For the reason that they do not seem to fall

logically in any other chapter the following

items are dealt with here.



One of the alleged faults, or weaknesses,

of the division's operations is a lack of com-

munication. The isolation of the communities

and staffs in relation to head office leads

to suspicion, often quite unjustified. What

are they doing? What goes on? The Study Group

considers that it would have a salutary effect

if copies of the board's minutes went to each

school for the information of the teaching

staffs and of the community school committees

when they exist. Minutes should be drafted

with such distribution in mind.

Neither The School Act nor the Northland

School Division Act imposes an obligation on

the division to prepare an annual report nor

to submit such a document to the Department of

Education. To prepare one with some degree

of comprehension would entail considerable

effort. On the other hand such a document,

comprising both statistical and narrative

details, would provide imnediately some degree

of educational stocktaking, and from year to

year a basis for comparisons, and a ready

sourre of reference when trends and developments

are under review. It would also serve as a

basis for better comprehension within the

Department of Education, to which a copy would

go, of the processes and activities of the

division. This should be useful at budget

scrutiny time. It is recommended that the

submission of an anniial report to the Minister

be a statutory requiement and that it be

available on request to persons wishing to

examine it.
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CHAPTER SIX

Cu.rriculum

The subjects which chiefly arose in pre-

sentations made to the Study Group or in dis-

cussions with teaching staffs, and residents of

tne conmiunities visited were:

d) 'the appropriateness of the Alberta

program of studies, which is the basic program

made available to the schools and which they

are expected to follow, together with the books

and texts approved for use in Alberta schools;

b) the question as to whether there

might not be made available additional "prac-

tical" subjects or experiences;

c) the extent to which the historical,

traditional and current cultures of native

peoples might be incorporated into school

programs;

d) the extent to wnich the native lan-

guage, usually Cree but Chipewyan in a few

cases, should be given some prominence in

the programs of the schools.

In respect of each of these it must first

be said that there is a great danger in gener-

alization. The communities served by Northland

vary greatly from one another in terms of

accessibility, involvement with the larger

society, in school experiences of the adult

community, in terms of languages spoken, and

in community attitudes towards education and

other matters. What is appropriate, or nece-

ssary, in one situation may not be appropriate

or necessary in another. There must be some

evaluating of the circumstances in each case,

something not readily or effectively done by

teaching staffs new to the division and new

to tneir schools.

This was recognized by the Northland

School Division Study Committee of 1969, which'
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on page 13 of its report said, "The problems

in each of the Northland schools are very diver-

sified and no one program can accommodate the

students in all of the schools". It goes on

to say, "New and/or inexperienced teachers do

not feel free to adapt the standard curriculum

to the pupils". The situation appea,'s not to

have changed in the intervening years.

a) The Alberta Program

The attitude of the Divisional Board is

that the educational program of Northland's

schools should not be inferior to that of other

Alberta schools. It is a logical step from

this view to say that the basis of the schools'

programs should be the Alberta curriculum and

its associated teaching materials including

books.

The fact is that, in general, the level of

the accomplishment of Northland pupils is low.

When one looks at a number of factors there

is an inevitability about this and an impossi-

bility of identifying the degree of influence

of the various factors. These are especially:

1. That a large number of pupils come

to school with no knowledge of the English

language, in which they will shortly be taught,

or if they have some knowledge of English it

is of inferior quality. Pupils in these cate-

gories have a built-in handicap of very serious

proportions;

2. That few of the homes have books,

games, the stimulation of conversation in

English, or other reinforcements of the dominant

language, which while not universally present

in non-native homes, are on average much more

so. The Study Group did not make personal

examination in these respects but accepts the

word of teachers and others who have had much

opportunity for direct observation;

3. That the attendance levels are low,

often hovering about the 60% range. Children



cannot Ue taught, and cdnnot learn what the

school has to offer if they are not di School;

4. That native children, perhaps re-

flecting their traditional cultural patterns,

do not readily enter into conversation or

discussion with their teachers. The stimulating

of vocabulary development, of language

ture, and of breadth of knowledge that

from such exercises in most classrooms

subject to severe limitation;

struc-

come

are

S. That there are social, cultural and

economic circumstances and influences which

are not supportive of the school and which

may require, in relation to the school, some

ambivalence of attitude and behavior on the

part of the pupils;

6. That there are also the factors,

nentioned on several occasions in this report

of the curriculum itself and of the teaching

staff. The former tends to be rather rigidly

the same as is to be found in Alberta schools

generally and not accommodated to the special

conditions prevailing in and about the school.

The teaching staff is frequently inappropri-

ately assigned and not able to adapt or develop

more suitable materials and methods.

Such factors as these make it dangerous

to attribute lack of progress to any particular

factor, and one must always caution that gener-

alization may overlook the many exceptions,

pupils who do well despite handicaps.

It i believed that most children would

do somewnat better if the materials available

to them, and to their teachers, had a setting

and background more related to their local

environments rather than being related so

universally to urban living.

It was hoped that in its travels and in

its visits to schools the Group would find such

materials, either commercially procured or

prepared by teachers for their own use. In
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both respects there was disappointment. Prac-

tically nothing is being used in Northland

schools, or is to be found on their shelves,

of d distinctive nature.

This suggests that such materials are not

readily available commercially. The market

is small; production costs are high. Here and

there work is being done but there seems to be

little coordination or gathering together of it.

Once again reference must be made to the

effects of teacher turnover. New, inexperienced,

short-term, teachers have not the experience,

the time, or the incentive to develop innovative

materials.

At Yellowknife the Study Group saw the

extensive work being done there in the pro-

duction of materials for Indian and Eskimo

schools. It did not, except for Rae-Edzo,

have opportunity to see schools in operation,

using the materials. They appeared to meet

the objection of non-familiarity with which

ordinary books and teaching materials are

charged.

The Study Group examined the work being

done at the Grade 1 level by the Curriculum

Development Group on the grounds of Garneau

School in Edmonton. Actual classroom use alone

can determine the effectivenness of the materials

produced, and the degree of their local relevance.

The attempt being made is commendable. If

successful the project should move upwards into

other grades.

There has been some discussion as to.whether

the program should be suspended for a year

during which time it would be tried out in the

schools or whether it should, concurrent with

tryout, be continued into grade II.

The Study Group would not be averse to

seeing the project continue upwards but has some

sympathy for the apparent point of view of. the

Board that before going further the materials



so far :ooduced should be tested in actual

classroom use. What is most important in the

Group's view, is tihic the classroom use shou d

be made as etftctive as possible, It is unrw-

stood that some supervisory and consultative

assistance is being arranged, This is good.

It would be a pity, and a waste, the preparatory

work having b.,:en done, to have the materials

fall by the wayside due to failure to effect

good conditions for their tryout.

The Group, admittedly on limited obser-

vation and discu;sions, formed the opinion that

there was a lack of liaison and dialogue be-

tween the curriculum group and the division's

administrators. Physical separation may have

been a factor. If and when this or any similar

project is furtner activated placement should

be at near headquarters or in association

with a Northlnd school.

In the matter generally as to whether

there should be some continuing curriculum

development tak,r,g place in and for Northland

Divisiun the St,..1y G-oup has some ambivalence.

The division's probl'ains are of like kind to

those faced by other jurisdictions in Alberta

and bemd, especially in Saskatchewan and

Manitoba. In so car as planning and develop-

ment take place 1 ; central agency, a curri-

culum center, it could surely serve a much

larger constituncy than Northland. The

Alberta Department of Education might well be

1 focal point as far as Alberta is concerned.

Indiem and Metis organizations have an

interest in these matters and should play some

part in any developments that might take place.

Just as this report was completed there

was released an entirely new document sponsored

jointly by the Alberta Department of Education

and the Summer Temporary Employment Program.

It is titled Natives of North America, a Se-

lected Bibliography for Native Studies Programs.

It lists, and annotates, a great variety of

books, periodicals, and multi-media materals.
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It should prove to be of great value to curri-

culum developnent personnel and classroom

teachers who are searching for sources of mate-

rials.

Within the supervisory staff proposed in

chapter 10 is an assistant superintendent,

instruction. One of his functions should be

to develop, with additional help as required,

some guide or package which should be in every

school, related to the various grades, giving

to teachers some direct and practical instruc-

tions and guidance relative to the adaptation

of the standard Alberta program to the North-

land situation. Materials complementing such

instructions and guidance should gradually be

developed. All of these should be of special

help to the teachers newly arrived on staff.

The facilitators referred to elsewhere in this

report should be competent to assist teachers

in following and applying such guidance.

What the division needs is not so much a

curriculum center as a stimulating supervisory

staff in close contact with teachers.

With respect to the basic readers being

used there were varying degrees of enthusiasm

about the Ginn series, which appeared to be the

one chiefly in use. In the absence of some

quite distinctive series, of which no samples

were seen, objection is not taken to the books

now being used. If more suitable can be found

by all means use them.

The group was informed by some teachers

that the children get along reasonably well

to 'about the end of Grade III. Vocabulary

extension is limited through these grades.

Once Grade IV is entered the readers extend

vocabulary rapidly in terms of numbers of words

and in the inclusion of abstract ideas. It

was informed that for a large number of native

children it is impossible to keep up.

The dilemma faced as a result of the above

described situation is as to whether easier



materials should hi. folln0 and used, oven though

not of- a standard or universal (wade IV lee1,

or whether, in the interest ol living a true

Grade IV experience the pupils should be expec-

ted to struggle with the regular program.

Either way leads to a problem down the road.

To be expected to do the impossible leads

only to frustration, dislike of school,

absenteeism, and eventual dropout. To continue

to use materials of a level below those normal

for the age of the pupil neans that eventually

he is faced with the fact that although he has

been at school for six, seven or eight years

he is not really at, or near, the presumed

level of accomplishment for his age. There

seems to be a kind of dishonesty about this.

It is considered that having regard to

the several handicaps under which the average

nhtive pupil experiences school, an English

language oriented school, it is inevitable

that he will be grade-retarded in some measure.

It is best that the program to which he is

exposed be kept at the level of his accomplish-

ment rather than being beyond it to the degree

that he is inevitably a failure. This will

require guidance, assistance and policy at

the divisional level, and study, adaptation

and innovation at the local school level.

The question will be returned to in the

chapter on pupils.

An important and difficult question is

that of local acceptance and attitude. It is

natural that parents should hope and expect

that their children will move through the

grades normally in relation to other schools.

The Study Group believes that under present

circumstances this cannot be for large numbers

of pupils. If, as is urged, some slower rate

of progress through the grades, as normally

thought of, should be systematically organized

for many schools and pupils, a program of

parental information leading to the acceptance

of the facts of life, school life, will be

necessary. If the parents will not accept
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thou the school system will be faced with

problem of considerable magnitude and may

be able to do what, taking the long range

seems to be best to do.

What is suggested is the continued use of

the Alberta program as the basis of the schools'

work, that the pace be slower for large number.;

of pupils, that there be both system and local

adaptation of materials to make them more rel-

evant to the immediate locale.

Occasionally it was stated to the Study

Group that there is needed a quite different

sort of education in Northland's schools to

reduce the extent of retardation and drop-out

in the upper elementary and junior high school

grades. It was alleged that the school program

is uninteresting, irrelevant, and frustrating

to large numbers of pupils. If the educational

diet were, on the contrary, interesting, relevant

and satisfying, progress and persistence would

finprove.

There is not the slightest doubt that if

such a program could be instituted, presuming

that it had educative value and were not merely

frivolous, it would be advantageous.

Unfortunately, attempts at particularization,

as to just what the content and procedures of

such a program would be, usually led to rather'

nebulous descriptions. The work of the 1974-75

curriculum group, its try-out and its appraisal

in 1975-76, might be thought of as a step in

this direction.

It is worth being reminded that the disa-

bilities of Northland's schools are also to be

found in the schools of the general society.

It is a matter of degree. In those schools,

and more especially in certain urban or other

so-called depressed areas, are to be found chil-

dren whose progress is poor, who experience

home environments not supportive of schooling,

whose school attitudes leave much to be desired

and who look forward to the day when they can

3 6
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years of 0.,'ocl ,.!Htation, hove found no real

solutduns to HI', problem,

tionol Plonning (the Worth Report), PP?, there

appears in d very short statement on "Native

'welt's" this sentence from page 160: "Work IS

olreody underway in the Northland School Division

on the development of comparative cultural units

that relate the problem of native minorities

in Alberta to similar problem that occur in

other cultures." How serious and extensive

this work was seems now difficult to determine.

Some materials Caine into the schools, some

attempts were made to use them, but three years

later they are forgotten nor is any evidence of

their use to be seen in the schools.

Al MI! 111(0 !-,(110(11 level the '50's saw

great Interest iH diversification of prow ws,

Uie provision of expensive vocational focilities

And mmb prooloondiling for enrolment of Punils

in progroms Appropriate to their hiterests and

(.10,icittes. Oiile it would be quite wrong to

say that these developments were d failure,

nevertheless they have not achieved the goal,

by a wide margin, of producing schools of

contented, highly motivated students.

Academic education is still honored above

other kinds. Students, abetted or pushed by

their parents, still pursue programs beyond

their capacities in which they have little

interest and from which they derive little

positive result.

So it seems to be in Northland. The

feeling gained by tne Study Group is that

even if some more appropriate curriculum could

be found it would not likely be accepted by the

parents of the children without considerable

persuasion. It would be regarded as something

somehow smacking of discrimination.

Mention was made in the Advisory and

Consultative Connittee of "community action"

programs. The concept here is that the local

scnool staff, assisted by counsellors, re-

source persons, from central staff or elsewhere,

and in close consultations with local residents,

would develop a program which would have greater

rilevance, interest and success. Involvement

of the community is essential, both to provide

useful input and to achieve acceptability.

The Study Group is fully sympathetic to

any such efforts. It believes, as was stated

in the committee, that centrally designed and

imposed programs of alleged relevance are

likely to have minimal success.

In tne report of the Commission on Educa-
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Here again we come to the essential factor

of continuity. The implementation of a com-

munity action program is contingent upon plan-

ning over a period of time, upon extensive com-

munity involvement, and must be in effect over

a period of years. How is this possible when

staffs are so transitory in relation to their

schools? Both continuity of staff and of

parental involvement and understanding are

necessary for any such project or program to

succeed.

Practical Subjects

Considerable desire was found for a greater

availability of activities which commonly go

under the headings of hone economics and indus-

trial arts. These were offered in 1974-75 at

Mistassiniy, Grouard and Jean D'Or. Service

at Janvier was in prospect. Fort Chipewyan

pupils were being accommodated at Bishop Piche

School. Especially was it urged that these

not be delayed until Grade VII where they nor-

mally coemence.

The Study Group has some sympathy for this

point of view. Many of the pupils, for reasons

which have been indicated above, have difficulty

in school at intellectual or abstract levels,

at least in English. English language competence,

for one thing, is not adequate. Further, at

current levels of prospect of life style and

employment, a variety of manual and tectinological
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nothing to be gainud by ..Ottlibi

goaK. Levels 4f aspiration and al comp I t

c,an be periodically raised AN the dorinant

language foundation it.wif rises.

iniwrent problemh ore rectigni:ed.

Schools aro smai l. facilities aro limited.

Staffs are busy with what they currently ndV0

tO do, They may have nu competenLe to get in-

volved in crafts and manual skills.

Whatever is done should be simple, and

should relate to the local scene. The out-

board and snowmobile motor has now entered

most communities. Its maintenance is important.

Instruction in its operation, eccentricities,

adjustment and repair is very relevant. Sewing,

mending, cooking and other domestic skills and

information need to be geared to the local hoine

scene.

To the extent that such can be done having

regard to the practicalities of space, equipment

and personnel the Study Group would like to see

some addition to the practical experiences of

the pupils, There is the hope that in addition

to learning some immediately usable skills there

will be some increment in the direction of ac-

ceptance of school by the senior elementary

pupils.

As with so many of Northland's problems,

or its aspirations, the limitations loom large.

Schools are small. It is impossible to provide

shop and home economics facilities and staff

for each. The best that can be recommended

are:

1. That some generosity and flexibility

be accepted dS necessary to improve the offer-

ings; and

2. T . any principal , teacher or staff

that exn' t a readiness to experiment with or

to progra- dractical subjects, and who have
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,(qhpoten.0, In. eluouraged bY way of thr

)sipo of what is needed to pur',uo the

erirwot or program.

!he recruitment of )(Ica) persons to

, in Looperatlon with the teacher, has

been frequently referred to. This would be

onauendable. Tho extent and feasibility of

ow of this source is really unkncrwn. It

,00ms to have been rarely used in Northland.

Cantinnlity rapport and involvement seem to

be a requisite fur the pursuit of this resource,

If something more than casual participation

develops provision should be made for some

remuneration. It is conceivable that an

occasional person may be found who could be used

in several schools, or in materials development.

ome prograM of seeking out, and even trainino

so.h persons, should be pursued.

c) Native Culture

It has frequently been stated that schools

having children of Indian origin should pro-

vide greater opportunity for them to learn

about, and perhaps to some extent function in,

,v,pects of their own culture.

In this respect the Study Group wishes

to make it clear that it favors the doing of

anything which will enhance the self-image of

native children, and is opposed to anything

which might tend to develop feeling of in-

feriority, inadequacy or loss of dignity.

When consideration is given to native cul-

ture it seems to have a number of components:

d) the history of the North American

Indian. and especially of the Indians of

Nortnern Alberta;

b) the beliefs, life-styles, art forms,

occuoations and characteristics of community

1ie of the Indian ancestors of the present

n.,!ive people in the area served by Northland;
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dl ti.,kusing It wilb the people who

altondod hie pnblh opetIngs in tho comunIties.

both In sr....tons and more Informally whon

possible,

Ire disc(i It IIII teaching staft;

c) by noting tho observations made by

o'not interested persons,

dI by looking hir Instances in whith the

proqrArl of the s(hool had In snow way been

Adapted to ifickde on Indian culture component;

el hy looking for hooks and materials

which had ume relevance to Indian culture

and nistory.

Pogarding the persons ;let and cOnverSed

with in the communities visited the Study

,Iroup had expected to hear some concern on

their part OW the schools were too white-

.an..ietv oriented and failed to take cognizance

of native culture. This question almost never

arose from hie people themselves. When intro-

duced into the subject matter of the neetings

It o.,ldom evoked any response. The Study Group

selTi forced to the concliv,ion. through the

.;,Ian of vdriooS aspects of school programs

and operation. that the great majority of

Northland's pdrents and others interested in

tO' -ools wanted dn effective basic prwam

co,..ronly referred to as the Three R's

carried forward in an atmosphere of good pupil

trol, in otner word!,. a somewhat traditional

'now of sOool, and schoolino.

sImple illustrations will serve to

9re from very early in the Group's
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and ono Very late, At wrden Crook,

A WO, 1.001.000 Whin 1.0/110Wnity, th0 POoPle

asl,ed, through all Interpreter, what they

ionsideced to he the most Important thing for

!heti lildron 10 bv talIquit, or to hv in the

s,houl program. Atter stvw discussion io their

native language, the simple reply was given,

1 nut 1,,h, At, loon I ,ike where the discussion wiS

lowhicied ililotly In inglish with occasiooal

translation into (-Teo, the question Wai dskOd

X. to whether thorn wa% interest in having some

or more, history of Indian peoples included in

the school program. One participant asked,

"What history, General Custer?" which evoked

a considorable nerriment but effectively

brought discussion of the subject to an end.

In a few instances there was noted Some

doing of bead work, introduced by teachers on

their own initiative who deemed it to be an

Indian art form that their children might

learn as a cultural component of historical

interest or as a surviving and possibly use-

ful craft. At one public meeting it was the

subject of criticism on the grounds that it

was occupying an excessive amount of time to

the detriment of the more important aspects

of the school program. With this the Study

Group was, from its own observation, inclined

to agree. Perhaps if the instruction had been

given by a mature, competent, native person.

at scheduled times, the reaction might have

been different,

With respect to learning and performing

skills that no longer have much in the way of

imilediate relevance the attitude of native

people is perhaps not different from any other.

White children are occasionally enabled to churn

butter or perform some other function of "the

Olden days" which although regarded as interest-

ing is not really seen as having a high level

rating educationally.

The conclusion simply is that no signifi-

cant interest was found at the community level

in developing native culture programs in the
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be an Outdoor iducation Program of canoeing,

camping, snowshoeing and thereby bring-

ing the children into clo..or o!lationship with

the outdoor environment which surrounds them.

The 'atudy Group looks favorably on such programs.

Not only do these activities involve considerable

native technology, they should also serve to

give the pupils a heater appreciation of the

environment of which they are part.

The Study Group equally commends the efforts

being made In some communities and by some school

staffs to organize tours which give their chil-

dren an opportunity to visit and see some of

the larger world. one into which many will ul-

timately seek admission.

It seemd to be generally agreed by teachers

and others that It would be good for native chil-

dren to have a positive view of their Indian

ancestry but that this lie% not so much in the

development of particular prograin or program

adaptations 4; in am attitude towards and

recognition of things Indian as being of in-

terest and importance. Again it has to be

asked as to how this can be done by an imper-

manent teaching %taft coming without knowledge

or understanding, inadequate to improvise, to

adapt and to achieve rapport, and leaving before

those capacities dre developed.

The Study Group, witn renret, nas to say

that it observed few attempts to incorporate

aspects of Indian culture, historical or r_urrent,

in the school programs. True, visits to class-

rooms were snort bat rarely was any'hing 00-

3,1

%oryrd In Irr.rqroy, II hy 4ay of ii Ire;11 atIy0

1!ratrylal (hat indkatvd any interest in Or

I on, 'III ii ou I Orr', Ord ttc

etAy far 0 ..th,ol hould go In Itsr

total ;rtdrIraor on natIft iulturo is Ail unre-

solved and ahntroversial question. A% Is said

IAtVr In rospert of the tree language it can-

not . and should not go In tnis direction beyond

the Wishes or thv tioirmatnIty, Novertholoy: it

is considered that there %hould be a greater

ret000ltion of the native component in the

antecedents of the srhool population.

If such programs are developed they might

best, as Indicated elsewhere in this chapter,

be locally conceived and designed. There

should be a sort of local option in the matter,

comiminity and school working together.

The liae-Edzo school in the Northwest

Territories is described elsewhere in this re-

port, The school is operated under a locally

elected school board, all but one of whom are

native. It WdS intended to be, in part, a

structure which would, or could, lead to a

closer relationship between school and the aspi-

rations and desires of the native cOmmunity.

The Study Group's observation, based on a day's

visit, was to the effect that after several

years of native control school operation and

program were essentially traditional. The use

of open area teaching space while seemingly

well effected was much as might be found in any

modern school. Two native women were in the

school engaged in bead-work which they taught

on occasion to the pupils. Some snowshoes were

in evidence which had been made by pupils under

tne direction of a resident of the community.

A caribou hunt had been organized in which

older boys participated. It was a success in

that a large number of caribou had been taken

but admittedly there was some arWiciality

4:4Elt the operation, including an aiT flight of

200 mile% to reach a herd. There was some guPs-

tion as to whether the project would be repeated.

A fisning project was in contemplation.



A difficulty obviously is to find projects

or programs that are interesting, meaningful

dnd truly representative of native culture, to

be handled by or in the school. It is of in-

terest to note that two teachers of the school

have asked for leave of absence and financial

support in order to spend a year among.the

Dogrib people, especially in more remote places,

in order to develop curriculum and illustrative

materials that might be useful in the schools.

The outcome of this request is not known.

Again it is concluded, in the absence of

any programs being in evidence that appear

clearly to be of distinct value in relation

to understanding and appreciation'ef native

culture, that any success will reside in the

attitude of the school and teacher and the

achieving of some rapport between school and

community.

From time to time there was encountered

the suggestion, but seldom the actuality except

at Rae-Edzo, of bringing into the school elders

or other persons from the community to talk to

the children, to demonstrate something, or to

teach a skill having some relevance to Indian

culture, past or present. Full support is.given

to this sort of rapport with the community, not

Only for the specific task undertaken, but as a

means of keeping school and community a bit

more on speaking terms.

Regarding books the number in evidence

bearing on Indians to be found in the schools

is very small indeed. Most of these have been

Written without dny school or any school-age

children in mind and would equally be found in

the libraries of schools gene-ally.

The Rae-Edzo school has a large library

and a full-time librarian. Its supply of books

about Indians is also small, in a setting where

no doubt effort has been made to find and pur-

ijia;42 such books. An interesting observation

made by the librarian was that she had noted

no special interest on the part of native pupils
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in books about Indians or Indian life. Their

attitude towards such books was, as far as she

could see, no different from their attitude

towards books about Dutch children, Arab chil-

dren or any others. They were just books about

people.

The Northwest Territories Department of

Education has produced some books and materials

designed to be more native culture oriented.

The Study Group was not able to ascertain the

actual impact of these in the schools but they

did appear to be a step in a positive direction.

d) The Native Language

In this section, to achieve brevity, the

word Cree will be consistently used. In a few

Northland communities the native or ancestral

language is Chipewyan. In relation to such

communities the word Chipewyan should be read

for Cree.

Any discussion of this subject in relation

to schools and communities must take cognizance

of the fact that there are communities comprised

of people of native ancestry in which Cree is

in general use as the language of every day com-

munication and from this through a spectrum to

those in which English is now the language in

general use. In such communities a few elderly

people may be Cree speakers but the knowledge

of that language is minimal among the children.

No generalization is applicable to all the

scnools of the spectrum.

Eliminated from this discussion are the

schools serving non-native populations, Menno-

Simons, Zama City and Brewster's Camp which

have been recommended for transfer to other

jurisdictions.

The question of the Cree language and its

relationship to the school was raised at all

meetings where the native population was dominant.

Seldom, if at all, was it raised by the people



themselves.

Factually, it may be noted that the Divi-

sion has made, or is making. the following pro-

visions:

1. Every school, where appropriate,

including even the one-room school at Nose Creek,

has been supplied with a teacher aide. In a

few instances where the school is large, two

are provided. Each teacher aide is recruited

locally, speaks Cree, and is known to the

children. Her, occasionally his, function is

to assist the Grade I teacher by serving as an

interpreter, performing routine functions,

telling stories in Cree and generally assisting

the children to become at home in school, to

develop concepts of a simple nature, and to

commence an understanding of English.

The Study Group found universal support

for this program among the people. Admittedly,

local tensions, lack of competence or assiduity

sometimes rendered the assistance less than

fully effective, but on the whole the Study

Group was favorably impressed by the calibre

of teacher aides. It is to be hoped that some

of these can be encouraged to pursue teacher

education, especillly through some of the

university associated programs now being de-

veloped and be enabled to make even greater

contributions as certificated teachers.

2. A few larger schools have attached to

them somewhat similar persons termed counsellor

aides. These persons, Cree speaking, known in

the community, assist the principal and staff

in effecting liaison with the community and

in dealing with specific problems. They serve

as attendance officers, not in a legal sense,

but in an investigative and persuasive sense.

The Study Group had little occasion to see

these officers of the school in action but met

them and were generally favorably impressed.

It was again aware of problAis of local tension

and lack of competence in some cases but this
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is inherent in the total setting. The prin-

cipals of the schools, in most cases, found

their counsellor aides to be of considerable

advisory and executive support in problem cases.

3. Recently, supported in part by special

funds from a Department of Education program,

the division has instituted an Early Childhood

Services program.

The term kindergarten can be legitimately

applied to the service. A special classroom

has been provided, usually a mobile building,

in which the children four and one-half years

and up, but not yet in school, are assembled

for a half-da, under the direction and tutelage

of a local person, again someone who would

qualify as a teacher aide. The program is de-

signed to develop a sort of school orientation,

to give the children a mOdicum of intellectual

experience, and to give them a bit of contact

with English. The total program is under the

supervision and development of a staff officer

of the division.

It is intended to extend this activity,

which is much praised by the people, to all

appropriate schools in the division.

Cree is, of course, the language of the

E.C.S. classes to the extent that it is the

language of the children who are enrolled.

From the above it will be seen that consider-

able effort, and expenditure, have been made to

assist the children entering school to effect

a transition from Cree to English. The transition

is far from complete, very much so, at the end

of Grade 1 but the E.C.S. program and the teacher

aide program very much ease the otherwise trau-

matic experience of being thrust into an English

speaking milieu with no preparation at all.

Since the E.C.S. program has only begun it is

too early to assess its effect, but it must

surely be positive.

A further fact that may well be mentioned



and which must be taken into consideration when

certain proposals are under consideration is

the lack of availability of teachers who know

and speak Cree. The Study Group saw only one,

perhaps two, as of September 1974. A number of

programs, which will be refered to elsewhere,

are under way with a view to increasing the

numbers young people of native ancestry in

teacher education programs. The numbers of

candidates are as yet small. Four years of

education for certification are required, al-

though some proposals for an earlier interim

certification are under discussion. Their ser-

vices will be in demand not only for Northland

but for many native enrolment schools. Many

have as their native language one other than

Cree. Finally, when certificated they are free

to teach in any Alberta school and there

assurance that they will seek employment

native schools. In fact, it is probably

is no

in

true

that an extensive period in a university-urban

environment may make service in isolated North-

land schools somewhat less than-attractive.

Returning to a native community as a quasi or

integrated member of the white or wider society

is fraught with its own problems.

The prospect is that there will be very few

Cree speakers available to serve in Northland

schools for the foreseeable future.

Consideration of Cree in schools leads to

a looking at it from at least three points of

view:

1. If Cree is the language of a community,

that is in regular use in the homes and in

social intercourse, ought it not to be recog-

nized by the school and an attempt made to give

to the pupils a better understanding of it,

to improve their use of it, and to enable them

to read and write it? The Study Group has no

knowledge of Cree though reading has revealed

some of the compositional and grammatical

differences between it and English, differences

which inevitably are reflected in word order

and other respects when the pupil begins to

4 3
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converse in English. This is equally true of

persons whose native tongue is German,.Japanese

or almost any other.

There is Cree, inferior Cree, good Cree

and superior Cree, just as with any other lan-

guage. Should not the school help Cree speakers

to use their own language better?

2. A second consideration is that of the

efficacy of the use of the native language in

enhancing school learning in general and the

learning of English in particular.

It is argued that the Cree speaker, de-

spite an Early Childhood year and the presence

of a teacher aide who speaks Cree, is really

not able to understand school and schooling in

the English language. If he is taught in Cree

for perhaps three years, with English being

taught and experienced as a second language,

school can be a happier, more acceptable place.

There can be more successes and more understand-

ing of new ideas whether of number, of general

information, or the whole range of things in

which young children are expected to be in-

terested.

The proponents of this view also contend

that English will ultimately be more effectively

learned if seriously attacked at a later age

and based on a more advanced and satisfying

chool experience.

3. Thirdly, there is the situation in

which Cree has practically ceased to be the

language of the community, or at least of its

younger members. The same sort of concern is

felt by some members of the community that part

of their heritage is being lost as is felt by

Alberta people of Ukrainian, German or other

origin. Their concerns have led to the making

available at the high school level, or even

earlier, and at universities, courses in their

languages designed on the one hand to provide an

opportunity for a cultural experience, and on

the other to achieve some perpetuation of the.



language. Some groups organize their own

Saturday morning or after school language

classes.

It can be said, however, that out of the

total Opulation of the various such backgrounds

a very small fraction demonstrate concern or in-

terest, the vast number being satisfied to let

their children join the English language cul-

ture and to lose contact with the language of

their ancestors. Occasionally a voice was

heard urging that Cree be made available in the

school so that the children could have some

knowledge of their heritage, a kind of sent-

imental concern. Mention was made also of the

fact that there is need for Cree speakers to

work in a great many programs and activities,

governmental and otherwise, which operate in

or in relation to Cree speaking communities.

We shall now look further at each of these.

Once again reference is made to the public

meetings and community contacts. At every

meeting, except in white communities, the

question of Cree in relation to the school

was raised. The people were asked, especially,

whether they wanted their children to learn more

and better Cree, and whether they were concerned

about the possibility of Cree falling into

disuse as it obviously had done, or was in the

process of doing, in some communites.

In asking these questions the Study Group

' felt some sense of guilt in that it knew that

teachers were not available to perform the

teaching function.

The fact was, however, that rarely was

there any positive response or expressed concern,

even in solidly Cree speaking communities. On

the contrary it was regularly stated, in effect,

that the children learn Cree at home and that

they go to school to learn English.

It may be noted that no longer are there

prohibitions about speaking Cree on the play-

ground, or in school if pupils must converse

4 4
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together. Consequently all degrees of polarity

and of fusion as between Cree and English are

heard.

The Study Group concluded that there is no

strong demand for Cree in the schools in so

far as the people are concerned. While

not clearly articulated it seems that there is

a feeling that the children must ultimately

live in, or be involved with in various ways,

an English speaking society and that they had

better get on with the job of learning that

language. What their reactions might be if

teachers fluent in.Cree were in their schools

and made use of it for instructional purposes

cannot be reliably conjectured.

As was stated earlier there was strong

support for the E.C.S. and the teacher aide

arrangements, both Cree related. Presumably

these were seen as means of helping children

to get used to school and to step at an early

age into the learning of English.

Regarding the pedagogy of the three years

or thereabouts in Cree as the language of in-

struction the Study Group was unable to *find

firm and unequivocal evidence that better re-

sults would be obtained. It would be pleased

to see an attempt made to institute such a pro-

gram experimentally.

It is forced to conclude, however, that

in the absence of some very convincing public

relations such a program would be opposed,

even resented, in most Northland communities.

The people do not want something different from

what is available to other Alberta children.

Unless very convincingly explained, such a

program could well be interpreted as being

somehow discriminatory.

As stated above, the absence of Cree

speaking teachers defeats such a program in any

event.

The Study Group arranged for a survey of



literature bearing on the place of a native

language in school where the ultimate objective

is fluency in the English language. This study

was conducted by Dr. Douglas V. Parker, Faculty

of Education, University of Alberta. The report

is in the files of the Study Group and would

make interesting and valuable reading for any-

one interested in the problem, and especially

curriculum related officers of Northland.

This study sLresses the need for community

acceptance of any Cree language program.

It quotes from a study made among Yuk Eskimos of

Alaska where tne reaction of Yuk parents was,

"You teach them English; we'll teach them Yuk

at home." The parents had to be persuaded that

Yuk was not being "taught" in school but was

being "used" in school to help teach English

before an experiment could be launched. It was

alleged by the researchers, based on subjective

evaluations, that increased use of Yuk did

contribute positively to school success.

The survey concludes by indicating that

there is probably some advantage to conducting

early schooling in the vernacular and regarding

English as a second language.

In Northland, as indicated earlier, the

E.C.S. program and the teacher aide program

under which Cree-speakers do really start in

Cree are a step in that direction, but hardly

a full implementation of it.

Mention is here made of Northern

Saskatchewan. The Department of Northern

Saskatchewan employs a native language consult-

ant and appears to have made some progress in

making the native language more visible in

some of the schools. Four schools currently

offer a native language program in Grades I -

III. Saskatchewan seems to have a larger

number of Cree speakers available as teachers,

and some use is made of local residents who

come into the schools. The consultant stressed

that instruction in Cree is not undertaken or

introduced into any comnunity without full
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consultation with the community and a request

for it, presumably through the local school

committee.

Should tnere be any thought of moving in

the direction of more use and recognition of

Cree in schools a more extensive look at the

Saskatchewan program than the Study Group was

able to undertake would be useful. Northern

Saskatchewan, it may be observed, had decided

to use alphabetics rather than syllabics as

the basis of written Cree.

Finally, an observation about Cree in

communities where it is no longer the language

of the children when they enter school. The

Study Group is quite sympathetic to some intro-

duction of Cree to enable the pupils, sanewhat

older pupils, to learn something of their

linguistic heritage. We doubt that any such

program is likely to make them Cree speakers.

The reinforcement through home and community

will be minimal. The best that can be hoped

for is that it can be so done that they have

some understanding of the language and hope-

fully, some increased awareness of and pride

in their antecedents.

Again, who will do the teaching? In the

absence of Cree-speaking teachers and until

such may be in larger supply we see as the

only possibility the utilization of competent

local talent.



CHAPTER SEVEN

Pypils_and Services

The special mandate of Northland Division

is to provide schooling for children of native

ancestry living in communities of varying de-

grees of isolation and of varying cultural

components. Generalization may do violence to

the facts in many instances. Hence whatever is

said in a general way must be said with the

caution that there are many, and varying de-

grees of, exceptions in respect of individuals

and of communities.

In the discussion which follows the com-

munities of Menno-Simons, Brewster's Camp and

Zama are to be deemed to be excluded. These

are non-native, English speaking communities.

Their transfer to other jurisdictions has been

recommended, as indicated in a later chapter.

Except for the schools in the communities

referred to above, the pupils of the schools

are entirely or substantially of native origin,

by which is meant for present purposes that

they are commonly referred to as Indian or

Metis. Keg River has a considerable number of

non-native children, several somewhat different

sub-communities being served. Fort Chipewyan

school serves a mixed population.

While the majority of the children are

of native ancestry the present status of

cultures and life-styles of their communities

varies. Some have regular contact with and '-

access to the wider society, such as Paddle

Prairie along the MacKenzie Highway, and Grouard

which is not far off Highway 2 and in constant

contact with High Prairie and other centers of

population. Contrast with these the communities

of Garden Creek, Chipewyan Lakes and Fox Lake

which are not accessible by road, except

perhaps a winter road, or occasionally by four-

wheel drive vehicle, Normal access for visitors

to the schools and communities is by charter

plane.
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Nevertheless almost all the communities

have a greater or lesser degree of self con-

tainment and have cultural and social struc-

tures which set diem apart from the main streams

of Alberta society.

Many schools serve both Indian and Metis

pupils, the school being on or adjacent to an

Indian reserve with substantial populations

of Metis people nearby, or part of a total com-

munity. Examples, are Atikameg, Janvier and

Calling Lake.

The Study Group occasionally was informed

of tensions between adults, Indian and Metis,

but these, seemingly, do not penetrate seriously

into the schools. The schools make no distinc-

tions among pupils who become a single school

family.

The most visible cultural characteristic

is that of language. No figures are available

but a very large percentage of pupils come to

school with Cree, or in a small proportion of

cases Chipewyan, as the mother tongue. Some

have rudimentary knowledge of English and some

speak English only. In the latter case, and

here again the exceptions must be acknowledged,

the quality of English 'eaves much to be desired

in terms of vocabulary,.grammatical correct-

ness and fluency. It can be stated that in al-

most all, if not all, of Northland's schools

English language deficiency is a factor which

retards the pupils' progress and adds to the

effort required of the teachers. This subject

was further discussed in the chapter on curri-

culum.

A general characteristic of the pupils is

a reticence or reluctance to speak, even within

their level of competence. This was noted in

observation of classrooms and was commented

upon by teachers. Much teaching and learning

in a usual Alberta classroom proceeds by way

of question and answer and by discussion appro-

priate to the grade level and subject matter.

There is a stimulation of thOUght to be derived



from this together with practice in vocabulary

extension and in correct and effective language

usage.

This is largely lacking in Northland schools,

to the great detriment of the pupils progress.

Since the teachers understand and would normally

use these and similar techniques it seems that

the reason for their absence. or lack of re-

sponse on the part of the pupils, must lie

chiefly in characteristics of the pupils them-

selves. One may speculate on causes. Un-

familiarity with English, lack of confidence in

its use, doubtless are factors, Is there a

factor to fear? The Study Group saw no more

evidence of lack of sympathy, among Northland's

teachers than would be seen anywhere. Most

teachers seemed to strive for rapport and inter-

communication, but few have had training in

inter-cultural education.

Is there something in the home culture,

in the manner of language upbringing, that tends

to develop in a child the tendency to give a

minimum answer to a question, and to inhibit

spontaneous observations.? It has been found

that native people do in fact communicate non-

verbally to a greater extent than do those of

the white society. This being the case it

must be recognized by teachers as a cultural

phenomenon, and taken into consideration.

The Study Group does not pretend to know

the answer or causes. It observes that the

situation exists. It is certain that it makes

teaching and learning more difficult and less

satisfying. Most Unhappily it contributes

to the slowing of accomplishment on the part

of the pupil. It is one of the chief arguments

for a low pupil-teacher ratio, which enables

the teacher to be somewhat more personal and

individually encouraging in trying to effect

more language response.

Most of the communities served by North-

land have little in the way of economic base.

Except in two or three places there is little
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fanning. Occasionally one hears of some trap-

ping but it is not a flourishing industry,

though it may be intermittently profitable for

an occasional individual. A bit of lumbering

and milling is in evidence, though currently is

in the doldrums. Casual employment is to be

found in connection with petroleum developments,

road construction, logging and other industries,

construction and governmental activities. A

number of projects under federal or provincial

self-help programs provide occasional remuner-

ative employment. The results of some of these

were observed in unfinished and apparently aban-

doned state.

Many families receive social assistance.

In some communities, however, very few families,

perhaps only one, were in receipt of welfare.

Nevertheless, despite all the above the economic

status of most of the communities is low. Un-

happily, excessive use of alcohol is a problem

in some communities in varying degrees. This is

not a school problem but it vitally affects the

school in its efforts.

The Study Group is not competent to pass

judgment on or make recommendations in respect

of the social and economic problems, to the

extent that they exist. It is firmly of the

view, however, that the successes and failures

of the schools cannot be judged in isolation as

though by some changes or improvements in them

some miracle can be expected in terms of pupil

progress, important as such changes or improve-

ments may be.

Without wishing unduly to stress the matter,

or to suggest that such is the norm, one cannot

but be conscious of such observations as that of

a principal who advised that the school was hav-

ing a bad day. There had been heavy drinking and

general disturbance in the community throughout

the night. The children had not had proper sleep,

nor had they properly breakfasted.

The point oC the above observations is to

stress that the school is but one factor in the



total life of the child and that all that he is,

does and experiences affects his progress.

There was once current the expression, "The

wnole child yoes to school," implying that much

more than his intellectual capacity is a factor

in his learning.

Some sort of concerted total camminity

development program, or approach is necessary

if there is to be a raising of various aspects

of community life of which education is only

one component.

Without undue moralizing, with full recog-

nition of many exceptions, with awareness that

the people of the communities themselves fre-

quently suffer handicaps, nevertheless it must

be realized that effective, improved progress

of children at school must be a joint, in fact

a triple, project of community, home and school.

In a great many instances the home and com-

munity component must be improved as well as

that of the school.

There were occasional reports of children

coming to school with no or an inadequate

breakfast. Too few )omes make any provision

for books, games or other forms of mental

stimulation. Although locally useful skills

may be favorably regarded, the Study Group is

convinced that most Northland parents want

their children to succeed in school, as they

understand it, and as it substantially exists

in Northland schools, but the perception that

the Study Group has is that in far too many

cases they do not work at, or reinforce, it

from the home end to the extent that is really

required.

But as is said elsewhere in this report

many factors are interrelated. It is difficult

to pursue activities that might be useful to

school progress in a crowded housing situation.

The attack needs to be on more than one front.

In any Northland courunity there are few

adult models whose attainments have had a
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dependence upon schooling. Apart from the

teachers, and occasionally a parish priest,

there are few such career models, no range of

persons occupying a spectrum of choices to

emulate Not to be aware of such, other than

casually and through books and films, must re-

duce the probability of aspiration. On the

other hand there may well be models within the

community and its culture worthy of emulation

from other viewpoints.

In this regard it was noted that some plans

were afoot for tours of pupils to the outside,

and that such tours had been arranged in the

past. The Study Group looks on these with

great favor as contributors not only to actual

'..nowledge and understanding but also to the

arousing of aspirations and motivations. In

Manitoba the Study Group learned of a strong

program of this sort. Northland does cooperate

by making available school buses, including

driver. The initiative in these respects is

usually taken by the school principal with

money being raised locally. Visits to other

native communities, to projects and developments

in which native peoples have participated, or

to which they have given leadership should not

be overlooked.

Some scheduling problems were brought to

the attention of the Study Group and were dis-

cussed with divisional office personnel. No

serious examination was made of the problems

which have arisen. The Study Group wishes only

to say that every effort should be made in this

as in other matters to engage in the best possible

communication so that teachers will feel that

they have full support in their efforts, espe-

cially those over and above the call of duty.

One of the schools most vexatious problems

is that of attendance. The percentage varies

from school to school and from grade to grade.

The school registers, which were regularly ex-

amined, not infrequently showed attendance

records of 60. The poorest attenders, gener-

ally speaking, were the older pupils. The per-



centages are lowest in the fall and again in

May-June. Divisional officers stated that these

records show a slight but steady improvement

over the years. There is still a long way to go.

At Garden Creek the question was raised as

to whether some modification of the school year

might be effected freeing children at certain

times in the school year when traditional

activities and occupations interfere with

school attendance. This possibility was not

seriously pursued by the Study Group but would

bear some further study and examination by

Northland.

The law of Alberta provides for the pro-

secution of parents who do not send their

children to school regularly. Northland has

found this to be ar exercise in futility, and

among other effects creates, or increases, the

hiatus or lack,of rapport between school and

community. The present policy is, in effect,

one of non-prosecution. The Study Group is

disposed to accept this as the best policy for

the time being.

Interesting sidelights in this regard

turn up. For example, in a community where a

Community Vocational Centre is operated by

the Department of Advanced Education a mother

enrols, and during the period of attendance

receives an allowance. In order that she may

attend an older girl is kept hore to be with

the pre-school children. Which is the greater

good? From the school's point of view the girl

who stays home is losing her education and is

on the way to becoming a drop-out. It is

difficult to apply the rules of urban middle

class Alberta communities to situations of

this sort.

The simple fact is that the school cannot

teach a child who is not there; and if he is

not there he contributes to his own problem of

sequential learning. There is a kind of vicious

circle. When he is away a pupil makes school

less attractive for himself when he returns
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because he is behind. Then because school is

less attractive he is frustrated and stays

away more.

It is useless to say that the school is at

fault in that it fails to make its program in-

teresting and stimulating. To the extent that

this can be done by system organization and su-

pervision, or is done by teachers of special

effectiveness, all praise and encouragement

should be given. The fact is. however, that

no school system has ever really achieved this

goal. Some percentage of teachers will be of

modest effectiveness. Better can be hoped for

but there is not likely to be any sudden or

rapid arrival at the ideal in Northland's schools

with every school day being a pupil's delight.

Attendance in the generality of Alberta

schools is significantly a function, mathemat-

ically speaking, of the home input, of aspir-

ations, of control and insistence, of concern,

of interest and encouragement. Where these

are lacking poor attendance results whether in

Northland or elsewhere.

Discussion of this problem with principals

and staffs almost always led to the same con-

clusion. After allowance had been made for

genuine illnesses and other excusable causes

of absence there remained the large core of

absentees who were away from school for frivo-

lous reasons, or no reason at all, nothing much

being done about it by the parents either at

the time or when brought to their attention.

The result is a frustration on the part of the

school and ultimately a ceasing to try to do

much about it.

This situation is commonly explained by

saying that parents have a different attitude

towards their children, one of greater per-

missiveness, less of telling or influencing them

as to what they ought to do. If a child does

not want to go to school that, essentially, is

his own decision to make. It is true also that

some native children still play a somewhat more



active rule in the home dnd its economy than do

most white children.

What cdn 00 dune?

Obviously anything that makes school more

attractive is salutory but, as indicated above,

this is not to be expected to be a large factor;

and anything that can be done to make learning

easier, especially in relation to language com-

petence will be useful. including early child-

nood services (kindergarten), teacher-aides,

dnd better teaching techniques.

Largely it becomes a matter of changed

parental and cornunity attitude and of home

reinforcement. There must first be an aware-

ness that the home has a big role to play, with-

out which school success is forever handicapped.

Then there must be action.

If the local school committees recommended

in the chapter on governance become effective

they might be at least one vehicle leading to

some improvement in the situation. It was re-

ported to the Study Group that there has been

a tendency recently, where local committees

have been operative, or revived, for younger

members of the community to be appointed to

them, or to accept office. This would seem to

be a good omen.

The division has in a few school parapro-

fessionals called counsellor-aides. These

persons are intended to improve home-school and

school-community relations. The Study Group

was favorably impressed by some of them; not

so impressed by others. One of their functions

is checking up on absentees. They have no

powers. Their roles sometimes seemed a bit

ubiguous. Much depends on the individual

personalities, and on the relationship with

the principal. The Study Group had no means of

ds,essing their work in action since this largely

takes place out in the homes or elsewhere away

from the school The fact that they are lo ally

resident seems to have some advantages, while
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at the same time may reduce their prestige

and effectiveness in some cases. Generally

principals spoke of this service favorably,

but seldom enthusiastically. To what extent

they actually improve school attendance remains

unknown, but surely to some extent.

Reference is ncw made to the school lunch

program. During the past year or two the provin-

cial government has implemented a policy of pro-

viding a free school lunch service in what might

be termed disadvantaged schools. It provides

the necessary culinary and sanitary equipment,

the salaries of a locally employed staff of

two, and supplies of groceries needed. Because

of the usual problems of distance and transpor-

tatien the costs are quite high. Figures were

not sought. An interview was held with the

director of the program in the Department of

Health and Social Development who described

its nature and purposes. Primarily it is to

improve nutrition and diet by providing a con-

siderable and varied noon meal.

This program does not operate as part of

the school. The school staffs are not involved

other than marginally. An exception to this is

at Cadotte Lake where the lunch is served in the

school, on tables in the considerable hallway,

where the teachers (2) sit with the children and

assist in the marshalling and supervision.

Elsewhere the program is offered in community

halls, or similar facilities, where the necessary

installations have been made. Supervision of the

program is given under the auspices of a local

committee, which is a part of the total admin-

istrative structure.

In the main the program seemed to be work-

ing well. The menus, centrally planned to

accord with the flow of groceries to the oper-

ation, were very acceptable. The serving in all

cases was done with reasonable regard to order-

liness and decorum.

At Wabasca a team from the Department of

Health and Social Development was making an

.4



assessment of the health of the children through

extensive measurements with a view to evaluating

the effects of the program on health and growth.

No results of the study were available at the

time of this report.

The Study Group was pleased to see this

program. In some instances the pupils much

need the dietary supplement provided whether

because of low level of income and of expenditure

on food, or because of improper diet. Incident-

ally, lack of dental services is reported to be

a serious matter in many communities, which

is rather true of rural areas of Alberta gener-

ally.

Effects are very difficult to measure.

In some places it was stated that school atten-

dance had been improved partly due to better

health and daily condition, and partly due to

the attraction of the food, and perhaps the

occasion; no school, no lunch.

Transportation of pupils is a considerable

operation in Northland School Division. A

number of situations are served:

a) the total number of pupils in a com-

munity are transpOrted to a non-divisional

school, as at Anzac and Susa Creek-Muskeg River;

b) the pupils from one settlement where

no school is operated are transported to a di-

visional school, as in the case of Indian Cabins

to Steen River and Carcajou to (eg River;

c) senior pupils, chiefly high school

but dlso including s.ime junior high, are tran-

sported to the school or schools of other jur-

isdictions from communities within which North-

land operates a school, as in the case of

Grouard to High Prairie and Calling Lake to

Athabasca.

d) locally resident pupils living within

the school's immediate attendance area are

transported to the local school. Some of the
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buses so operated are motor vehicles but a

considerable number are horse drawn, in the

form of van or caboose mounted on a wagon or on

sleighs in winter.

For any school jurisdiction operating buses

there are problems, large and small, complaints

about routing, objections to certain drivers,

problems of servicing, and the never resolved

dilemma as to whether ownership by the school

authority or contracting out is preferable.

The Study Group heard a number of complaints

about busing. These always related to some local

circumstance. Its conclusion is that given the

problems of roads and distances, the availability,

or lack thereof, of suitable personnel and of

servicing facilities, the operation proceeds

as well as can be expected.

Three complaints were registered against

bus drivers, one allegedly drove too fast, one

allegedly discriminated against a particular

family, one was allegedly incompetent. The

Study Group did not deem it to be its function

to look into these specific allegations, ad-

vising the complainants to direct them to the

divisional board or its officers. It could not

but observe, however, that whether the allega-

tions were based on some degree of fact or not,

there seemed to be in some instances a component

of personal or family animosity. This sort of

circumstance increases the difficulty faced by

the division in making selections and appoint-

ments.

In the matter of ownership of motor vehicles

the division employs both P ractices, ownership

and contract, depending on the circumstances

prevailing in any community at any time. This

flexibility seems necessary under the circum-

stances.

At the Susa Creek - Muskeg River meeting

attention was drawn to a problem related to the

carrying of occasional adults, especially those

enrolled in the community vocational centre.



Tnere was a cluition as to insurance coverage.

The transportation of such adults seems to be

desirable when space is available. The matter

of adequacy of insurance should be looked into.

In one comaunity, Fishing Lake, complait

was madd that the division had let, or rel-t,

d bus contract without advertising. vas

stated thdt a local person, or per: 41s, 4ou.d

have been interested in bidding, Joaining

a bus and through the contract, if engaged,

bringing soge additional revenue into the com-

munity. The Study Group is sympathetic to this

sort of arrangement while recognizing the over-

all necessary concern of the division for safe,

efficient and reliable service. Reference has

been made on several occasions of the desir-

ability of dil'ecting school expenditures to

local persons aho thereby become usefully em-

ployed with both psychological and financial

benefit.

The horse drawn operations, which were

observed i fien at a number of locations,

were of c interest. Inquiry re-

vealed that these vehicles usually operated

within a relatively short distance from the

school sometimes a maximum distance of two miles

or less. ine School Act still provides that

transportation is mandatory only with respect

to pupils over three miles from school.

Northldnd is providing a service more generous

than required by law. In many communities no

pupil lives beyond three miles.

The fact is that in most jurisdictions

providing transportation there is much greater

generosity than that required by law, and there

is the thorny question as to the cut-off distance

within which pupils are not picked up as the

bos approaches the school.

Me Study Group at first had some query

d!mot the transportation of pupils living a

mile or less from school. Discussion with prin-

cipals and staffs satisfied it that it was de-

sirable. probably necessary. Northern winters
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.:,re severe. Most roads are not plowed. Little

children especially, would experience difficulty,

even clanger, walking to school. Attendance,

such an important factor, would drop. All

things considered this service appears to be

warranted.

It is worth noting that the teacher-aide,

counsellor-aide, school lunch and transportation

programs, and the school custodianship, provide

opportunities for gainful employment. This is

of advantage to those employed in a monetary way,

and also brings money into the community. There

is also the sense of making a contribution to

the life of the community.

We come now to two related

of which have appeared, or will

chapters of this report. These

retardation and drop-outs.

matters, both

appear, in other

are age-grade

It requires no deep research to reveal that

very large numbers of pupils in Northland schools

have not achieved to the level which is deemed

commensurate with their ages and number of years

in school. However the Study Group did request

and receive the assistance of Dr. John A. Bacon,

of the Department of Education staff, to conduct,

in consultation with the appropriate divisional

officers, a statistical study of the related

factors of grade retardation and drop-outs.

There had been made some years earlier a

study of these matters as they existed in

Northland schools by W. C. McCarthy. His

findingS appear in a Masters thesis entitled,

"Indian Dropouts and Graduates in Northern

Alberta, 1971." This study took as its bench-

mark the school year 1963-64 and was in part a

equential study tracing pupils through and be-

yond school to 1971. Much of his material, in-

cluding charts and tables together with other

relevant findings, was reproduced in the com-

prehensive report, "Native Education in Alberta

submitted to the Minister of Education in June

1972.



Or. Bacon Wdi asked, parfi,ullrly,

attempt to discover whdt chdmiec, if any, ?lad

occured over the intervening yedr,,. He tab-

ulated data in similar and comparable fashion.

Unfortunately the figures used by McCarthy

and Bacon were for different times of the

school year, June in one case and September in

the other, and the summary figure: are there-

fore not strictly comparable.

However, Dr. Bacon did accumulate data

for 1970 and 1974 which are comparable, the

same bases having been used. These show some-

what less grade retardation in 1974 as compared

with 1970.

But here again caution must be exercised.

One does not know, and cannot determine with

any degree of reliability, the extent t6 which

over the intervening years promotion from grade

to grade has become more automatic, less rigid,

partly as a result of divisional or supervisory

policy and partly as a result of changed

teacher attitudes. It has become increasingly

policy and practice to promote a pupil to the

next grade if not automatically, at least if he

is making some progress. To the extent that

this had been done in 1974 in greater degree

than in 1970 the figures lose their reliability

for purposes of comparison.

The Study Group is certain that grade re-

tardation is greater in Northland than in

schools generally. This is not the whole story.

Grade retardation based on identifiable ages

and grade designations does not reveal the

true state of affairs regarding accomplishment.

To say that a pupil is in grade 5 and to so

regard him statistically may leave out of con-

sideration the fact that in terms of actual

accomplishment he is only in qrade 3 for most

of his school subjects, capacity to read, do

arithmetic, spell or any other.

A comprehensive testing program would be

necessary to obtain data. When derived they
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nignt well be suspect for a variety or reasons.

The Study Group is convinced, based on

observation and discussions with staffs, that

a rather high percentage of Northland pupils

are not only grade-retarded but also accom-

plishment retarded within their nominal grades.

Hence the situation is worse than may be re-

velealed by sheer statistics.

The reasons for this situation have been

enlarged upon earlier in this chapter and as

indicated there the alleviation of it, hardly

a solution at this stage, is better instruction

and the facilitation thereof, combined with

enhanced community and parental support and

reinforcement.

It does, however, lead into the difficult

question of promotion. Traditionally, in

Alberta schools, each child moved into the

next grade, - he passed, - if he had met some

sort of minimal level of accomplishment. If

he barely skimmed through he might not really

be prepared for the work of the next grade.

Nevertheless he moved up honorably. The

alternative meant failure, being required to

start the work of the grade over again and

being placed in a group of pupils a year younger

than those with whom he had previously been

joined. This process was fraught with dishonor.

The outcome of the dishonor was loss of

pride, development of resentment, loss of ambi-

tion, a hatred of school.

reasons that alternatives

The simplest, and the one

is that of automatic, or

It was for these

have been sought.

most recently popular,

near automatic, pro-

motion regardless of accomplishment, the con-

comitant theory being_that the teacher would

modify and individualize the program of a so-

promoted pupil so that he would not be placed

in the position of having impossible tasks

placed upon him.

The other, sought by several generations

of educators, is to institute a continuous



progress plan dtp.freby each pupil, or specially

selected pupil ,. proceed through d curriculum

or program of studies at tneir own rate and

without grade designations. Despite many

attempts nO 'i:101 scheme nas had such success

tnat general adoption by schools has resulted.

It is, however, the one that makes most sense,

although it places d greater burden on the

teacher, it requires more indi./idual help, and

it means lower pupil-teacher ratios.

What actually is Northland's policy? A

letter and d report from one of the division's

supervisory officers reveal that the division

does not actually have'dn official policy,

i.e. adopted by the board.

In the spring of 1974 the then superinten-

dent of schools issued d "working paper" on

Promotional Policies and subsequently another

officer issued a docuwent headed Continuous

Progress Plan. These epitomize current thought

on these matters and are deemed to consolidate

ideas which were or might be currently held

in the division.

Some quotations are as follows:

Students who are below the
average in achievement in the
Language Arts in Grade l should be
promoted to Grade 2, but will not
commence work at the Grade 2 level
for sore time.

It is generally accepted that
pupils rarely gain by repeating a
grade, and that in fact progress is
somewhat better if they are promoted.

Each year's work is divided into
four units. The slower group are
expected to cover three of these units
in one year. The average groups cover
four of these units in one school year.

Year-end promotions and failures
are eliminated (in part). A slower
child is not required to repeat
material which he has mastered. He

begins the new year where he left off.

It would appear thdt where traditional

griding is in effect tnere is a strong tendency

to promote nominally in Northland's schools
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which gives d distorted view of actual accom-

plishment. It has been stated that continuous

progress is being tried, or tried in some

limited form, in some Northland schools. The

Study Group did not have this actually demon-

strated to it in any school.

The supervisor of instruction has advised

that at a principal's meeting in June, 1975,

the two papers, Promotion Policy and Continuous

Progress, were to be discussed perhaps leading

to some reconmendations to become board policy.

The Study Group looks favorably on the

continuous progress plan and urges that con-

tinued steps be taken to develop and implement

it. The supervisor pointed out that any such

plan requires school staffs to experiment, to

work together, and to be innovative, and that

these are hard to come by where principals and

teachers so often come new to their schools

each year.

There are, however, two related matters

about which the Study Group wishes to comment.

The first has to do with parents, their

understandings and their expectations. It must

come as a crushing blow and a disillusionment

for a parent who is interested in and thought-

ful about his child's progress and future to

learn through the inexorable progress of events

that the child whom he has been led to believe

has "passed" grade 8 is in fact really only a

6, that the child who has entered grade 9 is

not a true 9 and cannot be expected to go on

to high school next year, if ever. Parents

must be let know the true facts of their chil-

dren's accomplishments. This may be difficult

and enbarassing to do but the school staff,

or someone, must do it, beginning early when

the circumstances require.

The second, which has been referred to

earlier, is that there needs to be a make-up

year, probably after grade 9, though a case

can be made out for after grade 8, designed



to enable high school bound pupils to recover

lost ground, lost perhaps through language

difficulties, or poor attendance, and to be in

a position to face high school worL with gredter

prospect of success. IndividualLcd tutorial

instruction would be necessary. This should be

thought of as an interim measure becoming un-

necessary when through continuous progress pro-

grams to other rectification pupils do not pass

out of grade 9 unprepared to cope with high

school work.

There remains one further topic, that

of dropuuts. Actually little discussion is

necessary. Dropping out is to such a great

extent the result of the same factors that have

been discussed in relation to grade retardation

that further discussion would be redundant.

The McCarthy study, 1971, quoted in Native

Education, Alberta, found that 78l; of Northland

students left school before Grade 10, and 97'.,

before grade 12. Dr. Bacon found the percentage

applicable to grade 10 to be 80%. He did not

produce a grade 12 figure. While again one

cannot be completely sure that the data are

strictly comparable it appears that the sit-

uation had not much changed from 1971 to 1974.

McCarthy attempted to discover from

drop-outs why they had dropped out. Some two-

thirds blamed the school in some fashion. One

must be cautious of accepting this assessment

too readily. One will rarely blame himself,

or his home, or any factor that impinges upon

himself. In any event few human acts can be

attributed to a single causal factor.

If anything significant is to be done

about this it will have to be through the same

processes, at school and at hone, that will lead

to improved performance throughout the child's

school career. The child who succeeds along

the way will be much less likely to become

frustrated by, and indifferent or antagonistic

to school, which must surely be the major

causes of dropping out.
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In a number of the communities served

by Northland the Department of Advanced

Fducation operates adult instructional services

coiled Community Vocational Centers. These

hdve as their chief purpose the enabling of

adults to improve their educational levels and

increase their employability through academic

upgrading. Inevitably much of their clientele

are persons who have dropped out of school and

who now wish to improve themselves. One of

their features is that monetary allowances are

paid to students while in attendance. The Study

Group made no attempt to assess the success of

the programs offered.

They did impinge upon the considerations

of the Study Group in two respects.

1. The statement was occasionally made

that their presence and benefits affected school

attendance, that older pupils could leave school,

stay out for a year, and then enrol and be paid

for school attendance.

The superintendent of schools advised that

he had heard this allegation on more than one

occasion, that he had tried to discover specific

instances, but had failed to do so. He does

not deem it to be a significant factor in re-

spect of drop-outs.

2. The question was on a few occasions

raised as to whether Northland should expand

its efforts into the field of adult education.

The Study Group is disposed to say that

with the tremendous task the division has in

providing and improving elementary and se-

condary schooling it does not need a further

responsibility to dissipate its resources

and energies.

The C. V. C. operations are for the time

being attempting to do for the adults what

most urgently needs to be done and should be

left to adjust and adapt to needs as they

arise.



CHAPITR EIGHI

.tagh.. School Services.

The provision of high school services was

a subject that arose with some frequency at the

public meetings held in the communities.

The number of pupils actually in attendance

at a high school is small. A report provided

by the central office indicated that as of

September, 1974, there were 110 pupils enrolled

in schools of other jurisdictions as follows:

Grade X 47

Xl 36

XII 27_

Total 110

To this total should be added the 7 Grade

X pupils at Mistassinly School in Desmarais

making a grand total of 117. Some difficulty

is experienced in keeping fully up to date as

to how many have dropped out during the year.

As of April 3, 1975, it was known that the

number had decreased to 99.

The 110 figure does not include Treaty

Indian students because when they leave a

Nortnland school they become the direct re-

sponsibility of Indian Affairs and cease to

enter into Northland's statistics; or to be of

administrative concern. The number of these

from Northland is quite small.

Of the 110, 41 were being transported by

bus to such schools as hiqh Prairie, Fort

McMurray, Athabasca and Cold Lake. The

remaining 69 were boarding in such communities

as Edmonton, Peace River, High Level, Grande

Prairie, Ldc La Biche, Slave Lake, Fairview,

fort Smith (N.W.T.) and Manning. The division

prays any fees involved, provides texts, and

A boarding allowance. The Study Group

iwarn little complaint regarding the financial

arrangements, although there ame occasional

problems of an acc.ountinq or authorization

nature in re1ation to the provision of books.

A attempt was made to ferret out the precise

causes of problems in this area.

It was anticipated that grade X would be

available at Atikameg in 1975-76, including

busing of pupils from Gift Lake. A minimum of

ten pupils is required by the division to in-

stitute this service. There seemed to be some

question as to whether this might be reached.

Similarly, grade XI was a possibility at

Nistassiniy if sufficient enrolment, including

pupils from Wabasca, could be foreseen. (Note:

As of June 11, 1975, it appeared that a suffi-

cient complement of grade XI pupils was ex-

tremely doubtful.)

In the year 1974-75, as of November for

which a return was at hand, there were enrolled

in grade IX in divisional schools 89 pupils. At

thn same time approximately 45 were being bused

to schools of other jurisdictions for a total

of 134. Of these an unknown number, probably

quite naIl, were Treaty Indians. This is not

a very large p-oup from which to recruit a

grade X enrolment. While the grade X figures

are not sequential to the grade IX figures they

Are probably comparable, 134 enrolled in grade

IX, 54 in grade X, a very considerable dropout.

Note also that persistence from grade X to

grde XII is in similar vein, 47 becoming 27.

Two aspects of the high school problem

surfaced with considerable regularity, the

preparation of the Grade IX graduates to do high

school work, and the best locale for the service.

The Study Group is convinced, based on re-

ports and observations from a number of quarters,

that a high percentage of tne Grade IX graduates

are nmrginal in their accomplishments and for

this and other reasons, find the high school

work into which they are plunged, in a quite

new sort of school situation, very difficult.

No records exist to show how many proceed into

academic (matriculation) patterns, and how many

enrol in general or vocational high school



programs. The schools dttend,N.1 may limit or

determine their choices in dny event.

Their difficulties dre compounded in

varying degrees because of loneliness, shyness,

poor boarding accommodation, lack of guidance

and control, discrimination, overt or covert,

lack of motivation, and other reasons. Many

succeed in spite of any handicaps there may be.

Others do not.

Reference is made here to the situation

regarding junior high school grades. As

of September, 1974, grade VII was available in

21 of the thirty schools, grade VIII in eighteen

and grade IX in eleven. The pupils enrolled in

these grades were respectively 207, 131, and

86, a total of 424.

The matter of pupil-teacher ratio was

raised on occasion by teachers. A document

provided to the Study Group showed the numbers

of pupils in each of the thirty schools, the

numbers of teachers assigned to each, and the

resulting pupil teacher-ratios for each school.

These varied from a low of b, at Brewster's

Camp, to d high Of 24 at Pelican Mountain. The

average was 17.2. It is difficult to adjust

staffs to fit individual schools, especially

small ones, because of fluctuating enrolments

and availability of space. It is not always

feasible to provide an additional classroom

and an additional teacher whon in whdt is

normally d one or two room school the ratio

rises to a figure above 20.

However, an analysis of teachers as',igned

to junior high school grades, taking hito

account that some teach also grades below

seven, indicates that the ratio applying to

these grades is about 19. Here agdin distri-

bution factors aff.ect individual schools and no

figure can be universdlly and readily applied.

The Group is of the view that having re-

gard to the special needs of the jivjor hidh

qi,),ap a target of Hfteen mitTht well be striven
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for. Preparation for high school work would

be thereby enhdnced.

Because, as will be discussed below, the

Study Group sees no over-all alternative at this

stage to the extensive use of high schools of

other jurisdictions, it has sought to find useful

things that might be done to help the young

people concerned achieve more success and satis-

faction in their high school work.

To the extent that pupils are only margin-

ally prepared in terms of reading ability, lan-

guage skills, basic knowledge and study habits

only remedial assistance can help.

Every grade IX pupil who is a prospect for

grade X should be tested. If his capacities

are low or marginal it is no kindness to put

him into grade X, especially in a strange sit-

uation which gives rise to apprehension. In-

stead with the consent of his parents, who may

not easily be persuaded, he should be given the

opportunity of a make-up and remedial year,

offered by the division itself, or in cooperation

with some other school authority. Very'competent

teachers using tutorial methods would be neces-

sary. Arrangements might be made to do this

at Grouard where residential accommodation

might be found. This arrangement should be in

effect only until achievement levels improve

and it thereby becomes unnecessary.

This plan may not be easy to implement or

to sell. The Study Group is prepared to say

only that it should be tried or explored. The

alternative, as in so many aspects of Northland's

operations, is to continue the present ways of

doing things with their limited success and slow,

if any, progress.

Another suggestion with respect to grade IX

and prospective grade X pupils is that arrange-

ments be made towards the end of each school

year for them to visit the high school which

they might subsequently attend, or a similar one,

so that they might have a modest bit of



orientaton prior to entry in September. All

high schools are somewnat hectic places at and

during school opening, with little time to de-

vote to the orientation of what are essentially

strangers. Perhaps the students' councils of

such schools, or some student club or organiza-

tion, might be willing to take the hosting of

such visitors on as a project, including accept-

ance into their homes for a couple of days.

Obviously, an essential and prerequisite

to improving.or extending high school service

is to increase the numbers of pupils in Grade IX.

The general criticism that too few pupils go

into high school ought rather to be a criticism

that too few reach and persist through grade IX.

No very significant improvement in high school

services ur in high school involvements can

be expected until the number of pupils avail-

able from grade IX substantially increases.

That is where the bottle-neck is.

When "high-school" is offered in a divi-

sional school for a very small number of pupils

there is the difficult question as to what sort

of hi 3chool, what subjects? Limitations of

teache, time preclude a broad offering. Should

the grade X at Atikameg, if instituted, be a

group of matriculation oriented courses, or

those designed in the school program for the

less intellectually oriented pupil? This must

be determined for each current group. The

prospect of success in whatever is tried must

be judged and a program arranged accordingly.

What if tne program is non-academic and

there are one or two pupils cmnpetent.to take

the dcademic fare? The solution seems to be

either for them to go elsewhere, as they would

have had to do in any event, or to enrol in

sone teacher-assisted correspondence courses.

A small high school cannot be all things to all

pupils. Divisional officers reported that in

general non-matriculation courses are offered.

Mdtricul !tion type students are, in the main,

better able to cope with going away to school.

The bove factor was not often raised at
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puhlic meetings. Perhaps the parents were not

really aware of the problem. The major question

was locale.

Four possibilities seem open to the divi-

sion, disregarding correspondence courses which

are not likely to be very successful unless

under school supervision. These are:

1. Daily transportation of pupils to a

high school of another jurisdiction, as from

Grouard to High Prairie;

2. Boarding of pupils in cities or towns

where high school service is available;

3. Operation of a dormitory, or a system

of hostels in conjunction with a major divi-

sionally operated high school. Hostels might

be possible in connection with non-divisional

schools, such as at Peace River;

4. Operation of local high schools.

The size-of-school dilemma has not been

solved in relation to high schools generally,

except perhaps to say that the limitations of

program and in effectiveness of the very small

high school, one or two teachers, are usually

accepted. There are misgivings, too, about the

very large high school. This is not likely to

be a problem in relation to Northland pupils

except for those that may go to a big city school.

In the matter of where high school should be

attended there was much expression of unhappiness

about pupils having to go away from home. This

unhappiness had an inverse relationship to the

grade. Greatest concern was expressed about

grade IX's having to go away, but it persisted

in respect of higher grades. The reference was

primarily in relation to being away in the board-

ing situation. Where busing was involved the

concerns were diminished. In fact, not much

objection was raised to busing for high school

purposes and as might be expected some regarded

it as the best solution possible.



fhe catalogue of compldint and concerns

related to boarding included the following:

1. Lack of supervision of the children;

fear of developing bad habits or consorting

with undesirable company;

2. Loneliness and homesickness, leading

to poor performance, or dropping out;

3. thscrimination, or a sense thereof;

a feeling of not really belonging;

4. Lack of guid?nce and sympathetic

understanding on the part of the schools.

It should not be taken that such complaints

or concerns had universal application or un-

iversal acceptance. Some parents spoke favor-

ably of their children's experiences, or

accepted the arrangements as being the best

among the possible choices. Nevertheless,

they are undoubtedly valid in a sufficient

number of cases to warrant being seriously

tdken into consideration.

Regarding boarding allowances these were

not the subject of much critisism. The board

reviews them from time to time, the last up-

ward revision being effected in February, 1975.

They need to be kept under

the board and its officers

are adjusted in accordance

changing conditions.

constant review by

to assure that they

with current and

In the matter of busing one of the factors

is that of participation in extra-curricular

activities. Buses leave school imnediately

following afternoon dismissal. Bused pupils

must leave at that time, unless private arrange-

ments are made, which precludes participation

in games, clubs, practices for performances

and events, and the like. This problem is by

no means peculiar to Northland, applying where-

ever non-town pupils are brought in by bus.

The Study Group concluded that Northland is not

unaware of this problem and does occasionally
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make buses available for special events or

circumstances. There is a limit, however, to

which it can go especially to accounodate in-

dividuals or small groups. It can only be

suggested that reasonable generosity be shown

in such matters.

Tine and time again the public meetings

said, "We want a high school in our own com-

munity." This would be said in a canmunity

where only a two or three teacher school was in

operation with total enrolments of 30 to po

pupils and a very limited number of pupils if

any in grade IX. The factors of lack of pro-

spective attendance, heavy cost of staffing

and equipment, paucity of offerings and other

limiting factors seemed not to be appreciated

or understood. Keep the children at home was

the dominant mood.

The Study Group has to say that there is

no present solution in this direction. Pro-

spective enrolments are too low; costs are too

high; offerings would be too meagre; social

interaction would be highly restricted.

The present divisional policy is to make

a grade, such as X, locally available if

there are in prospect ten pupils. Being tn

prospect at the time arrangements are being

made for space, teaching staff and all else

that is required does not assure that ten will

be enrolled, or will persist in school, on and

after September first. The division has to be

flexible in this respect.

Ihe Study Group believes this to be a

reasonable policy. It noted the apparent readi-

ness to operate a bus for a quite small number

of pupils from Gift Lake to Atikameg in order

to build up a grade X complement there.

Unfortunately, the number of places in the

division where even grade X, let alone a "high

school", can feasibly be offered, or are in

prospect of qualifying in the future, is small

indeed.



The proposal most frequently arising within

the Study Group was that of the division operat-

ing a considerable high school at some such

place as Desmarais or Grouard, together with

residential accommodation. This is an attrac-

tive kind of proposition for which a consider-

able number of very enticing arguments can be

foudd.

The division di ! for a number of years

operate a high school and dormitory at Grouard.

The 1969 Report of the Northland School Divi-

sion Study Committee devoted several pages to

the nature, merits, problems and prospects

of the school, which was still in operation.

At that time its own program was largely re-

medial and vocational. Students requiring

regular high schoul service were bused to High

Prairie. These would include locally resident

pupils and dormitory pupils. In the main the

Report was comnendatory of the Grouard operation

though conceding that there were some failures

to reach goals that had been set, and that

problems existed which had to be facad.

Yet in 1970 the operation was discontinued.

The dormitory and part of the teaching facility

have been taken over by the Department of

Advanced Education for use as an Alberta

Voce. Alai Center.

The Study Group heard varied reports and

versions as to why the operation had b.-Tn

discontinued. It seemed a not too productive

e,ercise to try to get the fdcts, if there

were facts. The factors cited were often of

a quite subjective nature. Suffice to say that

the problems and defects were of suffir;ent

magnitude that continued opuration was no longer

deemed feasible.

In Grouard regret Wa6 e,dressed at the

closing, which is by no means an unusual re-

actiori when a community loses . facility.

There wds reference to the social, recreotocal

and educatiGnal adva:rtages to thl pupils and

community through the presence oe the school
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and dormitory.

Should the Grouard school, or something

like it be revived? Essentially, the question

revolves about the dormitory facility, although

the nature of possible or prospective offerings

is also finportant.

The question was raised at a number of

public meetings. The Study Group found little

or no interest in a dormitory type school. As

indicated above the sentiment was for a local

high school. It was difficult to discuss the

question on the basis of "if you can't have a

high school is a dormitory the next best?" It

can only be said that no body of opinion in this

direction seems to exit. Whether such an oper-

ation could be sold, or resold, to the population

seems scarcely to be determinable in advance.

Despite the above the Study Group had some

favor for a dormitory school as 'the best of the

various, not too attractive or feasible, possi-

bilities. Its e:ithusiasm was dampencd, however,

following its visit to Cranberry Portage,

Manitoba, which revealed that the operation

there has been steadily diminishing in size,

s,:ope and patronage, and is . danger of being

phased out. More about this can be read in

thc chapter on visits to other northern school

jurisdi-tinrs. The Cranberry Portage plant

was an excellent one. Staffinq and diversity

of offerings had been at a high level. :t seems

improbable that Northland could offer a oette.-

and more promising service.

The fact seems to be that parents, and

perhaps pupils, do not want to be far from

home, aid despite negative factors and impedi-

ments prefer to avail themselves of nearer-to-

home high school servirc%, available in the

cities, towns and ::!.ages which are reasonably

accessible.

The Study Group has had to conclude that it

cannot recommend a dormitory type operation

despite its theoretical advantages. It is too



great d risk to expend large sums of money for

an operation which in the apparent current cli-

mate is not likely to succeed.

Where does All this leave the division?

Local provision is rarely feasible and can be

moved into only very slowly, and as has been

indicated above is really dependent upon

achieving greater persistence into and through

Grade IX.

Reliance will have to be placed on the

use of the high school services of other

jurisdictions by way of busing and boarding,

the present dominant practices.

As for busing perhaps not much more needs

be said. Not much fault was found with the

actual bus services which seem to be satis-

factorily organized. No neat solution, only

flexibility and sympathetic understanding, can

be seen to the problem of pupil participation

in recreational and social activities.

Many bused pupils do have problems of

integration, of participation, of motivation,

and of satisfaction. No quick antidotes are

available. Sympathetic understanding, guidance

and counselling are needed and will help in

sone instances. Some additional help and

liaison with the schools from the division it-

self should be of some benefit. This might

come from the officer noted below.

Regarding pupils who must board this is a

real problem. What might be cautiously re-.

ferred to as good homes, that is ones in which

living and study facilities are good, and there

is an atmosphere of support and of reasonable

control are, in this time of relative affluence,

not likely to want boarders. While the Study

Group made no actual examination it was led to

believe that a number of pupils find themselves

in quarters that are not conducive to good

living and good study habits.

There was considerable discussion with
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divisional officers on how much responsibility

the division should take in finding boarding

places, or in actually placing pupils in them.

Present policy is to regard placement, making

arrangements, as the ultimate responsibility

of the parent. To do otherwise places the divi-

sion, and its officers, in a position of vulner-

ability if something goes wrong. The division

attempts to be helpful, and would like to be

able to be more helpful, but is not prepared to

stand completely in loco parentis in this matter.

With this position the Study Group cannot

disagree. It does believe, and so do divisional

officers, that the division should be able to

be more helpful both at the time of obtaining

accommodation, and when difficulties arise.

It must be recognized that in many cases

the parents are far away from where the child

must board, are not educated, have limited com-

munication capacity and may lack confidence in

themselves to do what needs to be done.

The officer of the division most intimately

involved in home placement of pupils and the

problems faced by pupils away from home favors

the setting up of, or operating what he terms

"group homes". These would be residences of

modest size accommodating eight or ten pupils

and presided over by a small staff such as a

married couple, preferably but not necessarily

native. Such a home would be located where a

number of divisional pupils attend the local

high school, Peace River, Fort McMurray, even

Edmonton.

A group home would differ from a dormitory

in two respects:

a) It would be a smaller and more inti-

mate place;

b) It would not have any direct associ-

ation with a school.

It was stated that Health and Welfare,



and pernaps other agencies, require residential

accommodation A. times and might make use of

such numes if at any particular time there was

lack of full patronage.

Nnong those discussing the proposition

varying views prevailcd, except on one point,

that it would be a somewhat expensive operation.

The Study Group cannot recommend the imme-

diate widespread use of such a plan. It would

be glad to see experimentation with one such

unit If a suitable building can be found in one

of the communities where a considerable number

of pupils attend high school. Patronage,

success, administrative difficulties, cost,

are all too uncertain to plunge into the plan

as though a solution to the housing problem.

It was noted that in both Manitoba and

Saskatchewan where large numbers of pupils board

out there are available the services of a home

placement officer whose functions seem to be

two-fold, to assist in the location of suitable

living places, homes, and to do visiting and

counselling in liaison with the schools to

assist and to salvage pupils having problems.

In theory, the guidance officer of the division

has this sort of responsibility. His total

responsibilities are so varied and so great,

however, that he has little time for this func-

tion. Northland should :lave such an officer,

preferably of native background.

This officer should have available for

pupil; and pdrents information about high schools

ie idri,")ds communities and should also have

available the best information possible about

boarding accommodation. He should attempt

to be especially helpful to those pupils and

tneir parents who live in the more remote places .

it would t),n rost useful, also, for the

possiole records to be kept of what

happew; to students enrolled in high scnools,

includind in :0) fdr as they can be ascertained,

tne reason', for dropping out when this occurs,
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and dS to further education or career in the

cases of those who persist.

All this brings us back to the uniqueness

of Northland Division. Other divisions do not

have this problem, this concern. High school

services, while perhaps not always adequate in

relatively small communities nevertheless oper-

ate in a smooth and relatively uncomplicated

fashion. If Northland is to do as well as it

can by its high school group, who themselves

are so often beset by various handicaps not

found universally, it must have special arrange-

ments and services available.

Special mention may be made of the situation

at .ort Chipewyan where in a sizeable community

there is no high school. Northland itself has

not sufficient population to warrant such a

school. Most of the pupils of the community

are the responsibility of the separate school

district or of Indian Affairs. These are cared

for, below high school, in the Bishop Piche

School. The only immediate hope for high school

service, which was urged at the public meeting,

is some form of combined operation. In the other

jurisdictions there appears to be some difference

of opinion about the acceptability of thF current

arrangements involving chiefly Fort Smith, N.W.T.,

and as to whether cooperative arrangements are

desirable.

The Study Group would favor a combined high

school operation in this community. It became

aware that some

are in progress

auspices and so

volved.

discussions, perhaps negotiations,

under Department of Education

chose not to become further in-



CHAPTER NINE

redch.ing .Std if

The procurement and retention of a compe-

tent and effective teaching staff is, in the

opinion of the Study Group, first among the

major problems fdced by the division, the

improvement of which is the chief challenge

by which it is faced. There are many other

serious problems, having their own degrees of

importance and concern, but almost dll have

WI a significant component the effect that they

have on staffing.

During the course of tneir visits to all

the schools of the division, members of the

Study Group visited almost every classroom

while in operation. These visits were normally

made singly, and most classrooms were visited

by two or three members of the Group. The

visits were necessarily brief but the coverage,

in total, was extensive. No formal testing

was done. The conclusions arrived at were

based on subjective observation. It has been

made clear to the teachers, or at least the

attempt Was made to do so, thdt there was to

be no evaludtion of individual teachers, no

reporting on them, and that no individual re-

cords were being made.

The collective opinion of the Study Group

is that the quality of staff Was not as good

ds it would like to have seen. In making this

stdtement, thii Group is aware that it is in

danier of seu! A to put all teachers in the

sdre category. This would be most unfair.

As in dny school system, the complement of

teachers ranges from one extreme to the other,

there being many teders whose work warrants

praise and commendation. It is just that too

many seemed to be at the lower end, and the

median lower thdn might be wished.

It must tp-2 ddded, in 'defense of the total

teaching staff, that they were in situations

which made brilliant performance difficult and
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unlikely-newness to the school, generally un-

responsive pupils, at least vocally, struggling

with grade retardation, teaching at grade levels

not in accordance with preparation, and the like.

Nevertheless, taken as a whole the level

of performance, for whatever reasons, left some-

thing to be desired. Some of the more mature

teachers volunteered simi.lar views, not about

individual teachers or colleagues, but taking

an objective view of the situation.

In the sections of this chapter dealing

with recruitment and retention, there will

be found additional discussion relevant to this

subject.

Re c ru i tmen t

Teacher recruitment is a crucial function

in any school system. This is particularly

true in Northland where, during the 1974-75

school year, approximately half the teachers,

70 in number, were new to the school division.

With such a large turnover of staff, recruitment

requires a tremendous amount of effort and must

command a top priority on.the time of the senior

administrators of the school division for a

significant portion of the year. The proper

effort and care given to this process at the

right time can result in a decrease in other

problems in personnel management.

An examination of the statistics on new

teachers in the school division reveals that 45

new teachers were recruited in Alberta, 4 came

from the rest of Canada, and the balance of 21

teachers were recruited in the United States.

The American teachers were all recruited in

the state of Oregon, but many of them have their

origins elsewhere.

During the travels of the Study Group to

the schools qf Northland it met some teachers

who had been recruited in Great Britain in pre-

vious years. In addition there was a scattering

of teachers who originally came from other



countries of the world.

There is one class uf teacher, normally

well represented on teaching staffs, which is

conspicuous by its absence in Northland.

Seldom in its travels did the Study Group find

married teachers with children of school age

in Northland schools. In those cases where

these teachers were encountered, they almost

invariably told the Study Group that they felt

uneasy about staying on in their positions and

denying their children the normal experiences

of childhood in more developed communities.

Instances of discrimination against white

children in native schools were cited and, in

one case, were given as the reason why the

teacher planned tn leave Northland at the end

of the school year.

In several discusSions which the Study

Group had with various groups, a strong pre-

ference was expressed for Alberta teachers.

This was justified on the grounds that Albertans

are the nearest representatives of the larger

society to which the school introduces the

native child, and that they serve as good speech

models' for native children learning English.

Another advantage enjoyed by Alberta teachers

is that they are familiar with the Alberta

curriculum and are spared the difficulty of

adjusting to an unfamiliar provincial school

system just at the time that they must face

great demands on their time and attention by

the requirements of dn inter-cultural teaching

situation.

The Study Group was disturbed to find a

very considerable number of teachers whose

preparation, and hence whose interest presumably,

was in secondary education teaching in primary

or lther elementary grades. This no doubt arose

from the necessity of making last minute appoint-

ments. It is a most undersirahle situation.

With regard to the importance of good

speeo models in Northland schools, the Study

WA,' told on several occasions that there

is no prejudice against foreign teachers in

Northland schools provided they speak Enolish

well without a distracting accent.

There were encountered two or three teachers

about which the Group had concern, and there

was local complaint in at least one case. The

teachers concerned spoke "school" English with

reasonable correctness. Accents, however, were

distinctive and occasionally difficult to catch.

Unusual constructions and idioms were not uncom-

mon. For persons who have a good knowledge of

the English language conversation can proceed

satisfactorily, perhaps even pleasantly; but for

pupils whose own English is limited, whose ear

is not readily tuned to the unusual, and who

need a speech model essentially like that which

they will encounter in the society about them

it is not good enough. Whether such teachers

should be in any Alberta elementary school is a

question. They ought not to be in the more

difficult Northland situation.

Since it is the stated policy of Northland

to give preference to Alberta teachers when

staffing its schools, it is evident that Alberta

teachers have not responded in sufficient num-

bers to Northland's advertisements and efforts

to make recruitment elsewhere unnecessary. As

a result of its discussions with others and its

internal deliberations the Study Group has come

to the conclusion that a more vigorous recruit-

ment program within Alberta is necessary. The

following suggestions should be examined by North-

land:

I. The three universities of Alberta offer

a considerable number of courses in inter-cultural

or cross-cultural education. While it cannot

be assumed that every education student in these

courses has a strong desire to teach in a cross-

cultural situation, it seems safe to assume

that at least some of these future teachers have

an interest in this direction. Recruitment

officers of Northland should establish contacts

with the instructors of these courses and offer

their services to them as resource people
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whicn would 'iv,. them dn opportunity to make

contact wan fil, pool ot potential teachers

and to bring to their Attention the possibilities

tor service and employment wnich exist in North-

land. Some classes in inter-culturdl education

should be encourAged to vm,it Northland schols

for field experiences.

The first contact that many prospec-

tive teilithrs hdve with Northland School Divi-

sion ri Omen they receive a recruitment bro-

cnore in response to dn indication of Miterest.

Several teachers reported to the Study Group

tnat the first information they received Was

so much out of date that teachers arriving in

Northland comimpidties found the situation very

different from that described. Northland

should develop dn attractive dnd conOirehensive

Leacher recruitment brochure dnd keep it up-

to-date year by year. These brochures should

be given wide distribution, particularly at the

univer:ities in Alberto. In addition to having

A good recruitment brochure, recruiters, during

their travel., and interviews, should be well

supplied with information about the schools and

communitie:, for which they dre recruiting

teachers. They should be able to show to pro-

7.pective teachers sucn things as color pictures

and floor plans of the school and living accom-

fiodation and provide lists of teacherage fur-

nishings and school equipment.

3. On several occasions it WaS suggested

to th,: Stbdy Group that Cho romance of the

north niP not been etectivelv exploited by

lorthiand. Most "iorthlond p-:41.olunities offer

otIP.)rtontn, ft.lr activitie!.; which are

AvAiliole el'wwhere cnly witn great effort.

Hunting And fishioh are obvious ones.

Lxperiences in c.ros-r.ulturli S itpations Are

u:terost to mlny people And are readily Avail-

able in Nortnianl. 'Ao.A/ 10-001) met uaily

tol,-hers who love trI,T r)rT.fl and is satA.,fied

:!lore Lo;;:l Ii fonnd in central

Ind Altwrta.

'floce y:Ji I to the altroi,.p,1

k).ia

of poople might be made. A greater effort

might be made to inform teachers of the oppor-

tunities for service to disadvantaged people

in northern Alberta. While many volunteers

for service in developing countries are moti-

vated by a desire to travel as well as to serve,

there are undoubtedly many who simply are not

aware of the needs in nortnorn Alberta.

5. It seeimi to the Study Group that

there might well be teachers in other cchool

jurisdictions in Alberta who would welcome an

opportunity to serve in Northland for a year or

two but who would not resign their present

positions to do so. Such a resignation would

entail loss of seniority and other benefits in

their present sv:tems. Teachers wishing to

serve in Department of National Defence schools

in Europe are able to do so without leaving the

employment of their school boards. The services

of the teacher are contracted to the Department

of National Defence by agreement between it and

the teacher's employing board. The possibility

of such an agreement between Northland School

Division and other school boards in Alberta

should be investigated. Increasingly, the

large urban school systems are enrolling native

children in their schools and are faced with the

problems and challenges of inter-cultural edu-

cation. Such an agreement with Northland can

work to the advantage of bothparties in that

the pool of potential teachers is enlarged for

Northland the other school system is able to

give some of its teachers an experience which

will make Ahem more effective on their return.

6. Another device which might expand the

pool of potential teachers for Northland is to

develop an attractive program of internship.

If such a program could be made attractive

eroprill to enroll large numbers of teachers newly

certificated And not yet under contract, it

p.Jild provide an excellent opportunity for both

teAThers and the school system to assess each

'Jorthland currently has a bursary plan



pur'.udnt to eitu,n ,,r110;,

the e,ktent d

of educdtion, lln.4

.ubsidiled to

.otend d faculty

'Hum to render

servi(..o withIn I Ii I in ited

time. Only two ,tod..nt. dssisted

during lq/4-P) nd ii lit I/l! lahle for

service in 'wotovber

rhe! pnrpme (0 nut only

to provide some start recruits but also to

dssi', Northland high school graduates to
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support is probably rar longer realistic and

if there is to he any contribution to staffing

applicants must be ohtiined trum a wider con-

stituency. Students about to enter the fourth

year of their programs would appear to be

the best recruiting ground.

The fact is, however. that funds are now

very considerably available to students from

gavernment aid sources whicn make any form

of indenturing to a school hoard less necessary

and attractive.

One of these is the Northern Alberta

Development Council bursary program which assists

students from Alberta, especially Northern

Alberta, to pursue post-secondary education

on the understanding the th,.!y will serve in

the North upon completion of their training.

The burSaries are of 'puler)! application, not

confined to teacner educatin. The current

maximum aTount naydnl e for Ao unmarried student

is $2u00 onnollly.

Nortnlard mdy -.OM difficulty

in coroofinu it. mi0! h- !!,1,. to direc.t inter-

ested st.idents towlrds tb riram.

not 1!;,, formal criteria

for tHn of Worthland

scrioi fl!! .; H !OW IS suggests

that ,poc, 1<11

h.,

I rt!i

.-,lnrIf!r not

!..0...'11 in ,olecting

iiiar.01 stand in

. 1n
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presented to the Study (Wing) stated that in the

isolated conwkniities the school is the door to

the outside world and the teachers are the most

important link to that world. It went on to

suggest that the criteria for selecting teachers

must emphasize personal characteristics such

as warmth and patience. hnong other things,

the selection process shouIC be able to screen

out those who do not possess an ability to cope

with unusual situations, who tend toward arro-

gance and inflexibility, and those with an in-

tense commitment to religious proselytization.

Every effort should be made to increase the

pool of teacher applicants sufficiently so that

a meaningful selection process can be applied.

Recruitment officials of Northland should develop

more specific selection criteria with an eye to

the very special needs of their school system.

This is easier said than done but the effOrt

must be made. Perhaps the process used by the

Canadian International Development Agency for

selecting teachers for overseas positions should

be examined for relevance to Northland's selec-

tion procedures.

It is currently the policy of Northland to

recruit teachers to the school system at large

and to reserve the right to place indiviC.Aal

teachers ir any school where ti-ey may be re-

quired. While such a policy may be administra-

tively convenient and may indeed be unavoidable

in certain circumstances, it has certain disad-

vantages which should be taken into consideration.

First, such a policy immediately reduces the

number of possible applicants, since many people

are not prepared to leave this much discretion

in the hands of their future employers. A

teacher who might be quite willing to work in

Grouard but not in Fort Chipewyan has no real

option but not to submit an application. Another

disadvantage is that teachers who are hired on

this basis have little, if any, opportunity to

make proper preparation for the positions they

will be filling since final assignments are
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With wspect to principals, which in-

!In tea31101", III toot. one-room schools,
LI

1 total of 10 there were 25 who were in

m,at rapacity in their present schools for the

,.ear, with all that is involved in be-

ng acquainted with staff, school plant,

Loot]; and commnity. Only five had continued

in their present schools from the previous year.

() the total of 30 principals, 13 were entirely

new to the division, indicating, one must assume,

d 1,1(K of candidates from within the staff for

0, lt loll.

During the meetings held in the communities

vkited the matter of teacher turnover arose

with great frequency. Teachers and principals

Weld nad been with the Division for more than a

year frequently pointed out the negative effects

of the situation. Parents and others in the

public meetings also referred to this matter.

fley noted the obvious fact that it takes much

tiie for teachers to get to know their pupils

Ind for the pupils to get to know their teachers.

it takes some time to establish rapport, and

os:Arcially so when there are language and cultural

)(!ctr, to be resolved. A further factor is that

In 1.1ny instances no adequate records are left

..feludrting teacho,-, t)r the guidance of their

any event, somewhat formal

11.,J1 rec.ords are a poor substitute for per-

,11,1Vi10:1,30.

rhe iiiatter of rapport has broader ramifi-

'.1 ,ns than the school itself. While it seems

-3;11 !hat the principal and staff will fre-

.1',' i,ecome, in the total present setting,

:cal parts of the local communities, there

.p,/ points of contact and relationships

iro ossential and take time to develop.



These are severed when there is a change of

staff.

A desirable exercise for the Study Group

might have been to attempt to find a consider-

able number of eA-Northland teachers and to

inquire as to why they left. This did not

seem feasible, and in any event one might not

be confident that some bf the reasons given

would be the true ones, or for that matter,

that all could isolate and verbalize the

.essential factors.

The Study Group discussed the matter with

current staffs from the point of view as to

what factors exist or operate, e, might exist

or operate, tending towards their remaining

with Northland, and in their present schools,

and conversely what factors tend to affect

them in the direction of leaving.

No staff, or principal, pointed to a

single factor dS being of paramount importance

in these respects. All agreed that many

factors are involved, many having different

degrees of relevance in different communities.

The following Is a catalogue of.factors

that seem to have some significant effect

in the minds of current teachers, including

some that are based on observations made by

the Study Group itself.

1. Many teachers come to Northland in

d spirit of adventure, perhaps tinged with

a hit of altruism, with intent to have a year,

or It most two yedrs, of unusual experience.

Their longer term life plans envisage a quite

different ultimate career.

2. dny teachers whose original inten-

tions may not be quite as well defined as in

No. I above cuwe to the same conclusion, i.e.,

that d yedr or two of the sort of service io

be experienced in northland is sufficient and

should be i,:rminated in favor of other experi-

ences and opportunities.
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3. There is, in so many respects, a

kind of built-in impermanence. for example,

it is not possible for a teacher, or family,

to look forward to the owning of a home. Quite

apart from other factors, land ownership is

not possible in almost all, if not all, of the

communities served. The residences provided,

chiefly semi-permanently placed mobile homes,

do not give a feeling of permanence, or an urge

to accumulate goods and chattels and signifi-

cant personal possessions.

4. There is a paucity of social life.

One might hope for--some sort of social involve-

ment with the community, as is normally the

case in respect of teachers in other Alberta

communities--attending community functions,

becoming part of a variety of community organ-

izatfons and activities, and developing friend-

ships with other persons and families. With

regret, one has to conclude that in most of

the communities served, this does not happen.

In very few communities, even though there may

be a veneer of friendliness, is there much mutual

reciprocal acceptance of the local and the school

societies in any real sense.

The teachers, hence are very much thrown

together not only during school hours but also,

if there is a desire for conversation, cards,

music, or any other social diversion, during

the rest of the day and on weekends. It is too

much to expect a complete compatability in this

regard.

Frequent mention was made of the so-called

"compound" life, a group of homes placed side

by side, relatively Close together, with little

or no attention to aesthetics. There are, of

course, some very practical reasons for this

arrangement, especially in providig utilities

and conserving land in relation t.c.. the school

grounds. Teachers feel that this arrangement

keeps them in a school-oriented situation.

Some urged that housing should be very consider-

ably removed from the school grounds, an arrange-

ment fraught with some practical problems. This



is discussed further in tH. :iLyti.!r OH teaLners'

residences.

5. Married teacners al!e ,-htltr).ot find

that they have problems. The/ tHiVr! their own

children in their classrooms. Nhi)M in general

teachers do not like. Their (mildren. usually

one or two, are often the only non-native 0111-

dren in the school. They report that the

children sometimes experience d kin ,! of re-

verse discrimination. In any event, as they

increase in age, better educational possibil-

ties for them are wanted which can only bc)

obtained by moving elsewhere.

6. Isolation is a strong factor in many

of the communities. Most are many miles removed

from any kind of service centre. Stores are

small, lacking in refrigeration or may not

exist at all. There is no drug-store, no

service station, no clothing supply other than

of a most rudimentary nature, if at all. Lon()

trips to service centres are required, or hit

and miss means of getting needs attended to

must be relied upon. There is no doctor, nu

dentist, no hospital. r Postal service is

limited. Telephone service is often meagre,

being through a "mobile'' which is a single

radio-telephone device usually located in )(1

local residence. While this is a great boon

to all it-has distinct limitatiens. Several

communities are still not ,ervd by any year

round road.

On the positive side it H.iy I d d that

there is d steady develnumt,nt of rn,I6 in

evidence, that Alberta ':,overnmpnt ir!lephone

is Aeadily extending 1 t wl that powe-

is gradually reachimq more retmte .!;!J:meni,s.

Nevertheless, taken in 1

in many of ,lorthland's,

fact that me will oiffer

array of deprivations, int ori

discomtort:; wni,n reide

will exist for ;,,me
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It is futile to say that these conditions

also face the native people, or that in many

respects the conditions are better than tho

a host of teachers put up with in the one-

room schools and their teacherages in Alberta

in the twenties and thirties. Many are prepared

to accept the conditions for a year or two but

not as long range commitment.

7. Water, sewer, and power deficiencies

face many a teacher at school and in the resi-

dences. The division is up against some tre-

mendous problems and handicaps in these regards.

Northern Alberta has a great paucity of potable

subsurface water. Well after well is dug only

to be a failure. Makeshift arrangements have

to be made. .,age has to be disposed of in

local systems which freeze or fail. Power is

sometimes supplled by a local generator which

a teacher must service. It may be generally

satisfactory butinevitably fails at times.

Actually, most teachers seemed to accept

the failures and inconveniences of utility

services with a degree of cheerfulness and

resignation, but again one can only say that

over a period of time it is inevitable that they

will be influenced to seek a locale in which the

sign "Out of Order" is less likely to appear on

the toilets with its consequent necessity of

using the outdoor facilities in cold weather.

8. Teachers complained of irritations,

large and small, which they say have a cumulative

effect and tend to build up leading to a feeling

that they have had enough, reinforcing any at-

titudes that may derive from isolation, lack of

social life, and the like.

These may be catalogued as k)llows:

a) Maintenance problems,

b) Lack of supplies,

Lack of communication.



Regarding d), this is dealt with ix a

separate chapter. Teachers recognize that

distance and isolation, as well as other factors,

make a completely satisfactory repair and main-

tenance service difficult. This, however,

does

take

tors

not make the deficiencies any easier

Undoubtedly it is one of the major

affecting that group of teachers who

to

fac-

do

not regar,1 themselves d5 transients. It

applies to both school plants and residences.

With respect to b), the Study Group heard

many times of the failure of supplies to be on

hand at school opening. Again one can find

some causes inherent in problems of distance,

communication, and transportation, but again,

also, it must be said that regardless of

extenuating circumstances in individual cases,

such defects are irritations.

In the case of c), lack of communication,

the complaints were varied but centered chiefly

around allegations that letters and messages go

unanswered or unacknowledged leaving the

principal and staff uncertain as to whether

their problem, concern, or request hds had, or

is having, any attention.

J. Professional isolation was frequently

referred to. The 1974 special fall institute

was very nucn appreciated in this regard.

It was noted, nowever, that there is minimal

contact with other teachers. The facilitator

pro.ara, described in chapter 10, operated

minimally. There are no opportunities for

attoodance dt evening classes for upgrading.

Chiefly under this category was the

asserted lack of visits from the professional

administrative supervisory staff, die

sdporintendent. and his, assistants. Visits

aro alleged to uo few, short, and superficial.

AfWn it is therc are inherent

factors cf dist cace and access. visit to a

cla,srom to t-a ex'sent of a halt day, which

seems f.a a HnImum it there is to be good

evalaa7aon teacher, and enough observation

7 I
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made to be of some constructive assistance,

seems to be a rarity. Teachers feel that

visits are often perfunctory.

A concomitant of this is that teachers

who, because of their physical and social iso-
,

lation already feel on the fringe of things,

deem themselves to be professionally neglected

and develop a sense of being forgotten. One

teacher summed it up in a bit of overstatement,

but which nevertheless expressed the sentiment,

by saying, "If someone would only come. He

doesn't need to do anything, just come so that

we would know that someone knows we are here."

Another allegation is that when supervisory

personnel arrive, presumably for the purpose of

observing and assisting instruction, their tiffe

becomes exhausted in an examination. of problems re-

lating to maintenance and other extraneous matters.

One can well understand how this comes about.

An emissary from head office, an infrequent

one, is bound to become involved in anything

and everything that is pressing for attention,

but classroom and professional visitation suffers.

10. Strangely, the matter of salary re-

ceived limited comment. That is to say, that.

while Northland teachers are not uninterested

in having salaries commensurate with those

paid elsewhere, plus additional recompense for

the peculiar conditions existing, they did not

advance, very often, the idea that it is salary

that is the critical factor in retention of

teachers. The isolation bonus is deemed to be

inadequate. This will be discussed in detail

in another section. Some urged a long-service

bonus, long service being anything over three

yedrs.

Having regard to all the above factors,

one might well ask how it is that the division

retains even 50 percent of its teachers. It

does so because there are teachers who enjoy

some aspects of living and working in'the-north,

who are fond of and devoted to the children

they teach, who do not wish to be constantly



moving, dnd in d few instances, are abk! to

achieve advancement from classroom to principal-

ship, or to a larger scrool as teacher.

What can be done? Recruitment of teachers

having suitable personalities, good teaching

records, a sense of mission, a compatibility

with semi-primitive environment, will naturally

affect retention. This is discussed above.

It is clear, however, that over and above

the recruitment factor steps must be taken to

make the teaching staff tccppier. In addition

to matters discussed in other chapters, the

division can contribute to a greater serv.e

of belonging and of satisfaction by:

a) Giving more attention to the aes-

thetics of the living arrangements;

b) Improving maintenance service to

chools and residences;

c) Improving the procedures for the de-

livery of supplies and equipment, and the

maintenance of the latter;

d) Improving communication with the

schools, especially through more prompt and

certain acknowledgement of letters, orders, and

messages;

e) .Providing more supervisory service,

pursuant tO 'which professional staff come to

scnools more frequently, stay longer and see

more people. Small schools should receive

'special attention;

f) Revising the isolation

supplemented by some extras such

grants or expense allowances, to

bonus system,

as travel

cushion tne

impact of isolation and deprivation;

ol Giving thought to dctivities which

are designed to cause the teachers to think

Northland in a positive rather than a negative

sqd y .

It is clear that only through the provision

of more staff in central office, and perhaps

some reorganization thereof, of an expanded and

improved maintenance service, and of a larger

professional field staff, can the above be

accomplished, 'all of which have budgetary impli-

cations.

Finally, it may be said that among teachers

there are wide variations in respect of their

competence and propensity to deal with simple

maintenance, aesthetics, and other facets of

life in an isolated situation. The Study Group

was occasionally impressed by the ability and

readiness of a principal or teacher to look

after and give remedial attention to imgediate

problems of considerable variety, and on the

other hand, the failure or inability of others

to do relatively simple and obvious things. The

division is fortunate indeed when it has the

former. Nevertheless, some of the services

rendered over and above the call of duty are

really an imposition on the teacher's or prin-

cipal's time and may, in fact, detract from the

performing of his main function. In any event,

it is' inevitable that there will be incumbents

who have neither the inclination nor ability to

become part-time maintenance volunteers. The

division must accept a policy of minimizing the

extent to which the teachers become involved in

this matter.

This does not, in any way, absolve teachers

from being good tenants, being careful of the

division's property, and doing the preventive

things that forestall failure or deterioration,

whether in school or residence.

Salaries Ind Trpsportation

Northland being a school division in all

re,wects like others except as otherwise provided

by And through The Northland School Division Act,

the ';alary schedule is subject to negotiation

pur,;uant to the Alberta Labour Act. The basic

sciied;iles have been similar to and in harmony

with those of school divisions generally. The

7 2



Study Group is cognizant of a number of factors

that seem to :,oiut to this being desirable.

On the other hand, circumstances prevail

in Northland schools and communities such that

these salaries in themselves are quite inade-

quate, in competitiu , to attract teachers.

There must be further benefits or inducements.

The first of these is the isolation bonus,

an unnegotiated sum added to the salary of a

teacher by board decision, related to the de-

gree of isolation, to the lack of appeal of a

community. It has to comprise bdo elements.

The first is the actUal increased cost of

living arising from the isolation, cost of

food, of transportation, of all sorts of things

in and out, of the cost of services, professional

and mechanical, over a great range. The other

social and psychological , an attempt to

'ompensate monetarily for the lack of social

intercourse, and the absence of varied kinds

of stimulation and involvement, recreational,

intellectual, and cultural.

The first, while very difilailt to estab-

lish in any really precise wai. rias a dollar

tag, at least theoretically. The second com-

pletely defies having a dollar value attached

to i t.

rrently the isolation bonuses range from

d loW of $400 to a hinn of $1900. The $400

figure applies to Grouard. The $1900 allowance

is ;dfid dt, Chipewyan Lakes. Garden Creek .

cateri rirout Lake), and Pelican Mountain.

guostion was raised at Peerless Lake as

to why its isolation bonus is less than that

at trout Lake. being Ska00. No reason was

immediately apparent since it seems to be

eqnall( i,Allated and in some ways more so.

It iS some years since die isolation

bunic,es nave neen reviewed or revised. This

nood', to be ondertiken with two aspects in

shoold the level be raised:, and

'would the relative placements of schools

pe revised:'
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The Study Group is of the view that some

upward adjustment of the top figure is necessary.

This does not mean that all need to rise or to

rise equally. Some communities have become less

isolated than they were through road, power, and

telephone penetration during recent years. The

upward revision would merely reflect inflationary

factors which surely equally impinge upon the

isolation bonus factor as they do upon the reg-

ular-Salary. Fort McMurray public school district,

the Group was informed there, pays $2200. Special

living cost factors may apply in that town, but

the psychological and social isolation are very

much less.

The Department of Education pays a portion

of the isolation bonus through regular grant

processes. It is much less than the actual pay-

ments made by the division. The current deficit

is about $84,000. There has been a recent

increase in the grant, but it is still far below

what Northland pays, and must pay.

There may be reasons, having regard to a

certain universality of application of this

grant, for not increasing it unduly. In that

case, the cost of isolation bonuses must be

deemed to be a legitimate component of any

special funding.

According to information available to the

Study Group the basic salary of a teacher with

four years of teacher education and one year of

experience was, as of September, 1974, in each

of four jurisdictions as follows:.

North West Territories $13825

Frontier (Manitoba) 10643

Northern School Board 9475

(Saskatchewan)

Northland 9910

To these must be added northern or isolation

bonuses which vary from school to school. The

maximum in Frontier was $1000, Saskatchewan

$2375, and in Northland$1900. Figures for the

',orth West Territories were not immediately



available but it is knowh that allowances are

paid. As far as the three provincus are con-

cerned teachers qualified as above recei\ding

maxinium bonus hdd essentially the same salaries.

Comparisons must be mace with some care,

however, sincu the fringe benefits may vary

from one jurisdiction to another.

It may be noted tnat Northland's negotiated

salary schedule for 1975 increased the basic

salary of the teacher qualified as above to

$12000.

The Study Group also concluded that it

would be salutary to provide each teacher with

the opportunity to present an expense account

twice a year to enable him or her to go

Edmonton, or another center not farther

Edmonton, for medical, dental , or other

sonal need. The mere getting out for a

to

than

per-

relief

from isolation would be a contribution to

morale.

The question is as to how much.

It is clear that the need of the teacher

at Garden Creek is greater in all respects than

that at Grouard or Calling Lake. It is suggested

that the allowance for this purpose be a per-

centage of the isolation bonus, say 25

It is assumed that such expense allowance

would not be taxable as income. All sorts of

workers are transported to and from their

employnent and for furloughs of all kinds at

company expense dnd are not regarded dS having

received income.

Another possible formula would be to pay

transportation expenses to Edmonton, or other

uuiter, in excess of some fiqure, such as $25

or even $50, thereoy elimindting, or partially

eliminating. tito;e who are nut truly in

Sorious isolation.

There is d duestion as to what should be

done regarding transportation in and out upon
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appointment and upon leavinq a school at the

end of the term. The Study Group is of the view

that, havin; some rcap.a...; tc degree of 'solution

and expense, teac!ier, should be assisted to

reach their schoLls. F+ince most Aiberta teachers

taking ervloyient witn a school division or

minty have some expense reachl.'o their school

and some Northland schools are nc more expeh.;'ve

to reach than many others, a formula similar to

those suggested above would seem reasonable, i.u.

that teachers *lose schools are readily accessible

need rot have as much assistance, if any, while

the really isolated ones warrant full, or almost

full, subsidy. The purpose, of course, is not

to give a benefit to a teacher, but to encourage

teachers, or prospective teachers, to go to the

most difficult-to-reach schools.

A completely rational formula is difficult

to arrive at and requires considerable discussion

by involved and affected persons. As a sugges-

tion, automobile mileage might be paid on all

mileage in excess of 150 miles from Edmonton.

Where air transport is required, this should be

paid in full, including the cost of some 400

pounds of baggage. It should include also the

fares applicable to spouse, if not a teacher,

and children.

A more difficult matter is that of uran-

sportation assistance at term end. The Study

Group is of the opinion that the teacher who

remains on staff and who is in a remote place

should be assisted out, and assisted back in or

to another divisional school, contributing some

McMinn amount as a personal expense, comparable

with what other teachers might expect to pay.

The teacher who resigns or whose contract

is terminated is a different case. One view is

that comparable to industrial worker's in the

north, there should be transport from as well as

to employment. This is probably not universally

true. Another view is that since continuity of

staffing is of such importance to Northland,

any factor that will contribute towards it

snonld be utilized. It is recommended that to



get full eligiole subsidy a teacher ahould

remain at iii post for a it:ink:um of two years,

or at lea:,t with tne divisicn. If he Ives

after one year, his eligibility for subsidized

transportation out would be reduced by one half.

Since continuity uf aiaff is such an

nnportant matter and seem so difficult to

achieve, every device needs to be considered

in an attonpt Le achieve it. Might it be

salutary to negotiate a salary schedule pro-

vidinq for a larger increment after the first

year than for tke remaining years: How effec-

tive tnis would be in reltion to contrary

factors there is nu way of knowing. It would

warrant discussion A salary negotiation time.

Some discussion of teachers of native

bacK,ground follows later. However, in relation

to salary structure, the Study Group is of the

opinion that a bonus should be paid to teachers

who speak the native language of the children

in the school in which they teach. A knowledge

of Cree, or Chipewyan, would be of enormous

value to a teacher and his teaching in many

Northland schools. Such bonus would serve as

an inducenent for teachers so qualified to join

Nortnland's staff, or if aiready on staff to

gain such proficiency.

Orientation

f. subject commonly raid by teachers was

that of orientation. Here again rapid turnover

of staff aggravates the situation. Roughly half

of the teachers employed in 1974-75 were new to

their schools and to the sorts of conmiunities

they serve. Some preparation over and above

what they have had is essential to try to assist

them to meet the conditions and circumstances

they will face. This is in large measure re-

lated to the fact that they have little know-

ledge, and in fact. na: well have erroneous

rfincepts.

Northland's one:tire is to conduct at

4,1c1 just before -0Jhool opening an orientation

cour,,e of ,:010,1t 1 weok, ,',Ome of WhiCh is devoted
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to special sessions for principals.

No orientation program can be inclusive of

all that might be desirable. Views vary greatly

as to just what is being oriented into, or as

to what will tend to achieve rapport with pupils

and communities. How theoretical, in terms of

inter-cultural studies, should a program be, or

how practical in terms of information about

specific communities?

The orientation program was commented upon

by teachers whose views varied from faint praise

to severe criticism.

Unfortunately the Study Group was unable

to attend the orientation, one member being

present for one day only, to make first hand

observations. The concept seems good. The chief

complaints were that some presentations were

superficial, that too much was attempted in too

short a time, and that some of the instructors,

including some members of the board, did not make

effective presentations.

The Study Group believes that the orientation

program should be continued. It hopes that the

numbers requiring it can be steadily reduced.

It does not seem that it is feasible to lengthen

it or to have it at a different time. One sug-

gestion was that teachers go first to their schools

then after a ,eek come to orientation. Despite

some pedagogical desirability of this, it has

very practical objections, such as how is school

to be organized to accommodate continuing teachers

who would not wish to start a week early, or if

school continued in operation, who would care for

the classes of teachers at orientation.

The Group can only suggest that there be

continued evaluation of the program with a view

to making it as useful and as acceptable as

possible. Poor presenters and theoreticians

whose contributions are of little immediate

benefit to the teachers should be avoided.

It is recommended that some materials.be

made xvailable to new teachers. .It is doubted



that these would be _ Ly new nd almost

overwhelmed teachers it v li Haced in the

school library in hopes that they will read or

consult them. doubtles. there are many books

that will help uninforme.d teachers to understand

native peoples. Recently written by DIN!

LaRogue, associati,ao 4ith the Alberta

Department of Education, is the book Defeather-

irii_theindi_an. LaRoque is herself a Metis.

It would be useful to give or send to eacn

newly appointed teacher a copy of this book.

This should be done as soon as the teacher is

engaged, not at the orientation course.

Indians Without Tipfs is another useful book,

produced under the auspices of Project Canada

West and printed by William Clare (Manitoba)

Limited, Winnipeg. In this regard reference is

made again to the recently issued Natives of

North America, A Selected Bibliography for

Native Studies Programs, mentioned in chapter 6.

Earlier appointment of teachers would in

itself make a contribution to orientation en-

abling teach(fr and division to

a longer period of time by way

This comes back to the general

problem discussed earlier

do more over

of preparation.

recruitment

The Study rIroup wds pleased to note in the

last issue of the year of The Beaver Express.

the "official oublicaliun of Northland Local 69,

Alberta Teacners Association" the following:

Tne P.D. (Professional Development)
t.ommittee consisting of Chairman Brian
olt and members, Zoltan lloda, Norm
,ierman, and Lloyd Hyatt met in 51ave
Lake April ?C, to begin plans for the
roming school year. rhe main topic of
dicw;,;!on was the orientation planned

,,dxt. fall. They discussed topics
to suggest and tnr 'ormdt of AiA section.

:Tin-, were set ill riotion to hold
,-,ne 01- two day 4ork,,hoi6 early in the
tall especially designed to meet the
opods of new teacher-, to Northland
!how to oper,!te
room, teacning Fnul,sh d, a second
language':. It WAS lei!. 'hat these

!Ield

Northland -,chools.

:!1'1 ;N!:! !LOVO, HerH gvists iH North-

ed a local of the Alberta Teachers' Association.

One of its functions is to negotiate the col-

lective agreement with the divisional board.

But an A.T.A. local can interest itself in many

other matters related to the welfare of its

members and to the improvement of teaching.

The above noted item is an illustration of the

last.

Distance, isolation, problems of transpor-

tation plague every aspect of Northland's life.

The A.T.A. local is no exception. No thorough

study was made of its structure and operations.

These did not seem to be the Study Group's

business. Some discussions did reveal, however,

the great difficulty of achieving a really active

and fully involved organization. Nevertheless

officers and committees seem reasonably active.

The Beaver Express, in 1974-75 at least, was

an interesting and one would think a morale

boosting publication. Those principals and

teachers who give leadership in a variety of

ways, involving much time and travel, are to

be corimiended.

Close liaison between board, administration,

and teaching staff is most desirable. What

teachers think ar..d say about their employer is

a large factor in the deVelopment and retention

of morale. Lack of knowledge leads to suspicion

and misunderstanding. Every attempt should be

made to have staffs, especially principals,

feel that they are part of the team, and to the

extent possible, actually be such.

To this end, in addition to the earlier

made :diggestion that copies of board minutes

go out to schools, it is recommended that, as

done in other jurisdictions such as in the

ty of Edmonton, a representative of the A.T.A.

local he present at board meetings with some

:rivileges of participation. Here again distanLe

and expense become factors. There might be

an understanding that the appointee would be

one ot the nearer (a purely relative term

!N t 6 rase) schools.

'.40 would pay the expenses? Perhaps,



Jivision and Local jointly

An unresolved problem about which the Study

Group found itself completely without solution

is that of substitute teachers. Hardly any

Northland community has anyone qualified to

take over a classroom when a teacher is ill

or away for some necessitous reason. Low

teache -pupil ratios are some relief making

doubling up less difficult. Facilitators may

be of value in pre-arranged situations. About

dll that can !

burden Northland

struggle with as

aid is that this is another

and its teachers have to

best they can on an ad hoc

basis and which adds its bit to the aggregate

of difficulties and inc,onveniences.

There exists within the Alberta Teachers

Association the Specialists Council on Inter-

Cultural Education, a group having a special

riterest in schools where two or more cultures

impinge. The native sche,Dls of Northland

come within its scope, as demonstrated by the

fall gathertho Attended by one member of the

Study aroup. The Study Group

learn at the time of its last

Piver that two members ot the

of the division are executive

Council, one being secretary,

was pleased to

visit to Peace

supervisory staff

members of the

that the A.T.A.

local sub. Ji!es in some degree the attendance

of some teacher; and that the division has

made available some tangible assistance for a

limited number of tear:her; to belong And attend.

Prin pal;

otrilirni school prini.!:Ails, the greater,t

need for :icore continuity. It is bad enough

for there to he much chanoeover of staff, much

worse fo, urinaipals to Pic se frequently changed.

Ihe princivil is a key figure in the effective

.,;.!ejtijim of . s'!,00l. On must have ! pride in

cm- Jedm.atcor and of its being a

nf

tnt 0 ve'; , when inter v owed ,

lv tee to;lowing points:
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1. They felt over-worked, especially in

terms of administrative effort, paper work, re-

ports which in every sort of institution seems

to be on the increase. They are under the im-

pression that in the sorts of coanunities in

which they are they are involved more than

normally in special cases and problems. Then

also they are consulted by many visitors, govern-

mental and otherwise, who come to the communities

for all sorts of purposes, taking up their

teaching and administrative time.

2. They were of the view that their letters,

messages, orders, requests were oft,:n not attended

to. This may not, in many instances, have been

the case, but if there is no acknowledgement,

reply, advice, or some kind of communication,

they feel that they are neglected or overlooked.

From the morale standpoint, every effort should

be made at head office to keep the principals

in the know about what is happening regarding

ratters, large and small, that affect their

schools.

3. They are not consulted sufficiently

in a group sense about the operations of the

schools. In this regard they are no doubt

pleased, as reported in The Beaver Express, that

a principals' meeting was to be held in June to

discuss term-end matters and to consider plans

for 1975-76.

The important toing is for the administration

to be sensitive '^ *he,e feelings and within

reasonable boot ke such cognizance of

them as is feisible. Tho cooperation and good-

will of the principals are factors of utmost

importance.

Two items relating to principals which

arose occasionally were:

a) how might term-end records be improved,

or he effected at all, to facilitate transfer of

command and improve school opening effectiveness;

ind



b) should principals be at their schools

for some period prior to school opening to get

better organized?

As for the first, it would appear that much

remains to be done. This may be a subject for

discussion at principals meetings such as the

one referred to above. How do you get a prin-

cipal who is leaving the division to prepare

extensive reports and records before he leaves?

Simplified forms and procedures are needed,

but most of all principals who remain. As for

the second reference is made thereto elsewhere

in this report.

Mention has several times been made of the

factor of continuity. In both Manitoba and

Saskatchewan the turn-over is very much less,

principals remaining for much 1-nger periods

in their schools. Why this shouid be is dif-

ficult to establish. One can only comment that

it is the case, no doubt brought about by a

number of factors and influences. A trip by

some Northland officers to look into this with

some thoroughness might be profitable.

Native Teachers

A most logical question, or group of ques-

bons, to

of native

are there

arise concerned t!'e place of teachers

origin in Northland's schools. Why

not more native teachers on Northland's

staff? How can more native teachers be obtained?

Would native teachers, especially those under-

standing and able to employ a native lanquAqe,

he more successful than non-native teacher5?

At the time of visits to tne schools, only

two teachers were identified as being native.

nne was employed a a special :Jass and remedial

teacher.

The number of teachers of native origin

and competent in d native language is very

snoll. No precise figure is available. The

number of schools in which native children are

taught, including all schonis on or serving
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reserves, is very much larger than those of

Northland only. Hence if a native teacher is

inter'ested in tea...' ing in a native school, the

choice of schwil of school jurisdiction is

large. Further ;7:any native teachers are of

different linguistic background, Blackfoot,

Blood, Stoney, and others, and hence if use

is actually to be made of linguistic competence,

the school should not be one of the Cree or

Chipewyan tongue. The Study Group is satisfied

that there does not currently exist any signifi-

cant pool of native teachers to be attracted

or employed.

One point made very clear to the Group by

native and other people interested in increasing

the number of teachers of native background was

that there muct be no intention and expectation

that such teachers will teach in native schools.

If and when certificated they must be eligible

to teach, and be free agents to teach, in any

Alberta school. There must be no indenturing

or discrimination. The effect of this view,

which cannot be gainsaid, is that if special

programs are devised to facilitate the entry of

native young people into teaching, it cannot

and must not be assumed that they will be avail-

able to teach in native schools, although some

things might be done to encourage them to do so.

Any such programs must be deemed, then, to exist

for the purpose of advancing the prospects and

opportunities of the individuals participating,

and only quite secondarily as a means of devel-

oping a pool of native teachers to serve native

schools.

In so far as the public meetings were con-

cerned, rarely, if at all, was the question of

emoloyment of native speaking teachers raised.

Perhaps the persons present were quite aware

that few such teachers exist. There was cer-

tainly no contrary view, no opposition to the

id e! of native teachers. It just did not seem

tr; :4'. a concern.

The ilniyyrity of Calgary and the University

o Alberta, developed, or are in the process



of develo:i,e':. ,-.acher ed!,catinn prngraps navinq

two ( :

-q)ecial matri,:ulition, or in lieu of

matriculation entran,a, requirements which enable

a native student or demonstrated competence to

enter a program even thouqn not strictly quali-

fied; ana

InvOlv2rc. )!. native sahools, coc-

munities, and people m 'ne programs, parts of

wnich will he pur.;ued ,; Impus in a native

setting. This part program is, or may

be, available to non-native student': having a

cross ,tultt,ral interest.

The program with which the University of

:,lherta is associated, called Morning Star, will

hay(' !,art of its activities pursued at the Blue

;chool near St. Paul. It is understood

hi -,r;me discussions are in progress which

Hunt 1$21,1 to some form of interim certification

after two year,.. This would greatly ease the

transition gr a student dnd enable him to dis-

cover whether he wished to dedicate himself to

teacnin At an earlier stage in 11., period of

tclining. An ultimate four years would still

,-e:;uired for full certification.

Tne nive,$)t/ of Calgarv program involves

a r"latihip with ;ever,il Indian reserve,;

and ,ditg thw school at Grouard.

;orrend,, thew interest

and !..,;e!ov,mert'. ceeine /arf-..)11"-. beoefit'r, for

ti; Hi idtj.11 , ir1,1 whi

!qd II u :,.nd ,,,,),1;,Fr,.:.;ri. At. "

It bv-. oo` .e,.! that effort will

ro-a4:!' 'm f.;-'Iat" 'Jt,ire in much

d cupply availabl., to

1 r!clV tre

,i doirlcaot in

rcl'i

;du !cliqi rclit.

woeri'pr in

rle

; !rig ling a 1,1,1-,17,
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and seeking higher education. This is equally

true for other professional occupations.

A matter of some touchine ,. was occasionally

raised, perhaps most often by teachers. This

was as to the acceptability of native teachers

in native communities.

As with any question touching human rela-

tions, much depends upon the personalities of

those involved. Generalization is always dan-

gerous and may be unfair.

Some doubt has been expressed that a native

teacher should return to his home community.

There are often local tensions and the teacher

may inevitably be linked with one side or faction.

Having been away at school and developed new

habits and ideas, the teacher may be identified

with the "others" and be in less rapport than

may be initially expected. He has to try at one

and the same time to be part of two societies,

which may be very difficult. Further, he will

now be in possession of a substantial income

by community standards, and live in a superior

home, albeit a divisional mobile, which will

display his differences from rather than his

similarities to his home community. Most of

these will also apply if he enters another native

cormnity.

Slill such factors negate the benefits that

may accrue from his better understanding of those

among whom he works and his ability to converse

in their own or traditional language?

As said above, it is dangerous to generalize,

but it must he recognized that a native teacher

entering a native community to teach does not

necessarily have it made. Careful placement is

:,cessary a in the case of any teacher being

F,,jdned to `.chnol.

-cultural Iducaticr

l; tire to time it has been suggested

f-e:hers engaged to teach in Northland

ld nav", or undorqo a quite special sort of



tr.+ c Tilted enta -

tion, Althour:,n in

be on : .

rultur.ti edu::ation ludie

the C.ree langua,le and ".ne

trAt viliar t Would

:.i.,ompass inter-

on..,if.dge about

problems thinking

7n Lnglish !Iree tlacKornund, historical

And .zultural material related to native peoples,

current problems, 1 cinsideraule range of ,d-

ies designed to produce teachers more able to

Achieve rapport in their -,chools And communities.

program would reouire i considerable

Amount :4f pulmilt in native !ocales.

The Study Group nas ev.::ry sympathy for such

a program, though perfidy, not Lonvinced that

every graduate of it would fit in and be suc-

cessful. Personality is usually of greater

importance than ;mowledge or tneory,

:n any event it seems unrealistic at pre-

sent to expect that any large mumber of trainees

could be found to undergo the additional train-

ing. Heavy subsidies for program and training

Allowances would be neces,.:dry. In a free

mobility ';ociety there is no Assurance that

teachers so Additionall.: trained would fr:ter

orthland'7, 'ervic..(2, or remain very long.

The current progra! at the University of

1.algary and the Mornio,i )1-..1r program involving

ne Thiversitv of ;'llhorta ',nould first be given

a chance to :lemonT.tay whether they can achieve

resuit'., especially toe dirr!ction of effect-

ml an mite(;rati,m .niiversity pro-

aNd and !,C.dit',.

I qtr I ides

WO, 1 111r it, own

t.r.! ;!. -,k,-,Horl T.. 1,t1

".1.":11 ; (1! "-t'n".tt V1'1"; ii,j: ;,er'';!,f1

,.(1!"1:,0!,C!"-iql! . 0,-; It Annwt. .11,wwr,

,rir).1,(1 n!,i,
.'r'r !I,
1/!:1 In I 51 ,, 1

or Our trot Ole year.

The 'Audy camip attempted to elicit from

pdri-protessionals In the schools some views

about the Grouard courses, but found most of these

persons to be very taciturn on this and other

subjects. The program is deemed by the Study

(;roup to be desirable and necessary

Currently there is in prospect, also at

Grouard, a cooperative effort between the

University of Calgary, which has developed a

special section and service to encourage education

among native peoples, and the division which will

enable para-professionals to get college credit

for some sumer work done and to make some pro-

gress towards improved career potential. The

Study Group welcomes such programs and experiments

As an aside a recurrent theme arises here

aqain. The staff of Northland finds itself in-

volved in a multiplicity of activities and

operations completely foreign to those of other

divisions and counties. The recruitment, train-

ing, supervision and other involvements affecting

para-professionals take time, energy and planning.

To the extent that they have to be done, and are

done effectively, they encroach upon availability

to perform other functions. Direct comparison

of Northland's circumstances, in respect of

supervisory staff for example, is most unfair.



CHAPTER -1Ell

the present central office supervisory

staff responsible for the administration of the

educational progrdm in Northland consists of

five people. They are an acting superintendent,

an assistdrit superintendent, a supervisor of

instruction, a supervisor of student personnel

services dnd a director of the Early Childhood

rvices (ECS.

The acting superintendent is provided by

the Department of Education on d temporary

basis and does not reside in Peace River but

i..uminutes . d weekly basis from Edmonton. He

is expected to be replaced by a school board

appointee within a reasonable length of time

after this report hds been submitted to the

"linister.

The acting superintendent is responsible

for the administration of the educational pro-

gram. All other members of the supervisory

staff are either directly or ultimately --spoil-

sible to him. He reports to the chairman of

the board who is also chief executive officer

of the system.

;he assistant superintendent is a board

appointee and employee residing in Peace River.

He works very closely with the superintendent

and in his absence provides full direction in

eda, it.ional matters. On a day-to-day basis

the superintendent and hi; assistant share some

fun:fions tn provide a continuous central office

presen,e daring periods when travel keeps one

or the other away. Other functions have been

assumed specificalli by one or the other.

f ir the first time during the 1974-75 school

/ear Northland had a-supervisor of instruction.

hiitlally. he was stationed in Desmarais and

Wer; tu have d prime responsibility for instruc-

tioi.il ccdisaltations with teachers in five

in ant near Desmarais. However, during

7.3

the school year he was increasingly required to

provide service on a system-wide basis and ulti-

mately he was transferred to the central office

in Peace River. He answers directly to the super-

intendent but is reported to work closely also

with the assistant superintendent.

The supervisor of student personnel services

is also stationed in Peace River and has been in

the service of Northland in this capacity for

several years. He reports to the superintendent

and maintains a close relationship with the as-

sistant. He has major responsibility for the

counsellor aide program, special education classes,

testing programs and the Post Northland Program.

This last program focuses on students who leave

Northland for a high school education and provides

assistance to them within the scope of the avail-

able resources. He is also required occasionally

to provide counselling to teachers who find the

s'ituation more than they bargained for.

The Study Group formed the impression that

delineation of functions among the above was not

dlways as clear as desirable. Some interrelation

of functions is inevitable and the Northland

organization has been somewhat fluid recently for

various reasons. When a reorganization is effected

there should be an attempt to specify functions

as clearly as possible, including any that may

be shared.

Another new supervisory position for the

1974-75 school year was that of director of the

ECS program. Northland introduced this program

in September 1974 and the school year saw continual

p'ansion. The director, for personal reasons

' by agreement with Northland, resided in and

worked from Edmonton, but moved to Peace River

towards the end of the school year.

The major function of this position is to

iirplement and administer the ECS program. It

includes such activities as connunity surveys

and liaison, recruitment and selection of native

spealAng, non-certificated, local personnel who

rio be trained as ECS instructors, assisting in



tnpir training, ..onsaltInt to F.:

instructors and local advisory :.:;Nnittee, pre-

paring a montly newsletter and looking after

administrative details.

The direLtor of the Ci program reports

directly to the superintendent.

An interesting and srjnificant innovation

during tnis past school year has been the

employment of facilitators cis part of a pro-

gram funded by the Edacational Opportunities

Fund. While their role is not supervisory in

the nornol sense, theyprovide an assistance

tu teaci,,:rs which should be mentioned here.

Facilitators are chosen from among ex-

perienced, successful teachers in Northland and

are required to provide concentrated, longer

term assistar:e primarily to teachers new

to Nor'' "0. They visit a teacher for periods

of s, tys and become deeply involved in

the w. the teacher, helping this person

to adjust to a new situation, to understand

the pupils, to plan relevant work and to

develop teaching methods and materials appro-

priate for the situation. On occasion,

facilitators take over a classroom to permit

the regular teacher to participate in inter-

staff visitations or other orientation and

developmental acti:ities.

iwo such faailitators were engaged for the

school year )17.'4-7'3 and the 'itudy.Geoup i.,,

vised tnat seven such po,;itIonc have been

authorized and :!iay he filled for the coming

,moul fri r :t is understood that a ,:areful

evaloation proqr 'OA iGY;r

ed by fil0 ;1!/' 1
jd i ty jul , will

be in;titutt,d.

II y p wd'; y to Iii ,

157 her, tmu v;iiperv kor"/

Nor rill a rid r, Inurleoual,. in ntr;:ber.
,ionerall; ,poke positively

ii 1`, I p,r. I

wir, ,oii Sill ('/11,11

fro tne rentral office, and that so many visits

were short as to have little meaning in

su:lervisory terms. While it is acknowledged that

tioc,,, visits might never have occurred if they

hadn't taken place as a quick stop on a flight

to some other spot, the result was a feeling of

!"rastration on the part of many teachers starved

for both social and professional contacts and

an.,ious to discuss their many probl,s.

Other teachers complained of almost total

neglect, not getting even enough short visits to

sake them feel that they are a part of Northland.

From the point of view of the supervisors,

the Group was told that when they make visits

to isolated comunities, which includes almost

every school in Northland, the following prior-

ities are imposed on them by teacners. First,

teachers insist on dealing with problems related

to life support systems in schools and teacher-

ages. Next, the visit provides a social contact

for people who live in isolation. Finally, only

after these needs are met, are teachers prepared

to die :Iss educationa iiatters and concerns.

The experiences of the Study Groil generally

support this assessment.

In addition to many individual and staff

suggestions that central supervisory staff be

enlarged, the Study Group was urged in several

briefs, including one from the ATA Local, that

additional personnel be engaged. One brief sug-

nested that Northland should have a specialist

in intercultural eduvation on staff. Another

suggested that tme uncertainties of

rio,thern education Nould justify the employment

research offi:er who could produce some ob-

!e,:nive data foi decision-making.

iii denying that the comparable school

s;stems in northern Manitoba and Saskatchewan-

enr011 a much larger number of students, the

tadv ';rolio is nevertheless inclined to feel

tnat both systems haw, more idequa te and realistic

sonv staff in terms of number and cover-

.apt. These are described elsewhere in this report.



The Group's observations, too, led it to

believe that many supervisory services in

Northland have been and are inadequate. A

heavy reliance is placed on school staffs to

determine local school policies, local needs

of supplies, equipment, instructional re-

sources, library books, and other such items

end to order these things in sufficient time

and quantity. They must do this largely

without much direction or assistance from

central supervisory personnel. Trenendous

differences were found from school to school

in the manner in which they were operated,

supplied and equipped. This seems to indicate

d lock of sufficient central direction.

Uther factors which contribute to the

conviction of the Study Group that additional

s!.dervisory personnel are required have been

described elsewhere, but they include the

following: (a) large staff turn-overs create'

special supervisory needs; (b) time-consuming

travel difficulties make supervisory personnel

less effective than they might ocherv..ise be;

(c) there arise social and morale problems;

(0) teachers need additional supervision and

assistance to ccpe with the special needs of

native children in northern communities.

If Additional supervisor staff is to be

employed the question must then be whether

these people should be generalists or special-

ists. In most normal school jurisdictions

the emphasis would undoubtedly be on

!liT,ts. It is not suggested that North-

land cold not use specialists. None-the-less

it is recommended that any additional, per-

manent, supervP,ory staff be primarily general-

ists in m,,. professional preparation. The

1;;;..,ion of re',ponsibilities usually

pw.,1Hle ;r1 i'!ost .;,,,:hool jurisdictions is iii-

A supervising visitor must

bo nrparH witn a very wide range

problem, when he visits an isolated

bec the next visit by a colleague

b+, 1,)1.1 In 1A0w11;(1. The emphasis must

bf on ienertiiss, 1r ;.!ast on people
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who have a wide background of experience and

education in addition to an area of specializa-

tion.

When an apparent need for a specialist sup-

ervisor arises, as it certainly will, it is

recommended that such a person be engaged on an

experimental, fixed-term basis. This will pro-

vide the division with an opportunity to

the viability of each kind of specialist

considered by the system and permit easy

assess

service

termin-

ation of any service found unsatisfactory for

any reason.

With respect to specialists it must be kept

in mind that the Department of Education has an

extensive consultative staff available to schools

through its regional offices. Northland is

served by two of these, the Edmonton office and

the Grande Prairie office. The Edmonton office

has a school visiting staff of from 15 to 20.

During 1974-75, due in part to promotion by the

superintendent,of schools somewhat more use than

previously has been made of regional office

consultants. Still further use should be en-

couraged and arranged. Extensive use of the

regional office staffs reduces the need for

the employment of specialists by the division.

The director of the Edmonton office indicated

that while each of his field staff has a specialty

and normally goes to a school in connection with

that specialty, he is expected to have a breadth

of information such that he can also be useful

when at a school in a variety of other ways also.

Consideration of the actual supervisory

staff deemed desirable for Northland must begin

with the superintendent of schools. The prime

purpose ef the organization is an educational

one and it seems proper that the first officer

in the division be an educator. Elsewhere, it

was recomnended that the chairman of the school

:,3ard not be chief executive officer. It is

now recommended that the superintendent of

schools be the chief executive officer and that

ail otner employees of the school division be
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This arrengonent plef_es a greet deal of

responsibility on the superintendent but tne

system of acronwtebility would be superior to

the present arrangement 4herv the chief ex-

ecutive officer is accountable to a body of

which he is the cheirmeo. the l,lnd of check

and balance this arreni;ement will give between

the superintendent, as chief executive officer,

end the chairman of the board, as spokesman

for the legislative authority, does not

presently exist.

As chief executive officer the superirr.

tendenf would have responsibility for

both the educational and business affairs

of the divi<ion. This is a common pattern in

Alberta education and .ntirely consistrnt

with general management practice. The in-

cumbent must be a very competent person with

high personal intrity. No effort should br

spared in finding a soita',, :crson.

The next pers n ir the supervisory

ot authority should be rn Associate Superin..

tendent for Educ-tidnel Affairs who vinirl4

direct the ddy-to-ey activities of the super-

vsury stdff, Since it proposed that

the superintendert of school take on d new,

hiour ftnction, the holder of tnis

it would essentially the equivalent

iii the present superintendent.

Tie wr4ld report. dire, ily to

the 1,,,sociate superintendent. inese ere the

supervi',or of unpil pei-oinoel servires, the

liretor ii proerems, end twr assistent

snoerintendenrs. There elreedy the

first ',. pusi'.414 Ind one ,s',1,,tant super-

intendent. It is dropiraed !Mat A second

es,1,;tent surerintondent b- nmed. The

role e,finitions et the fir two positions

elist and ,e ',111s74, tory. !he

tOi I -rant superintendents should prubably

.t

ilito to some nr..tAilit, It In itISL

prnIp'AIIIS end the iitfifti H pensonnel 1

ft_icti,,tilerly in the administration of pro-

11J1 end pa'a professional personnel in

schools). This division of duties, howev, ,

shculd not be so well defined that one assi'

ctefld not fill in for the other as regnii,

arrangement of this kind may have certain'

ficulties in it end great core would be 4,

to select people who (an work together well.

one superikisor of instruction

who re.- he superintendent, while working

Josely assistant superintendent. It

is proposed that this person report to the assist-

ant superintendent having major responsibility

for instruction. While the facilitator program

is still in effect, one supervisor of instruction

stationed in Peace River is probably adequate,

at least until such time as the Other changes

in supe:wisory Staff can be made and their over-

all effect on the system can be evaluated.

If and when the facilitator program termin-

ates, since its funding is presently on a tempor-

ary basis, two alternatives should be considered.

If the facilitator program was successful and

its continuation would help meet the supervisory

needs of the system, then the program might be

conl.inued at the expense of the general oper-

ational budget. The alternative to Such a con-

tim,ation might he the employment of ,additional

supervisors of instruction. These could be

tationed nearer the schools assigned to them

and might be located at such place,. .s Fort

Nctlurray, High I '-el and Wahesce.

One factor which shduld be taken into

account . as the time that A ,hujsinn between these

e:ternatives is necossar:, and consideration is

to the number 9t personnel required in

wnichever program is selected, is the teacher

turnover sitnati,,n. thCIIIId Norinland be su.,:ess-

in stahiliting its iii to -,(1(14! denree there

'sr: he need for `ewer na, nr supervisors

instrortion !hal) '



!0,.e,1,:,,g suggests that greater

staff stability ,,,ight result in decreased

super,ilsory needs, and the Study Group en-

dorses such a suggestion to some degree,

care !,i-st he taken not to decrease super-

vision too much. the Sfudy Group Was advised

that Northland at one time had d more ade-

quate supervisory staff but that it WdS permit-

ted to de,_rease oc, resignations and reassign-

14!flt 0,curred in the belief that the more

highly trained teachers of today require nuch

less outside assistance with their work.

This I; a questionable assumption in any

school system but particularly so in Noith]ar'.

In addition to checking the quality of

service rendered by teachers and assisting them

to provide good service, s:ipervisors in North-

land must be prepdred to serve as contact

people from the school system and with the

larger society from which so many Nornland

teachers are isolated for long periods of

time. Frequent visits of sHflicient duration,

designed to be supportive in :-,arpose are

essential to ail iorthland t.sichers and

particuldrIk to those in ;mall schools where

local pruresional and social resource!: are

limited.

time orles that supervisors of

instruc 'Ion, or any oth, officers in the

supervisory 'YdM, are ,2ing selected care must

be taken not tk o:orlook e.. prienced teachers

in Northland. h ore should be opportunity

i';ter'nrl livarl. e:::ent if competent .wd

toaaners are tI he ncouraged t,

4I!_fl

nof

;wei.ont. toe permanent

, staff of people.

heen proposod that Sir P. reased.

anting tne .;aperin-andent of sch:-ol!,

{di I ',-H ire in rig chief

ive officer an,! will not be readily

es

in r.. tield. pa,,!an,nt people. In

addi' 'here be '
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'hese people would he expected to provide

supervisory services to teachers -- servic;:s

whi,A1 are both directive in that they advi

teachers what must be done and consultative ir

that they help teachers to learn what must .ee

done and decide how to do it. Their job descrip-

tions must ensure that there is a minimum of red

tape and maximum opportunity for working closely

with teachers and directing the system toward

its goals.

While the Study Group believes that the

supervisory staff suggested and described here

should be adequate to cope with most regular

needs of the school system, it recognizes that

from time to time Northland might undertake

special programs, either on a short term basis

or for longer periods of time, which ir,ay require

that additional people with special qualitications

be hired. It recommends that in such cases the

required personnel be engaged on an experimental,

fixed term basis with highly defined objectives

for their performance. At the conclusion of the

trial period, the program and the performance of

the special onployees should be assessed care-

fully and a decision made about the future of

the program. A short-term, concentrated effort

to upgrade a certain service might be sufficiently

successful to enable the regular permanent staff

to take cver the longer term supervision of it.

Stud,/ ''.roup wishes to suggest one ex-

ample of such an arrangement. Elsewhere this

report describes the concern it has about school

libraries in Northland. It is recommended that

a supervisor of libraries be engaged on a fixed

tern basis of two years to improve the situation.

ince there are no well developed, soph ficated

schk,o1 libraries in Northland, nor is there much

prospect 0' many such libraries being developed,

,..are must be taken to hire someone who has a

practical approach to problems and who has a

ration for getting things done a.specialist

who is ale to work effectivel. with teachers

rel:irding quite elementary to ,',ues.

die Study Group WdS interested to learn at



the thne of it.s last visit to Peace Pivi,r that

it was eApected thdt one of the new fdcilitators

referred to above will probably be assigned

special responsibilities regarding '.;chonl

libraries. Depending upon the persan this

may be a satisfactory way of dealing with this

matter. While the Group's recomnendations

enviSaged something a bit different it takes

no exception to this alternative.

It was also learned at the same time that

the board had given approval for the employment

of a Person of native background to assist the

supervisor of pupil personnel ,ervices especial-

ly in the area of assisting high school pupils

enrolled in high schools of other jurisdictions.

Many of these pupils encounter problems re-

lated to housing and to a variety of personal

and educational aspects. This person woulJ,

in effect, be a counsellor-aide with a roving

commiss n.

The Study Group envisaged a home place-

ment officer as found in Manitoba but again is

quite content to see the proposed solution

tried.

In this regard one of the problems facing

Northland has arisen in respect 0f this appoint-

ment An appointee was fouret and installed in

the Position, a native person possessing the

required attributes. She did not stay long.

to the sorrow of the divisiogal officers.

apparcntly because of a sense of lonliness, of

hHil,; too much in a new and different environ-

This, cf. courso, '; precis.,17 the sort

feling hat :OhiiOS upoN nf thf- high

0...h6o1 t iriilt leading to poor perforriqui,..

4nd nw- iroreq,:,,nt drop-out.



f:oAPII LL PILN h illustrates the opposite situation.

iha thre,: classrooms are housed in two separate

'achool Iris itld laiildings. At the time of the visit the roof of

hul;dino had a serious leak of long standing

An important bart of the routine followed and much interior damage had bee-, done by rain-

by the ',tody Group during its visit; to North- water. Roth buildings were dirty, inadequately

land ( -:%unities was an exavInation of the maintained and in great need of redecoration.

sLhool huildings ond grounds. No member of the The water supply was very limited and uncertain

Group i; qualified to make .rofessional assess- with water being hauled into the school cistern

aents buildings, either as to their con- from a distant well by truck. An old unused

stroction or their lay-out of space, but the schoolroom situated near the other buildings

experience of Group member!, in assess;ag the had recently partially burned and was a stand-

adequacy of physical foci] itios for educational ing invitation to further vandalism. A storage

purposes is not inconsiJerable. shed on the school grounds had also been re-

cently burned to the ground and the resulting

With respect to school buildings, the over- debris had not yet been cleaned up. The

dll .prssion Olich remains with the Study school yard is small, uneven in grade and

that the c.ituatton vari,,s greatly. young tree growth was encroaching upon the open

. choo1 to be visited, Flo- Chipewyan, space. An open pool in the sewage disposal

al of those school bL.fldings consid- sysLem was a hazard to c'.dents.

tor Cno,4) to be satisfactory for their

The fi'ding contained a number of It should be noted here that a mainten-

,Thssrw,ows tor the ,,tudents enrolled. ance man employed by a contractor working for

It 'rt gywrasium, an office, Northland was on the site to make some of the

and storage space adequate for most urgently required repairs and some of the

a no.noru Thit, generally favorable problems listed above have now been corrected.

mprtfsien was undoubtedly further strengthen-

!, the hiphhuilote condition of the school. While Fort McKay was undoubtedly one of

ti.i,iorhconuents s could be made the least satisfactory situations encountered

alr ,t othor s aool f,oildings including by the Study Group, there were others which sug-

th( .e .\tiKameg, C ng L e, Oeswarais. gest that further upgrading of school buildings

.oke. Groodrci, Jean Menno- in Northland is necessary. A considerable

.whhefs, and ooftions of several r shools number of schools are housed in portable build-

71*:, is nci to SI, wtst that t r ; about inqs inclJding A.C. McCully School at Elizabeth

these ma] boildines wds consi6elcf to f.:.c Colony, Brewster's Camp, Chipewyan Lakes,

; t isfac tor... For expl br. llary Conklin, Garden Creek, Little Flower School

River lacks 0 f.fimn'Yuri at Fo< Lake. Loon Lake, Nose Creek, Peerless

or c, /crow- and oi,:hs i),p now iinuev ,Av 'I, build Pelican Mountain at Sandy Lake, Steen

t C.,c! in River 7!ma City. Two classrooms, one at Loon

n's tc be shcift. of clayo-ncw,i LdLe and `oe other at Fox Lake, are still housed

yen tn ,;t! aew fai t in har. Mgt been cow- in old log hoHdings. Outdonr toilet facilities

!t -r is thot these :re still regularly used at Brewster's Camp,

t, in a qc!neral w-ty, the Chipawyan Lakes, Conklin, Garden Creek, Loon

;)! m, cinir,h and sp,;(.: Lae, Nose Creek, Peerless Lake, Pelican Mountain

!t!it are typical of Alberta s nc)1 buildings. ond Steen River, Drinking water in these schools

is carried by pail and dispensed, in most cases,

to k, visited was fort .-sirthenware water cc,flers, and very lih ...ed

8 7



washinq racilities drt? ;hid'

Before prnceedinn .
discussion of

school buildi s it iF ,priatn to recognize

the efforts 1,4, .h have already been made by

Northland to provide adequate physical school

facilities. On its formation Northland inher-

ited a colloction of school buildings which had

beon erected under vdriety of circumstances.

Some hdd been built by religious missions,

others by Indian Affairs, still others :v the

Metis Rehabilitation Branch of the Alberta

government. Nearly all had been built in a

different age when standards of acconmmdation

were very much lower. Northland has striven

hard to improve the situation and in its efforts

had had to deal with the very redl difficulties

Unposed on it by geographic distances, lack of

year-round roads, impermanence of certain com-

munities, and high costs.

A good illustration of some of the special

aroblems in this regard is the experience North-

land had with Embarras Portage in the fdll of

1974. A summer survey had shown that a one-

room school would be necssdry for the saw-

mill comiminity of Embarras Portage some dis-

tance southwest of Fort Chipewyan. Accordingly,

a portable classroom was purchased and shipped

by barge from Fort McMurray to Fort Chipewyan,

from where it was to continue by barge up the

noarras River to the saw-mill community.

Howev..r. after it arrived it Fort Chipewydn,

the saw-mill At Embarras Portage closed due to

economic Lond.inr-. in th, lumber industry

And the need for school d.,appeared. 1 great

doll :0' administrdtive rtfort And considerable

nad been r.xpended or nothing. The

building WdS -,ub';equently to:'en Lo Caiiing

Lake where one is noe(tfrd for tirr prograr7r.

In if. .rdvi, tp. .;,;hnut If),-thorn A]hn,.ta

-le "'Judy -,rcluo fnf'hrien!ly hdd occa.lion to soo

mi c-,,rated hy vario,.s

deudrtnlon'i he IrMV Inc a I lovernment..

;'..cir.-A tne Ii Ytu,mii t. IF"; hol-..in,n

rt,-,!*.,)1 1,1' 'CIF Ind ii school opPrat-

ed by Nc.thland.

Most frequently encountered were tilt- for-

estry stations maintained by the Department of

Lands and Forests. These stations were always

well laid-out on roomy, well-developed grounds.

The buildings were neatly painted, surrounded by

fences, walks, driveways and other conveniences.

Garages were usually supplied for vehicles. All

buildings were of permanent corr action and the

general impression was one of importance, comfort

and convenience.

More often than not the Northland scnool

'ust down the road, with :he usual canplement

of teacherages, was located on an undeveloped

school yard devoid of fencing, driveways, walks,

planted trees, flower beds or anything else which

might make the location attractive to those who

work and live there.

This feeling of disparity was particularly

Arong in Fort McKay and again iii the Loon Lake

area. At Loon Lake, the school is housed in

three separate one-classroom units, two of which

are portables and the third is an old log build-

ing. There is no running water in the school and

outdoor toilets are in regular use. The school

yard is totally unimproved. Sitting on the

school grounds near the other buildings was a

new kitchen trailer provided by the Department

f Health and Social Development to serve the

school lunch program. This trailer, lavishly

equipped, including a walk-in cooler, was there

to provide a facility for the preparation of a

noon lunch for childrer Ale spend the whole

school day in much 7 satisfactory physicill

surroundings.

This feeliog that pribrities were being con-

fused was strogthened when, after leaving the

Loon LIke School, 1"., roup was driven by an

ins.:alletion of the Department of Highways.

a large and expensive building had been

c,n;tructed to noose highway equipment. The

- -ire site was Oighly developed and fenced with

an eqonsive high chain-link fence.
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Again, it is not suggested that Grouard

11t7-,ta Vocatimil Centre should not have obtain-

ed ..hese hnprovements. We refer to them -oly to

pufir. out the Lentrasts observed by the Study

Group between Northland installations and those

funded by or for various departments of the

provincial dovernment.

In respect to portable buildings, both for

instructional and residential purposeS, the Study

(Iroup is not generally well disposed toward their

use. It is true that nursing seri...Les in many

northern communities are provided in trailer

units. No inquiries were made about the suit-

ability of this arrangement but most of thEse

health trailers are used only occasionally, on

Loose days when the nurse flies or drives in

on a regular visit. It i ilso true that school

lunch programs in some c. '..nities are serviced

by kitchen trailers. In _dis case a new pro-

gram is being expanded so rapidly that there is

reluctance to wait ror more permanent facilities.

Neither justification of occasional use or need

for great ha is applicablc in Northland.

It is noted, in passing, that d,.,ring the

visit to Chipewyan Lakes, not to be confused

with Fort Chioewyan, local residents said that

they were expecting, while the winter road was

l usuable, to r:fceive three new portable

,n the community. One was intended

to serve 1S a nursing station, another was to

be the kitchec For the school lunch program,

and the third was to be a classroom for the

FC`; prc,gram. Since the existing two classrooms

in Chipewyan Lakes were also.detached portable

buildings, the cummJnity is to have five port-

able buildings, in all likelihood all located

in the same general area, none of them supplied

,.ith running water or indoor toilets, and col-

di-inishing the already small play-

'tie general -ie,sin of the Study Group

.ortable buildin,,s is aimed primarily to-

!. e deta...hed classroom kind of arrangement
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Hort roof , f, I , "

f)or,', y i ;(",10,,Jr r."11o1 'I it o'-, I tr t t I . on r

h hi 1 ro'. I I 101 .1,';)11i'd "1 'AI 1 r severely

The Ai:. 1 o I. IrtY.101:1 to '01,1,1 r:vi lilt i ' truly r 0-

I I,

averion 1,, based or, t.he followind

,onsidoration. 'ich orrirdemonts usoally pro-
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areis r.an SOrvO the entire school and

.,taff. No matter how thinds are organized in

the school there is d groat doll ,r inconven-

ience and upleosant travel befween ouildings.

Supervi-jon of the sc.hool is any effective

sense by the principal is Afiftdlt. This

kind of arranoement lends citl imper_

manence whiri does nothing t.,o encourage the

teaching statr to ref...nn in a schnol tor any

length of ,ime. Nor does it impress the local

community with the , writment 4hil.n the larger

socity nas rade to publr

The Srddy Gr,',ap does not s'grwst that

portable buildinds r ADDrepriato.
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1.1rger, permahont i,,n.

construction inspw fo.1 by the `Judy tho

new waShi Sep,ir art.] t 11., 1.,`'..E.r

POrtahl es to WI, 7 MI ttli.t101

to permit dayli,,.! ti,rough thb

corners. In another construction roof inol

have developed in less !Ilan a year atter ,..oToletion

The officer chiefly responsible ft:7.

-rpl and carry1.-; through these arrah,iomentc no

longer with the ihe 'itdy

that present ',taft :aye corm misgiving ito,,t th,s

sort of construc.ion. They concole also t.'!at

in carrying pro.3, forward on a basic of p,?y-

-T!nt fr/ labor and supervision with 'ho divi,ibn

supplying the materials they got "out or nard".

the Loon Lake project is a bit similor it

is ex,,ected that there will he better planning,

better foundation, and better controls. Thnre

is entailed in this case the moving of a portable

unit from East Smoky School Division, obtained

at mini.aal cost althcrigh expensi.,e to .nove.

Probably an Hmediate economy. Neverthel,

is quP,.-ionable that there wi'l bo a looh

rango profit, and suitability, to t.

rbir, r,orr. or onstruction.
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1, u! Nortnland sc.ihmls should he sur-

, plied with atilities and acceptable sanitary

tult lney should be equippecl to WI r in-

.111,it 1. .ruct Pin in accordance with curriculum and teacn-

ing programs recomended elsewhere in this report.

..eii gudc,t-s that tne to How- iney should be supplied with adequate storage

rc 1,conai ot,Ide any con- spare, of which isolated schools have d SpeCiAl

eddl oulldings in Northlar0: need due to the infrequency of deliveries. It

highly desirable that there be much

opr it:, e ctandardization di possible .df ele.:trical and

,It pr ,/ log Ming fittings, pumps and fudnace!., to ex-

, rr.rli dr]] geo-,ca;rtirt. voirt oil, dite maintenance and repair.

1 trades,Pen, the dlr.-

ii ti ec,Por f firl the lit k it it is the view of the Study Group that much

I,n 'ir -ntra,:t , 1" r" ;hint. 4,,r1 remains to be done in school buildings ir

t. 1:ley l..11/1t rt.t 11' '!' t Wit Northland. In some communities it is merely a

Nuctititit h, Sri; ! 1.10 matter of upgrading existing facilities to a

n:gn. satisfactory level. In other cominunities totdl

reHacement of existing facilities is re.ired.

4nv guailtv ot original In the former situation there may be little, if

I 1. Pi lrlr De r r-.ft t.q. ted 111

(4. II d Ill terldrik.n. ., let .1

lc!, !ft,.....-;er,r!!!. es the asers

...1).`r

:

,

Ly

shoul

f

or, :,'

ind rr!. desihn and

an., opportunity to integrate other government

services ot non-educational nature into the exist-

ing school plant. In some communities, however,

there is still a possibility of opportunity to

how,' under one ronf all social servicei. provided

to the cormunity by government and quasi-govern-

:cent a Such opportunities should be

investigal.od before individual actions preclude

them,

Lie rNer to Hr' ,

WrH..ft tie Li r'r;er The Study Group recommend-, that the Depart-

., .!nd ts ot Education convene a oittee for ile

- rr dir ,rpose of diwussing the feasibility, and the

.t!rly or rdlnu ,rocou.ires anpro;riate the-et,i, of having com-

0000r6-:. dd(dikdre- uined facilities .no..cted ,n some of Northland'

Apm.initio.;. -his cornittee shocjd be repre-

.eefatiye of Northland, the Department of Hous'.ng

In: Itt in Works, the hepartment o- Sc.-.-fal Services

Ind Corti,lunity Health. the Department of Advanced

:I eat Ion H-c.- :.:14(]otinn, fhe lh,-,-artment of P.ecreation, Parks

-iii.' I Ht.() I:IL :nd and the Department of Energy and

h cow Resources, di reguired and pertinent in

r ; t:fd t , nd anv olcor !dency that r,!r;ht

! reir_,vance to a p.!cticular case.

.1,11,-(.1i 1r I ri

, .tody (.;roo: r-,es some it,tjflCt .v.

' t, prov!sion or a c.ombined
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!I, r lh in

thwe ,,(F, insufficient development of grounds

'h. '.',..ition,t1 purposes of the school-.

a,1 This is an dred ripo for

10(.0 school coimittees, pro-

vided thdt they can obtain some funding for

'01ch p,,rposes.

At the time of its final visit to Peace

!; ,1,!) ;( I ,H.,,er on June 11 the !-.tudy Group Was pleased

(,' learn thot the division had been assigned

dr.'intidl sum of money tinder the provincial

's Priority Employment Program for

f(d ,1 improving school grounds. This

f 0' envistles the employment of local labor

,aoet ' W!fl :P "1.. carrying forwir: of the projects under-

- 1 (1-1 d. wf! :lirl 1.1%,,n. In the Lase of school grounds improve-
, .- ,

.ent some heavy machinery will be needed

l'f, nit for earth moving but much can be done by manual

( Ilhor-fnneinu, installation of equipment and

,.i.;ht ^^ the like. It is hnped thdt there may eventually

((e hInrovemenf to some 20 to 25 school grounds.

r r't Iro.i !not.

. I Cr- .nr"' 1`.. ,

:..'' w,n.e r.

r '

I

,
..1!111,Y

,c1! un-

non-

+Ye rl" td,

1 In ,,-,rH( howeinc.

The maintonance supervisor was already

preliinarily en ..,fd in getting some projects

in 'lotion through the appointing of local fore-

:(n operation adding greatly to his already

C'10 ,:v 1OAd.

The Group hopes ti,,L good resuls

a(:tlieved. Much supervision and direction

neelod. It notes with some sorrow that

stw in several cminunities other such en-

suih 0,, skating rink, which had never

Hoen had never been osed, and which

teteri .ting.

tn.';, hdve ?

this with orlY.n-t. heir: i-Troved.

!nather t,' 1110111 up, Unless fencet

!r, 're, tir:e to time, grass and weeds

eqainr...ent ,,iaintained, the whole can

ra'10 0 sorrv sight aci,Hn and toe

!e wasted.

J1ti!a1,' air' ',het,' he to orovi

...anland school v,it± spacious, level.

hool sorronded ! fence,
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IWH stai.. The total number of residences is some

d very considerable operation.

Many, perhaps most, mobile home type re-

!op %ortiand siderkes have heen fitted with a closed porch

.ion 0.-s school., in copourwies wh,ro which can be used for storage and which serves

u.tvate ur ,iny form or rented a0cori- to give additional protection from wind and snow.

iti0n . available to teachers. There Oeafing is usually supplied by way ot propane,

tni.. 00aidition ,nd .Ing in the which also supplies the school, there being a

...cr.hiaNd to. III. un1(.;7, there be sore

II, :An O0 expected to erect

it. own dwel;ina. ',,veral reasons might he

i10A 0, to ',11/ the predominant

teachers are likely to look

t a I .')I1; iCO iii a parti-

cular v.hool, ilurlijinq :asts are high. The

fllent. would he a highly riky one. Title

t0 i, 0o,,;ible at present in Green

I, :n which most Nc...thland sc%:Apls

In. Ind dr(I 'It the present

PI t-ew teachers wno own their own

and ,:.noose to i I ,/,2 1111-of

I ,/, I!, ,LIIh1L/1',/ OI ; Id Ili) air

r r I ,htr 1)0 d Is mut:

contract with some supplier to keep the tanks

replenished. T e supplying of fuel tP these

is:dated corimunities is very expensive but no

a'erndtiye evists. Wood abo .0ds in the ared

on' no teac- ar school janitor, can be ex-

pected to use suoi fuel today.

Ihe dive,ion f:enishes the residence with

furnace, kitchen stwe, refrigerat,. . washing

machine, dryer, tables, chairs, beds, chester-

fields, dishes and other essentials.

As may be expected, the quality of the re-

idences and furnishings, and th,ir condition,

yce-i considerably from one to another depend-

ing upon age, size, care by occupants, and

extent and recency of servicing and maintenance.

t 7-ho hou,,ing is subsidized, i.e. althouah tbt

teachers pay rent it does not fully cover the

cost of provision and givd a return on the invest-

. whi0n .vere r;ent. Utilities are supplied within the rental

, v t tot time. oil I'I I, n package. s :ndicated above, fuel, propane or

i'rI'',, ii.. a; attempted oil, is expensive to supply. If eacn tenant

:; Leachers (J,,eil/ o to pay for his own, the cost would deter hi7

1 I from living, or continuing to live, in the corr.-

! per!,' :Ler! .nit.v whose school he serves. Furniture has

iv is Are privl supplied. llovinn personal effects in and

t',ilier 0 0a emunities, or many of them, is

r:,0, on! io

i I afIrl Irfe tirtI'I in time there is an 0.-.iustment

pref0Hricated upv.ards of rental rates as costs, and salaries,

100111 !ounI ;or. rise. %ntice hos been served of the possibility

'.eidard tvne s on increase effective in 1976. The

ce.v noes ore to Po 'he division in this respect is to

'a the 1o75-76 s0hool ,satn.', before its -eacher-Board Advisory

d rat w..oso merbers are To inated.-1 . 1 o 111 ten oil oft



te- .. t.-a, however, that housing

,f,ar, Hot , ,,r,o of these factors.

the ;

, Wit reasonably

.3e c!.al,,.; ted n , :
" Lib 1 tt 'loos in() other

,ttl to loo greener. 'last people

w'th whi,h teachers identify

! '
: , t on to be one of the

f1:117,11 f r. . livion

o n1 ,

c;',r e of :11:!li
,

fl'a-tr land's how; ing? Good IS

f ror ho hool in,' in !,
, . ,t ompari wi th the ',nosing

ground" I in most of the communities

lovel. This in itself
.

The tem.etr. IQ! ,sies, resentments and

VIOLV, ' ,rt between the school and the
, , there a principal or teacher

h e v t,, degree, to bridge the

pa ri..e , and; ' to ' Mat seems to happen is that

a few of them,

2. ite pr$;5e!we of t.he - s' residences for coffee

dences a det,,! ,/,thda ; in t .
almost never happens.

munitiPC ',a-ore police ata H, int.

or inflonnres i,t :

The

r"o, fror 1:-1!-; 1-, n,
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r_hr! it
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,rtract may well be the critical

Narthlan,f teachers appeared to be suf-

'-1 in I.,spe'! of housing, occasional discom-

t,-t or inconvenience, but in contrast

"terAchera)07' of Alberta in the 30's,

iqdr,,?(".

t t !-,0 remembered. however, that now

)r,e- ity of teachers are, or regard them-

.. class people with middle class

in ,-,opect of housing, including

`n to the aesthetics thereof. If

' ore not met they will tend

H-nhlhility is greater. The

hnosing available to, and

,looerall; has advanced

;Af-,t decade or so. North-

". ',ituaticn in this re-

Northland do7

,'overents to quite

't,-,foly these translate
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1. Fhore should be more frequent exam-

ination and attention in respect of maintenance.

2. Residences are too close together.

It must he kept in mind that the school community

is largely a closed community. Teachers are

together throughout the day. Social activities,

if pursued, must be largely with one Snother,

buL some privacy is desired.

A couple of voices urged the removal of

residences away from the school grounds to still

further lessen the sense of being tied to

school and school staff twentyfour hours a day.

ft is doubted that this is common feeling,

having regard to the contrary considerations.

3. Too limited attention is given to

tactors of an aesthetic nature, or combined

aesthetic and useful, for eXample:

a) properly constructed roadways in and

out of housing groups, and individual homes;

h) sidewalks, -too much mud to traverse;

c) fenced properties, with fences that

are not only serviceable but also decorative;

d) landscaping, including shrubs and

flower beds. The latter should be minimal

considering that the teachers in the spring

will not be there-during the summer and noy not

be Olere in the fall. The question, perhaps,

really is as to whett-er the division should

assume some responsibility for custodial care

of such beds, including some at the school

itself, as is frequently done in respect of

public buildings, hospitals and the like.

An incoming teacher would be heartened to

arrive and find attractive surroundings;

attachment of porches to mobile homes

, in some instances leaves much to be de-

9 7
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sired resulting in a shacky appearance. No doubt

some of thi- arises from the employment of re-

latively unskilled labor but the result is not

conducive to sense of pride on the part of the

occupants. The same often applies to the skirt-

ing of the units, sidewalks and other instala-

tions. ,

4. Teachers forced to live together. The

division has a dilemma in this matter. In gen-

eral, it expects to have double occupancy of a

unit. There is no problem when husband and

wife both teach in the Nchool or a married

teacher and family live in a unit. The division

seeks to find, and is happy to find, such persons.

Problems drise when two single persons are em-

ployed and must share a unit. The number of

occasions in which full compatibility results

when total strangers are required to occupy the

same unit must be small. True, each has his

own bedroom, but otherwise there is joint use

and the necessity of cooperative living.

The opportunities for clash are many, dif-

ferences in age, in temperament, in habits of

many sorts, in attitude towards level of spend-

ing for food, in concepts of cleanliness and

order, in degrees of talkativeness and reticence,

in kinds of music enjoyed. The list is endless.

The Study Group encountered, by observation

or volunteered information, cases of profound

imcompatibility of joint occupants. These per-

sons stated that they could not endure another

year of their current arrangements. "Either he

(she) or I must go."

It may be observed further that the neces-

sity of sharing a residence limits the division's

choice in* recruiting. If a male or female

teacher has already been engaged, another of

like sex must be found to complete the housing

complement. No doubt this is also a factor in

the division's practice of deferring actual

assignments to schools until very late in the

summer. Teachers must not only be placed



appropriate to teachin(l posts hut d1A0 ds to

residences.

The desirable changes or improvements to he

implemented in an ascending order of necessity,

and financial fedsibiltiy, woold seem to be:

1. hnproved inspection and maintenance of

residences, including more Frequent visits by

artisan or handyman personnel. This combines

with a similar recommendation regarding schools;

2. Serious attention to grounds, roadways,

sidewalks, fences and general landscaping;

3. Attention to skirting, porches and any

other ancillary attachments to insure that they

are aesthetic as well as useful;

4. The provision of personal units for

teachers without spouses;

5. The gradual replacement of mobile

units, which will always have a sort of built-

in psychological effect of impermanence about

then, by homes of more traditional style, whether

prefabricated or built in site, properly painted,

and aesthetically set in a planned situation.

Log exteriors have been suggested but the Study

Group has no strong views on this architectural

aspect.

At Rae-Edzo the Study Group observed the

residences occupied by teachers including style,

location and setting. The members were enter-

tained in one of them. Tn total the effect

was a quite favorable one. Strictly speaking

the houses re not teachers' residences. They

are rented from the local housing association.

They are considerably dispersed and are much

more attractive than those available to North-

land teachers. Teacher; dnd native-families

are interspersed.

The effecting of such an arrangement

would require nmch more than action on the

part of a school authority such as Northland 9 8
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since there is much broader conumnity and

governmental involvement. The essential point

is that a superior form of housing is available

to teachers. Rae-Fdzo has a relatively stable

teaching staff. Good attractive housing may

well be a factor.

In this respect, mention is again made of

the very attractive installations of the Forestry

Service, and of the residence group at one of

the Indian Affairs schools visited.

The Study Group is aware V.,' the division

has had its problems with some teachers, and

perhaps especially in relation to the leaving

of residences in an unhappy and unprotected

state at the end of the school year. This

charge must not be directed towards all teachers.

Again no solution is in evidence but,

a) If principals had a greater continuity

of service, their availability and influence

would be a counteracting factor;

b) If more teachers were returning there

would be fewer occasions of irresponsibility;

c) If teachers' attitudes towards the

division were more positive, more one of belong-

ing, or of having belonged, their behavior

at the time of leaving would surely be more

favorable and less irresponsible.

It is reitereated that above all else,

Northland needs a better, and a more permanent

teaching staff. Improved housing can make an

important contribution to this.



CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Maintenance

There Was no subject about which the teach-

ing staffs of the schools spoke more frequently

and more vehemently than that of the maintenance

of school buildings, teachers residences and

school grounds. There is no question but that

deficiencies in this deparbuent are a significant

factor in the disaffection ad frustration

pattern found to exist aMong such a large part

of the teaching staff. Teachers vary greatly

in their degrees of tolerance. Many accept

that there are factors inherent in the situation,

distance, isolation, that make it dil-Fult for

good service to be rendered. Even when this is

the case, however, poor maintenance becomes a

factor in the total set of considerations which

a teacher weighs when deciding whether to re-

main for a second,-or further year on the staff.

The complaints of the teachers were chiefly

these:

1. That there is little regular mainten-

ance, i.e. periodic visits to the schools by

maintenance personnel to assess needs, and

to attend to matters, large and small, windows,

door catches, hooks, sidewalk boards, leaking

plumbing, fallen fences, window blinds, needed

shelves, the host of on-going needs of a build-

ing that is in constant use;

2. That maintenance is largely on a crisis

basis. i.e. that someone comes only when there

is a serious problem, a failure of the power

plant, a failure of the furnace, a clogging of

the sewer system, a leaking roof;

3. That requests for attention to matters

of a non-crisis n.lture are met only after much

delay or not at all;

4. That requests for service, whether by

way of letter, or message left with someone at

the divisional office, go unanswered with the

9
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principal having no knowledge as to whether

his request has been received, is under con-

sideration, or can be expected to be met;

5. That very expensive service calls are

made by servicing agencies engaged by the divi-

sion, often to perform a very simple, though

perhaps very necessary, repair or adjustment.

The Study Group from its own observations

concluded that in large measure the complaints

were justified, though prepared to accept that

there is a tendency on the part of some people,

including teachers, to complain and to exag-

gerate.

There were the outdoor toilets at Peerless

Lake which were completely unusable and which

had been so for months. The only toilet facility

available to a two room school was the outdoor

toilet in conjunction with the teachers' resi-

dence which the teachers permitted the pupils,

boys and girls, to use - a most unsatisfactory

situation. The principal insisted that the mat-

ter had been drawn to the division's attention

on several occasions but that nothing was done.

The situation referred to above was, in part,

due to vandalism, itself deplorable, but some of

this, regretably, has to be lived with. The

teachers and pupils should not have had to

suffer such lengthy consequences.

In many schools roll-up blinds were in-

operative, venetian blinds hung at wry angles,

sidewalk boards were loose or missing, locks

and catches were inoperative, needed painting

was not done, window glass was missing. Snow

porches added to*teachers' residences were

often poorly attached and in any event seemed to

be erected without the slightest attention to

aesthetics, giving an impression of shackiness

hardly conductive to creating a sense of pride

and of desire to stay on. Much the same could

be said about the grounds about the teachers'

residences which gave very little evidence of

landscaping, ih all, a place to live in some
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The quoted incido!, y.avy oxponso for

minor, or oven more wolor l'oplior. or attention

were many. For t.t...aple, -owe/. wont off in

the school. The prini not find the

control panel with its , ..1 breakrs. Event-

ually FF1 olectri( LIN O., f!' trOPI 1 dp,tanco.

HP l6gated the panel in ol.illiary huildinn,

closed the circuit and went way. 'gime

incidents of this r.Or' Aro doubt inevitable

but serve to point up t-o ,,urls paid out

for charter air flights, Hnd lehicle trips,

many high priced hon, !or 1e011

service going.

by way oxa , c.andy Lake

lies 50 miles south-ex.! n al.asa:a-Demarais.

It is served by a pen!, 0 in; Haut owned and

operated by the division.

May 21, 197 , to jw,u,lp

inu the period

it was

serviced 5 times tor a . 1,1H, ,orvicirin agency

oat of Peace Piier at

Needles; to tno

but One

hude expense

are expected r,,1,

future. in

the divi,Hor at F.

that the Liv
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of tn.% waioly.,)!,.,

of $4.132.02.

fu, kept going

L00.1 b.,? such

tHy ;lower lines

ity in the

iienetratinq

happi ly,
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ou,-.od with

were

-',1 ,r,-,umnency

41,,, rolationshi:1

with tile dF/Is hr. oo!o.1 clear

tnat during that period of time there was A

laLk of .:ontrol and an autonomy of operations

th.it were not 'in the division's host interest.

The situation appears to have been rectified,

and in the opinion of the Study Group will be

further improved if its recommendati.on regarding

the line placement of the maintenance depart-

mitnt is followed.

McrA of the above may appear to be negative.

Let it be said that it must be conceded that

the servicing of many of Northland's schools

is fraught with many built-in problems. There

is the factor of distance, as described earlier.

Many schools cannot be reached by road, or, if

they can, only at certain times and with diffi-

culty and uncertainty. Communication leaves

i...uch to be desired whether by phone or mail.

Not a single school lies in a community served

by any complement of service agencies, mechanical,

electrical, plumbing, construction. Hence any

servicing has to come from the outside, often

from far away, involving time and expense. Nor

are there available in the communities si "i-

cant supplies of lumber, hardware, glass,

etc. all of which have to be brought in.

Yet, not all is bleak. The Study Group was very

favorably impressed by the condition of the school

at Fort Chipewyan, although the grounds needed

attention. The critical factor.here appeared to

be the caretaker, a man devoted to his school,

proud of it, with some influence over pupils,

and perhaps even teachers, and competent and

willing to do minor maintenance and repairs to

the benefit of his school and the coffers of the

division. Some other schools impressed the

Proup somewhat favorably also. Sometimes it

was evident that a principal or teacher had

some facility with screw-driver and pliers and

did occasional servicing when defects offended

his sense of the propriety of things. This.

however, cannot and should not be counted on

the norm.

In this regard one cannot refrain fru,: ob-

serving that there were teachers at the other

extreme, those who had obviously not shovelled

' (11- 1
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alfilcult to undeistand, or to occeat.

Perhaps appropos or the last observation

it may he saio that d number ot principals

allelted to 1)0 overworked. Most have full

teaching loads, or nearly so; they have the

administration of d school having many probletts;

they are the purt of call and of information for

all sorts of visitors, largely governmental,

to the community; they struggle with circum-

stances and arrangements not encountered in

more normal school siatations. This is a

matter for another chapter.

Reverting to the matter of caretakers, in

general the division's situation is a difficult

one. f:arotakers nmst be local residents who

c..tn serve their schools daily, either full or

hart-time, depending upon the size of School.

It would normally be expected, as at Fort

Chipewyan, that the caretaker would care for

simple repairs such as replacing washers in

faucets, Potting in d fence post, replacing a

defective board in a sidewalk. Northland's

janitors, in the main, do none cf toose things.

[hey sweep dhj do limited cieaning Wilco seems

to be the range of their competence or theft.

interest. Many are not tool or maintenance

oriented. Many are women, which usually means

even fts. facility with tools. With occasional

ex7,options they are reported to be reliable to

the estent of tneir perceived functions.

Eventoally, especially di more native young

people pass through schools such as tho A.V.C.

',chool at Grouard, there be more competent

local people about, although one may speculate

as to whether, having prepared as mechanics or

other kinds of artisans, they will be interested

in ..,prving as caretakers. esnecially of small

schools

I.,or the foreseeable foture Northland "an

:Ap,t. to huve many janitors or I011111iidl compe-

...coce .11.h iaL that implies for pi:eventoh.

,aintenanGo anti general servicinti.

dlidt, about instructional aw, upgrauing pro-

jrams for school caretakers? The idea is appeal-

ing. Actually Northland has tried it. Here

again the inherent circumstance of Northland tend

fo minimize the results. Many do not wish to be

far away from home for what seems like a long

period of time. Turnover of janitorial staff

means that benefit is quickly lost. A non-

mechanical person cannot become instantly

mechanical. The Group favors such courses to

the extent that useful participation can be fore-

seen, but is of the view that on-the-spot help

from the maintenance staff may, for the time

being, be more effective. Some program in

this respect should be implemented and dili-

gently pursued.

its

the

two

At the time that the Study Group began

operations and for some months thereafter,

maintenance staff of the division comprised

people. The Supervisor of Maintenance was

responsible, reporting to the board through the

chairman, for all building programs, provision

of facilities, both school ahd residential, all

maintenance, including water and sewer (all

under very difficult circumstances), power plant;

where operated, procuring and servicing of major

equipment, the oversight of the school busing

program- vehicles, operators, contractors and

routes, -and perhaps other incidential tasks.

In the opinion of the Study Group, re-

gardless of the competence of a person employed

for this function, the total task is an impos-

sible one for one person to administer and

direct. It must be kept in mind that Northland

has thirty schools, not the six to ten charac-

teristic of the ordinary school division, and

these subject to the handicaps so often re-

ferred to herein. This officer must be but-

tressed by competent staff to whom specific func-

tions can be delegated. He cannot give service

to the schools if he, or someone on his behalf,

1 U 1
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cannot vi:it them

cannot do just,i,:e to hi

thp , -,11(5

, ion with

planning and to :tont:oil, tc, lIu1 tilt! hoof. , ionitori,i1 .11 in artHan

il he is constantly aw,:ei 116w kadquirtcr. and l'oncp ,ocluited to do

relatii.,ely low level t.r.t wa are they, in the

The second person, a , ;10`.1e,P'..';Od i of tools
; ,I i I I or II ety;

:tip,: the %upervis..,r

was a practical trademan, osiewnat, the broup

gathered, of the nature of A competent handyman.

He had been with the dtvi:,ian some year% and

WaS highly thouoht of. b served, in port as

d visitor to skhools to lepriise Pee+i, ind as

an aAatal t.iti-site workman effec.ting, or super,

visinq or arranging work being, or to be, done.

During the course uf the year there was

appointed a maintenance man to serve s.:hoels in

the i-riediate area of Wahasca-Demarais. His

capacities, and legal agthority, to attend to

sophisticated eguipwent are liwite(l hut favor-

able reports were heard a his work.

0) llateriaL Light be required to

deal with i situation .1tai not availaLle in the

cemriunity. Someone !met drformine what is

needed and arrange for it to hi, brought in;

c) A consider bin horden is placed am the

principal of the to take some part in the

decisions as to what has to be done, to find

someone to do it, to decide whether the work has

been satisfactory completed, and to take care

of the necessary vouchering, including serving

as time-keeper, so that the worker may be paid.

The division has very limited %hop and In this last regard the Study Group heard

equipment facilities. more than once of the problem of payment. It

is only natural that upon completion of his

It is clear from the ahove that the divi- work the worker looks for hnlediate, or near

sion must rely almost exclusively on mainten- immediate pay. Accounting practice, however,

ance assistlnce from two sources: reluires proper records, vonchering, approval

of accounts, and issuing of cheques. Having

a) locally receuited casual help; regard to the infrequency of mail in and out

(If many communities, and the office processes

b) tradesmen, or businesses employing involved three weeks or more may elapse before

tradesmen, an the several towns within the the worker gets his money. This is not con-

general area of the division. ducive to good relations or further involvement.

The division has instituted A policy to

the effect that whenever possible local labor

shall be employed. This pclicy has two recom-

mendations. If local labor can be engaged all

that is involved is the cost of time worked.

There is no eknense involved 'or travel, or

travel time. Perhaps o'ere important i
that

opportunity foe work is !,,oii],A for persons

for whom work 0:!i:',:et,;nities )7.

inn 1 bit of nco:-e t. the I Hivir!loi ,int to

the comuoity.

No ready solution appears for this problem.

The following are possibilities.

lc the scholir ef le, ll holrds with some

lorisd4ctiou and finaneial resources were to

become effective scp.,ie uf ti.ese matters might

to handled by thew, witt cheixies being issued

on the spot by the lx,x,1 This is fraught

wit.s its own weaknessei; to respect efficiency

and control, Out he tried out in

or.. 1r MOVC' .

rhis policy is not Nithoot its '..;o,O0eme7,: The school prior.-H1' iight have some sort

9e.r;



ot rTros. ot. al,le it', I Nevertheless, something better mie,t be done

p.,17 el. iihni ha.; done to preserve property, toit 1 krite I -ins.

and t' it at vi improve the aesthetics of schools and school

ettort. It woold meow iorther bordrn os tiles and teacher residences, and lo create

the brim ipol who Amid/ iomplains tr se Ihi; a better climate of acceptability among teaching

so man.; e(tianeo,. alls An his liii iodt he staffs to enhance their morale.

(annot he a onod print ipal, bUt It i% Math I

try. first there must he instituted a policy

0t regular inspection and of preventive and

rho `,tudy :rodp rPs odni;''s tin! i I and oo-going maintenance. The requisite of this

(-0.oriomm advantages of employing Incil wI
i enough staff to make more frequent visits to

r,ut there is no solution to the donoral ms in. school plants, to assess needs, to establish

tenance problem from this dirortion at the priorities and to let staffs and principals

ortnt time. It hopes that in some degree know that someone is interested, that attention

there ton continue to be some such employment. is in prospect.

In general except when quite impetent persons

have be,:,n identified and satisfactorily em- A, indicated above this function cannot be

PlWed, it would seem that local labor can performed, for 30 Isolated schools, by an officer

best he used for larger projects. such as who also has the task of overseeing the total

fencing, carried forward under the supervision buildings, maintenance and busing operations.

of a rnmoetent foreman who can oversee the This officer should spend almost all his time

work, its quality and the dispatch with which at headquarters, except for casual field visits

it is accomplished. in connection with major projects and such travel

as may be required to meet with the School

Thv present other source ot maintenance Buildings Board, architects, contractors, and

service is the private operator who works un:".er others with whom consultations are necessary.

contract, or at an hourly rate. Ihese personi While a knowledge of buildings and the trades

or businesses may be involved m paInfing, is important the prime qualification must be a

building repairs, alterations or renovations, capacity to administer, to organize, to control,

or in the crkis situations referred to above and to exercise good judgement.

when there is d railure of power, water. sewer .

heat or uther immediately essential function. Whether busing should remain a part of

the work load of the person who may be titled

The division doe, not ttr; it easy, at Supervisor of Buildings and Maintenance is a

times, to recruit cr engage such assistance. question. ft does not seem to fall logically

Gnod artisans are scarce. 1)e:nand in northern anywhere .else in the divisional structure.

ari-jno in part our of HI sands Problems and arrangements in connection therewith

A4..Inpnicnts, is high. Costs are correspondingly may well be dealt with by his staff at the time

high. Many North:awl jots ire unattractive of visits to connunities for other purposes,

becaose of 1,olation. ri0!e consumed away from No recommendation is made for its transfer

athPr work, lack of places tO live during elsewhere, although this might well be done

extented jobs. and otoer hindrances. should there be.some reorganization of the

responsibilities of head office personnel .

tt is rc.,id r I y undcn-stond that Northland

hag ound r t. . and no S found It von" The Supervisor requires to be supported by
to cdro ma mmei:ance. something more than a single employee, the

0 TP
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011(litiling 10cd1 help Mien P n.t j b v pit il

work ;wino by lir iyato
expediting the procurei ohr, df rrIthrr ihi going

in with A helper or two, to ta0.,

of moderate duration.

What the ahnvo 1,) iA tho in,,or!loo

of d third person hetvw,f1 Hu, fwm of fho

twn nun establishment, ,hereny relinvini: the

supervisor so that he might !An:owe d rnre
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ddrr.. t h r. Ho yr 1' ,-;19'.'1

rn ;tie "f%1, if

hi) ih 'ho ',0M0 VOill it rehi', stated

hen !tie ',,horifitehdent of 'achools, or

d I ted si Imol he was drawn

Itt, hirri consultations about phy-

'..,t lattors to such an extent that he

fiir the true functions of his

P. ill 11 ohservation .ind advice.

!!otopanly will he made elsewhere to the

intoriell'inni, of head office personnel. A

id !nye also. Under existing struc-

',, 'In. ,upervisor of Maintenance has been

i,ne of thro, reporting directly to the Chief

!.wrativ. iftfacer. He has operated with a high

degroe of independence in respect of ordering

old filo making of financial commitments. Since

;v the end it is the Secretary-Treasurer who

ni; huihietarv, apxounting and general fiscal

Lv there is need for the financial

A. 'if maintenance operations to be more

integrated with the total accounting

This would presumably be achieved if

d'r proposed in the chapter on Administrative

riniture, the chief maintenance officer reported

to iqe ',,Irretary-Treasurer. If he should remain

aii,-,tantially independent officer reporting

tnn chief executive ordering, contracting, and

littioriling of expenditures should be processed

or in liaison with the Secretary-Treasurer

<it irf,

!h-Am now is reached the most difficult

!.ho maintenance structure, one for which

! clearly emerges, i.e. who should

!he tradesmen functions of

o.iinting. fencing, electrical, plumb-

rop inn And other processes. Should the

0. h,i :. if., own crews, or should it con-

'p roil,' on employing help wherever it can

a- Aidy Group, whose expertise in

.,tt!ier isav leave something to be desired,

tho prohlem at some length and has

tvith (he divisional administration.

tho division should have a crew,
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I ed

wit tilt tt!i, ovoblem ot where to locate sin..h crews, Few

, I, I er i I ' it
I t it cird Hwy

Ow :`I.V h Mt. A' t,

man. tOdil; idiPpOftnt, At %trdfrjh iiiit
droAt dit, file current arrange-

awnt at 14,1tho.c,), rvforryd to above, was being

woll riuoivel 0 too time of the 'itudy Group's

VP,It In 'tilt arvo.

[ f the lotto,' Idea were tn ho plirsulol where

could such persons be loi!atod if they could be

found--ot Peace River, at High Level, at fort

McMurraY, at Grtniiird or High Proirie? No

matter whore locotod distances become groat.

Who takes on Nwie CreeL, or Coiling Lalie, or

flitaboth, and fishing Lake? What ofenit

Chipewian lakes?

Ise 'Apervisor of Maintenance who had re-

cently loined the division when this study was

commenced, and who ceased to be with the divi-

sion early in 11)/il, favored the employment of

crews, earh comprising somo'such personnel as

,.orpenter, and electrician and a plumber, who

would be provided with a mobile shop or at least

a repository of tools and supplies in a truck

and would visit schools routinoly or on special

assignment. They would be strategically located,

each having a region or segment of the division

to service PrJ:,3umab1y, one of each group wouid

have a foremanship function.

While. this concept has some attrativeness

there are ;erious drawbacks nee is that any

visit. an/ particular prnauct, may well ham

al.lost entirely d single trade (omponent, be

t'lssentiallv a siitrPeotry job, or d plumbing job.

Oo the other tradesmen sit idle while one does

who t. is required? No doobt . they could he useful'

to °II, aeofhor if willing but there is an ex-

c Imc i Verle.; s 1.0nnt the work of journeymen which

rrdLo ierisiLicto:inal flexibility un-

on :hough tne olon could be vaade feasible

of cooperotive effort there is still

1,1' lei s ot ai ess ltcic schools coil he

I iying ociomodation is not ovalloble for

extended stoys in most, in fact, almost all, the

(impunities. There ore no hotels, motels or

othor accommodation. This often means extensive

travel, morning and evening, drastically cur-

tailing effective work time. Occasionally,

through the generosity of a teaching staff

casual arrangcments can be effected but these

are inconvenient to all concerned and cannot,

ought not, to be relied on in any regular way.

When visiting personnel are accommodated

by teachers arrangements in this respect should

be made in so far as possible.in advance, There

should be a schedule of rates established, per-

haps through the Teacher-Board Advisory Comittee,

applicable to sleeping accommodation and meals.

This would put the matter on a basis that would

avoid uncertainty and embarrassment. It should

be applied to persons other than divisional

personnel also.

The question has been raised ai to whether

Northland, or the provincial government, should

have a mobile home in all or most communities

to accommodate casual visitors of whom there

seem to be many, -school, health, welfare, and

a variety of functionaries related to services

and projects. The care, supervision, allocation

protection, and servicing of such a facility

pnse many o problem. Perhaps new schools should

have a simple guest room containing not much

more than a cot, where a divisional visitor might

spend d night thereby, extending the length and

usefulness of any visit. He would bring his

own sleeping bag. A hot plate, sink and a

rlioimal supply of dishes would be desirable.

The Study Group sees no panacea for the

maintenance problem. It can only see the divi-

sion relying on a variety of means such as the

following:

I 0
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three. A'. out I ;tied

t ineani haloroi

pla.iii. tr, r4OhXda, V I ahd

River.

3, A '011,0 1 oi;41)11., ol dui

try, i_orirretin,i. tem genrrill

based on Peace Pivot- hot able to be dispatched

for up to a week at a MM.' to handle ijzo-

able projects. What to do with such a f.IOW

during much of the winter 11AV be a problem,

4. Continuation nt tho use of private

services from the nearest service centers for

nuch general servicing and inui,t. emorgencies.

It would be hoped that throwoh hotter head

office inspection, tiolitet :.untrols and sLrii

tiny in respect of invoicing. and improved

organization generally sowri ,0 this, parri.

cularly somo of the very oxperriive crisis

servicing. might be dvoldpd gr diminished.

In all, however, It must he borne in wind

that maintenance has beer . fur a COlOiMation

of reasons, at a rather low ebb ond ran only

he put on a hotter bais through greater off'ut.

organization and expenditure.

On June ',tody Group made a

final visit to Peace Itiver. further And current

information obtained durinn that i.:, now

being incorporated in s.oierdl plat:if', in thi:1

report.

The followino develupio_fnt', were fohnd to

hdve taken plac.,2:

d; The en:tiloymfl

supervisor of buildInT, and maintenance ha.,

be(n confirmed as Super.,I.w;r;

b) The board ha; sortuosly f,Led the

matter of better staffing and has authorizo0

d number -tiointments.

An J 01St, supervisur And s t tradesmen to b,

106
1011

their has been anthoti:ed the employ-

loglonal handyman to tie lot.atod dt

dal.V, in addition to the ono at Wabasca1

0) Botter shop facilities will be set

uP at Peace Pivor enablin0 construLlon of various

thins to be undertaken there especially during

any slack periods.

The problem now is to find incumbents tor

the various positions, these being in short

TinPPly,

The study Group also learned that the

Wathisca handyman, referred to earlier in this

chapter, had asked to revert to caretaker status.

This was agreed to so the Wathasca post is cur-

rently vacant.

All the above is predicated on the assump-

tion that Northland will continue to provide itS

own maintenance service. There is another pos-

sibility,

As indicated in the chapter on buildings,

the Study Group interviewed the Deputy Minister

of Housing and Public Works, and the officer

chiefly concerned with the maintenance of build-

ings in the newly created Department of Govern-

ment Services.* One of the purposes of the

meeting was to explore the possibility of the

servicing of Northland's schools and residences

by the government department charged with that

responsibility for government buildings. The

Study Group was prompted to do this by the fol-

lowing considerations or circumstances;

1. As has :en rcf,trfd to above, main-

tenance in North4 has lix .a at a very low ebb

and any possibility wo,ch might lead to improve-

ment was explored;

* The Maintenance Branch of the former

De:)artwent of Public Works has been transferred

to the newjlepartment of Government Services.
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1 1. s,,,1 is not very feasible, in isan, 01 most
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i A0A ing and equipping ot a regional maintenance unit.
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L'riv avenue of expenditure to a.thei. for

th.d. .,,,cp:ises of accounting there might bc d c1wrge

, ,, At 14.-b0, Hainst, tin! tniand so that its budget, ana finan-

,ial statecnts would more truly reliect actual

,ssina t.!0. A. ine goverm,ent service S HUe likely

ctr'r.s a 4x. !1.1 to Attract and retain competent stdtt tSan North-

tia had no powl:r of and can hope to do. The recent expi, ,ences of

ni:gotiati-r Ind '.41, .-Prely exploring Northland in respect of maintenance staff have

it1es. ankh if t1loy seemed to have any merit. been Quite unhappy. Whdt is assumed here is that

suhseuoently pursucd by way there being a much larger staff, more permanent

hw:ween tho division structures and procedures for recruitment, salary,

aern:sct devArtment, with a proposal determination, pension arrangements, promotions

bf!Ific; hetore the government and the like a larger pool of candidates for

*.no 60vernment Services 1 emplorlent can be tapped.

-,Jr1,:rent ot LL...Aton being Invoived.
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tirics'k Ivor !,,01) 4-0 tti tut

roolyrtod t,0 Of' i fir Ifl !tit. ,it

h it? t ''f'11 I ilV'' r hy

'? or may eet he Able fo tho !hlinten.

awe 'oir r4A thUrf,' ft 1'0'

iAlperviser -qv not +All 1.,441, tor a dir or

two If AW41 oh '4WIP olsewnore !vont,

tyo ho tot.) 1,,pe or Thty

hvit be adeduitelv des,,rited, "P ,"Ay ionsider

tt not ensat y to t t , ihiro 1,1wrf,,
or tr,, ormr troil Po t't .;or I ho I htnl,

Mown': whrt tho tIrr,b or. hs, rtr:t t rv tyl ind

Itt too., I colitth!or
,ft Fort k!A!oorrtv, to un to the school, All

firm °.4WW.,V° and oerhaps Ineffective,

!A there ,,dere !hf. pov,itIMity of direct contact

okh ,,A.itutenince ortioer at Fort mc!ourrAv

this Dorsen coul d. soan hp at the school, He

might come bv trurk with A tradesman, if

necessary, complete vd'h to,114tott attend to)

Alto tt:!', In 11'05 he problem criuld

tie hindled tAv ono rtf ft i',,n 'Out I., If not
in a more favorable hh HI ion to mike

mhatovei arrangements Aro ro-essary at fort

kc.jrf II.% tu #1 1 t

the reHihement ot :1,1ss in a broken

41o.tr" ooeratii:o ot considerable

!iagnitu,Ie uhor Hniflod conotelv; or it goes

'or IrAnt Period onittended to.

the hen it I 1! t it on! 4..iliony, A.( .

u1lv i. Hort hAVAt A .4HIAA

r.cotonnss oven though noraliv hv

fioad !kloY 4, 17', lie frnm ;,hRce

irwjr 711 tri roid, tit 1,1. 0.

liver is otivi,'Asly comblicatod. Prinnyville

I 1;

ti .t,itirr. if IrYt tt, A total

r . . t r;;O't, Ii friRitlflt

, I i, 1 r i''Ilii rtstl 01410 I y

0,11,11i 1,', if 1011110/H10,,

ost, :dl 111,. li i'ffpt, f 114111tt.`114tIC.Ii

.h,,tr0r i".4 1 1,rrYiotit toy. (if

one el the i,orrent

'iActhland's caintroatue Is that I. ix almost

ooly on 4 OW., 64',k, Moro frequent

Insbe, tion ot pepthisrs I's one factor In changing

!hL. to preventive, or on-going maIntenanCe.

A rea-,onablv adlaCent officer with reSponsibil-

Iti tnr the qPtIolal 0144W0 flf premises ought to

to able to lwep this sort of program more active

wifh eaonomtes resulting from a reduction in

deterioration, and above all greater satisfaction

Oh tho part of teaching staffs.

7, to A much greater extent, under the

Oppartment of Government Services system employed

"rows would be available, with Some less neces-

sity of contracting Out tO service organizations

whose service and hourly charges are very high.

h, finally, if it is true that maintenance

would be at a higher level of effectiveness

there should result some increment of increased

staff satisfaction which is so badly needed to

contribute to recruitment and retention.

There are, however, some negative factors

to be cnnsiderod:

1. There may he problems arising from

divided lurtsdiction, The schools belong to

Northland but another authority, over which it

t41', no jurisdiction, maintains them. Who deter-

the level and quality of maintenance?

,Oth Assumes blame for failures, delays and the

like which will inevitably nccur? Wit) there

tie "buck-passing'?

There Are many public buildings occupied

b. 1 government department or agency which are

..:iced by the governmental maintenance service.

This has Droved to be sufficiently satisfactory



dopli.ndhr

arise nut these ure

solved. system operates to the complete

satisfaction of all involved.

2. Some of Northland's schools are

extremely isolated, Garden Creek, Chipewyan

Lakes, Peerless and Trout Lake. flie Depart-

ment of Government Services has no government

buildings or instalations to service in these

places, although it-might render services in

connection with nursing stations. IL would

be taking on a new kind of situation Lo service.

The oL ious comment is that the schools there

have to be serviced by someone, and as said

before at ultimate expense to the government.

They could be equally well and prooahly be

better served from regional service units of

Department of Government Services.

Die trades employed by bie Department

of Government Services are unionized. This

might necessitate sending in two or three

tradesmen to care for some sort of joint op-

eration if a Humber will not perform a

simple electrical task even though he knows

how to do it. Within Northland there ran be

utilized nv handyman concept, lhe Ilorson who

-,,we limited degrees of wpnistication

is preoared tu do cdrpent.ry, ,..uhcrete work,

pl uuci ui ml eieutrical repdir.

t-dct. is, however, according to the

information available to the Study Group,

Northland tic's net been able to find and

emplov ciany such persons. There was the one

recently stationed at Wabasca but he is deemed

Co ne very much an exception, d rare find, and

few sucn other persons seem to be available.

Should the Department of Goverment

Services have responsibility for the mainten-

ance of Northland schools and other buildings

this would not preclude the use of local casual

labor. That department, according to infor-

mation given, is prepared to and does employ

local people who have the necessary skills for

work 4aich they can do under supervision.
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It is the conclusion of the Study Group

that the ',sessibility of utilizing the Devti-t.t.iii-

of Governuent Services maintenance staff and

acilities should be very carefully explored

.by the division and the Department of Education

Because the study, organization and effuc

ing of such an arrangement will take some time
.

if implemented at all, immediate steps to im-

prove the -.:urrent situation within the division

itself should not be delayed. There can be

subsequent adjustment.



CHAPTER FOURTEEN

L.jbraries,_Supplies and Equjpinent

I) Schooljibraries

The libraries of many of Northland's

schools leave much to be desired. This is

true in respect of number and quality of books.

RegreLably, it

play, care and

any teacher or

is also true in respect of dis-

use. It seems axiomatic for

educator to say that there should

be more books, of greater variety, of greater

interest and relevance. Providing other con-

ditions are met few would dispute this.

Subject to occasional exceptions it has to

be said that there did not seem to be in most

schools effective use

is a moot question as

adding of more titles

the situation, unless

of what was present. It

to whether the mere

would very much change

somehow the thfusion were

of especially attractive books.

The fact seems to be that a very large

proportion of Northland pupils, and increasing-

ly so as they advance through the grades, are

not skilled and interested readers. One is re-

minded of the statement made by some teachers

that the readers in use are reasonably ac-

ceptable up to grade 111 but that thereafter

the proliferation of vocabulary and the ex-

pansion of concepts become increasingly beyond

the apparent capacities of the children. To

the extent that it is true it no doubt leads to

a dislike of or aversion to bogs and reading.

Oo 1-ie other hand the availability of library

hooks of less complication but of appropriate

interest should serve in some degree as an

antidote.

Many books were seen on shelves that ap-

peared to he .plite useless. It may well be

that thei oroseo,.,, is in itself something of

a deterre to usu..; the library. One task

of a librar7 ,,nrvisor might well be, in

conjunction with the teachers to discard the
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completely dead wood to be found on many shelves.

The policy of Northland, not unlike that of

many school systems, is to provide each schoc"

with a library budget based on the number of

pupils, leaving it to the school staffs to order

books within their quotas. It is reported that

not infrequently the full quota is not spent.

Lack of continuity of staff may well be a factor

here. The impermanent principal or staff has

less interest in and plan for the development

and improvement of the library and its use.

The Study Group is in favor of more books

in Northland's schools. At the same time it is

convinced that.even more finportant than more

books, is better use of books.

There is no panacea in this respect, but

there must be concern, planning, encouragement

and effort. Teachers need guidance and help.

In some degree they need supervision. The

following seem to be essential.

1. In many schools better display and

and attractive accessibility are needed. This

may require shelving or other physical pro-

visions. These should be available through im-

proved maintenance.

Equally, there is needed better house-

keeping. If a school is large enough to warrant

a teacher-librarian, or part-time librarian

and part-time relief for the principal, there

is sowzone to take an interest and, in a sense,

to be held responsible. In small schools the

organizing and housekeeping aspects fall to

the principal and teachers. Teacher-aides

might be given some responsibility in this

regard.

Teachers must use stimulative devices, book

clubs, records of books read, competitions,

special displays and reorganization of arrange-

ments on the shelves, involvement of pupils

as librarians and custodians, - each may have

its bit of influence. If nothing is done by



or through the teacher books will likely be idle.

No doubt it will be said by some that they

ore already too busy. One can only yeply that

there are schools in which it is done, or is

so much better done than in others that it

cannot be dismissed so readily.

The Study Group believes that, in part,

improvement rests with more counselling and

supervision. Teachers have the right to ex-

pect that occasionally someone will be in the

chool long enough, and be specific enough in

instruction and advice, to assist in the

improvement of this very important aspect of

school life.

2. Teachers, especially but by no means

only beginning teachers, need counsel regarding

means and devices for encouraging pupils to use

books. It is a great waste for good books to

sit unused. Here again there must be reliance

on supervisory assistance.

3. The selection of books is a problem.

It is a problem for teachers anywhere, and

especially so for teachers in isolation, un-

able to examine prospective purchases. Cat-

alogues and lists dre helpful but not infallible.

Many books get ordered that turn out to be of

limited interest or value. Teachers should have

the benefit of a list of books that are of

special relevance and usefulness in Northland's

schools, a project for the library supervisor

recommended herein in cooperation with teaching

'staffs.

ft is the opinion of the Study Group that

the division would be well advised, having re-

gard to the staffing and isolation factors,

not to leave the ordering of library books com-

pletely in the hands of the teat-hers7: Through

MOre.Cireful examination of possible accessions

than is possible for staffs books should be

selected and put into the school libraries.

For start ruuuhTy half of the library quota

of funds might be through divisional head office
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staff, with a discretion of the other fifty per-

cent still at the school level.

It would be hoped, especially in respect of

the divisionally selected books, that greater

local and immediate relevancy could be achieved.

Books which are in any sense derogatory of natives

and native culture ought not to be in the schools.

Each Alberta school authority has recently

been granted a special, once only grant for the

purpose of school library enlargunient. North-

land will have received this grant. Its dis-

position in terms of manner and directions of

distribution was not known at the time of writing.

Presumably, it will serve to improve most North-

land school libraries to a limited extent.

In the chapter headed Supervisory Staff

there will be found observations and recommenda-

tions bearing further on library services.

The question has been raised as to whether

in some fashion the school library might be com-

bined with a community library service. This

is an intriguing possibility. In the current

situation in most of Northland's schools and

communities it probably means making the school

library available to the community, with aces-

sions developing in the direction of suitable

adult books. Some community.interest, contri-

bution and service would appear to be necessary.

Perhaps it must wait, if feasible at all, for

the existence of some good local school com-

mittees which might become involved.

2. School and Pupil Supplies

In the matter of supplies the chief com-

plaint encountered in the schools was that those

required at the time of school opening had not

arrived and that school operations were seriously

handicapped. The missing materials were cur-

riculum guides, paper, pencils, all the para-

phernalia required to set school in motion and

keep it operating. In Northland pupils personal

supplies, including texts, are supplied free



becausc 9f t.he fact that so many pupils come

from economically depressed homes. The free

issuance of supplies to pupils assures that the

Olildren have them which would frequently other-

wise not be true.

Free issue sometimes begets lack of re-

sponsibility. No charge of gpneral waste is

mdde but principals and staffs must be ever

vigilant to encourage the effective use of

materials. As with any aspect of school ad-

ministration some principals and staffs are

more adept, and more conscious of their roles

as conservationists than others. Staffs and

students should be aware that free issue carries

with it a responsibility in the direction of

careful and prudent use.

In attempting to find the causes of lack

of supplies, in some schools, at the beginning

of the school term a number of causes were

fou,d.

I. Principal and staff turnover create

problems and weaknesses in this aspect as with

so many. The principal who did the ordering

or requisitioning is no longer about. Records

left behind dre sketchy or not found at all.

Orders in some cases Seem not to have been

submitted. Even if the ordering has been

done the order does not include items which are-

of importance to the new staff.

2. Some suppliers experienced difficulty

last year in getting supplies from their own

producers or manufacturers and hence were not

r.0 ship promptly.

3. The ever present factor of distance,

together with the absence of any regular or re-

liable delivery service into many conmunities,

result in delays and failures of packages ,t.o

arrive. They may be at some transit point

awaiting attention or instruction.

4. In many coomunities there is no one

to receive arriving supplies. No teaching staff
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is on hand nor is there a caretaker who takes

responsibility.

In the main supplies and books are dis-

patched directly to schools by suppliers accord-

ing to shipping instructions received. The

question has been raised as to whether it would

be better for supplies to be purchased by North-

land in bulk, warehoused at Peace River, assembled

and packaged there, and dispatched to the schools.

The Study Group is not convinced that this would

be a solution to the problem. A considerable

establishment would be necessary. The total pro-

cess would not be simplified and supplies would

still have to be sent to many schools using the

same shipping instructions now given dire,tly to

suppliers.

If the division had some sort of courier

service to its schools advantage might accrue.

This is not likely to be the case in the near

future.

The Study Group is of the opinion that the

division might well have a modest stock of quite

basic pupil and school supplis which during the

year might be sent directl, Peace River on

request from a school by letttr or phone. This

might result in quicker service on small needs

that arise.

One of the chief suppliers to Northland's

schools is the School Book Branch of the Depart-

ment of Education. Discussion with the Branch

revealed no special concern. Relations with

Northland are stated to be good.

The School Book Branch occasionally has

its own problems in getting stocks of books from

publishers and being able to make full and com-

plete shipments to schools on time. It reported

that on occasion it has difficulty arising

from the unusual and complicated means of getting

a shipment to a Northland school. It relies on

instructions from the divisional office. Some-

times circumstances have changed leading to

complications. On the whole the view seemed to



be that takIng into account inherent transpor-

tation dud communication conditions the

0/,.ar,ional probl'ems arisinu had to be accepted

and qealt with as best possible under the

circumstances. No proposals for a different

or revised system were advanced.

In respect of various matters it would be

of great advantage to have the principal of a

school at his school some time prior to its

opening. This is rather standard practice

throughout Alberta, the principal's administra-

tive and supervisory allowance being deemed to

cover this as a part of effective administration.

It is discussed elsewhere in this report. It

would be an advantage in respect of supplies,

receipt, distribution, storage, and checking

for presence and adequacy, for the principal

to be in his school some significant period

prior to ooening day. Active local school

committees might well play some part-in this

respect also',

3. Instructional Equipment

Instructional equipment available to

schools and school systens has proliferated

greatly in recent years. The blackboard, the

book, the verbal discussion can now be sup-

plemented by a variety of projection, listening,

and electronic devices, including those which

d E! intr:a-school and those which bring in the

oorsi,le world in a variety of ways, especially

thrnoqh radio and television.

The ',tarty Group took no inventory of such

equinment. In retrospect it might have been

tn do so. in.every school it observed

shmn su-h equipment, sometimes in what seemed

to r,0 r.orisiderable quantity. -- slide and film

projectors, 16 min. sound projectors,

(iv.rhad projectors, record players, tape re-

torders and players, radios, television sets

wi,ful in quite limited parts of the division)

others.

ril9 disturbing feature. insofar as its
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observations in almost all the classrooms of the

division were concerned, was that only in an ex-

tremely few instances did it observe any of this

equipment in use. One would have expected, on

the basis of random visits, that if the equipment

is in some sort of general use such use would

have been observed. There is reason to believe

that this situation prevails in schools other

than Northland's also.

There is a problem of maintenance. Some

equipment was not in running order; one can only

speculate as to why not. Nevertheless, a major

factor would seem to be lack of interest, know-

ledge, initiative or confidence on the part of

some teachers in relation to the equipment.

The brief of the Nortnland Local of the

Alberta Teachers' Association recommends that

every school in the division, which would in-

clude a number of one and two room schools, be

provided with an extensive list of equipment.

comprising a total of thirty-two items ranging

from various sorts of projectors, players, re-

corders (including Video Tape Recorder), stove,

refrigerator, sewing machine, duplicators, type-

writers, adding machine, and others.

Of a number of these items, including any

which may ease the burden of the administrative

trivia facing the principals, the Study Group is

supportive. On the other hand it can only con-

sider the total list to be unrealistic. In a

quite large school something approaching the

list might be warranted, but even this is question-

able unless and until greater capacity and read-

iness to use equipment is demonstrated. The

presence of it is only one of many factors lead-

ing to its use.

There are many teachers who, for what-

ever reasons, are not gadget and machine con-

scious. This may be regretable, but until they

learn to use equipment, and are persuaded to

exploit its usefulness its availability is no

guarantee at all that it will do other than sit

unused.



There is a parallel here with Looks, as It cannot agree with a policy of indiscriminate

referred to in the section on library. Books on provision of equipment which for the most part,

shelves ,10 not guar:Intee use. Positive steps according to present intimation, will stand idle

need to be taken to promote their use. So it all or most of the time.

is with equipment.

Just as some kind of professional help,

advice, encouragement, demonstration, are need-

ed to enhance library book use, so a similar

prcqram is needed if staffs are to lize the

equip.ent made available to them. ;1ere again,

as has been said before, more, long,r .nd more

helpful supervisory visits are

no led.

The Study Group does not recomnend an itu-

uiedite infusion of expensive, sophisticated

equipment. It does think that each school

should have a basic list, graduated somewhat

in relation to school size. Each teacher
.

The time available to teachers for the use

of instructional equipment is limited. It is

impossible for then to use everything available.

As has been said many times in this report,

one of the greatest weaknesses of the Northland

pupils is in reading competence. The Study

Group would favor rather general availability of

specialized equipment designed for remedial

reading and improvement of reading generally.

This, as with other equipment, is useless unless

teachers are instructed in how to use it and are

motivated to do so, which brings us back to

supervisory instruction and encouragement.

should have reasonable access to a record Within the Study Group there was some

player, to a duplicator, to a tape recorder discussion of the use of television in the

and player, to a radio, where reception of schools. This is currently pretty much an aca-

school broadcasts is feasible, to film strip demic question since TV signals are not avail-

and film projector, an overhead projector. able to most communities and schools. This

Other items might also be considered relatively may well change through the services of ACCESS

standard. or other source.

The fact of school "fe is that one

teacher, an enthusiast who is to be commended

for his or her enthusiasm, enjoys using and

may use effectively a particular piece of

equipment. But his or her successor has no

such inte,-est and the equipment gathers dust.

'.onie equipment should be on special supply

only, frow head office, returnable there, and

recoverable, after its use by a specially in-

terested party. Whether the logistics of this

arrangonent are feasible having regard to dis-

tances and transportation problems may be a

question.

The Study Goop wishes every teacher to

have access to instructional equipment which

he or she will use with some degree of con-

si,,tency, or jointly with teaching colleagues.
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The Study Group had some intimation of

the possibility of a comnunications system

making radio and television available by way

of sattelite. The Alberta Native Communica-

tions Society is involved in this project.

The Group has these observations:

. I. There are doubtless possibilities in

the use of television for educational purposes;

2. The effectiveness of TV wiien available,

as with any other medium or device, depends

largely ypon the enthusiasm and commitment of

the teacher, or staff. The mere presence of

equipment and availability of programs by no

means assures that they will be used, or used

effectively;



10 teacher (:an at one time be d de-

votee of tne use of many media concu rrently:

trape, record, overhead projectors,

videf, tape .re-;,f.1:qq, tO !,,nntinn the host

of utiwl teachinu technique'. cequirinq little

or hordwart...

4. Any infusion of equipment, including

mu,;t be accompani ed by some supervisory in-

struction. checking and evaluation. A very

considerable expectation with respect to the

staff of facilitators seems to be developing

in this report but it would be hoped that they

might render some service in this regard also

as they take ideas and experiences from school

to school.

We think it may well be true that the

presence of television in the homes, when this

condition is reached, may have far more

inipact in terms of vocabulary, expression and

information than occassional classroom use.

While some programs may be deplored, children

everywhere are exposed to its great variety

and everywhere can be seen the increment of

lanquagn and knowledge. This will be especial-

ly trui , one might conjecture, in the case of

Northland's pupils whose opportunities for

out-of-school language reinforcement arc often

so limited.

Finally. a word about maintenance. Un-

,doubtedly, this is a problem. There were oc-

c..asional complaints that requests for repair go

unanswered, nr that machines sent for repair are

away tor inordinate periods of time. Like many

a Northland problem this stems, in part, from

the facts nf distance, of conmunication and of

tramsiThrLation. The Study f;roup has three

suunnstions:

!. Perhary. more replacement stock-could

be on nand at Peace kiver to he sent into a

cr.hnol with tne repaired item coming hack to

Pere 0 !!7vor storage:

Mnre a(knowleduement. current advice,

indication of prospects and probabilities,

should be given by someone to the principals

concerned so that they do not have the frustratio:

and genesis of complaint, of being in ignorance

of what is happening;

3. If. as is recommended elsewhere, a

more regular scheme of maintenance were in effect

three improvements might be possible:

a) A mechanically minded visitor might

be able to correct some minor ailment on the spot

or to remove an offending part for replacement

without the necessity of sending out a whole

machine;

b) The taking out and bringing in of

equipment might be expedited in some tases;

c) There could be some external super-

vision of the care, condition, storage and

manner of use of some of the equipment.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Trea_ty_Indians_jnNorthlanA.Schools.

The schools of Northland serve, largely.

Indian and Metis children, collectively referrA

to in this report as

There is, of course,

to some extent among

degree of "white"

by Northland have

their Indian than

origins.

children of native ancestry.

among the Metis, and even

the Indians, a varying

ancestry. Many Metis served

becoue identified more with

their white cultures and

Of the approximate 2400 pupils in North.:

land schools almost 900 have the status of

Indian, commonly referred to as Treaty Indian,

or itatus Indidn. These persons come within

the provisinns of The Indian Act, of Canada,

and have a special relationship to The Department

of Northern Development and Indian Affairs, com-

monly referred to as Indian Affairs when Indian

matters are under consideration.

There are in Northland a few Indians, so

regarded by tnemselves by virtue of ancestry,

who are not Treaty Indians. Their forebears

signed no treaties. They have no reserves.

Their lega status is the same as that of the

Metis, whose is the same as that of any non-

Indi,-1 resident of Alberta. Such Indians are

to be found at Nose Creek and at Susa-Muskeg

River.

The Treaty Indians have reserves upon

which they may live

exclusive property.

on'their reserves.

status even if they

and which are their own

Not all choose to live

They retain their treaty

live elsewhere. Legal and

jurisdictional problems are arising in this

respect but these are beyond the concern of

this report.

The provision of education for Treaty

Indian children is the responsibility of

Indian Affairs. This provision has been

effected over the years in a number of ways,

1 1 6
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the history of which will not be detailed here.

It will suffice to say that a few years ago it

became policy and practice, supported largely

by the Indians themselves, to have the education

of Indian children provided, where possible,

by the regular schocls and school systems of the

Province. More recently there has been some

reversal of this view among some Indians.

Hence, it developed that Indian Affairs

entered into agreement with Northland that the

division wouTd operate some schools for Indian

children within its area, and admit Indian

children to schools which it operated for non-

Indians. Fort Vermilion School Division operates

four schools essentially for Treaty Indians also.

At Fox Lake, Garden Creek and Jean D'Or

the schools are cOmprised entirely, or practi-

cally so, of Treaty Indian children. Elsewhere,

as for example at Atikameg, Fort McKay, janvier

and Calling Lake, there is a mixtuie of Indian

and (letis children in the school.

The Study Group discussed the arrangements

with Indian Affairs officers and on occasion

discussed them locally, though in the latter

cases not mich response was evoked. Locally

there seemed to be little interest in who actu-

ally operated the school.

The Group found little cause for concern

over the arrangements in effect, which in simple

terms are these:

a) that current operational expenses for

the whole division in each year are determined,

divided by the total number of pupils enrolled,

the per pupil cost then being multiplied by

the number of treaty children, the resulting

sum being paid to the division by Indian Affairs.

b) that when buildings are required

there is determined on the basis of prospective

enrolment of Indian and non-Indian children

the proportion of the cost to be borne by Indian

Affairs, which in due course is paid by that



department. Band Council dpproval and signature

are now obtained in respect of all capital pro-

jects serving Indians on reserves.

Buildings on reserves are paid for entirely

by Indian Affairs although the division assumes

tne responsibility for planning, in consultation,

and carrying forward the project. An initial

payment is made by Indian Affairs, and there

are progress payments from time to time, ene.bl-

ing the division to meet its obligations tr,

the contractor.

As is not uncommon in suco arrangements

as tne above there are problerff of data

collecting, accounting, processing, cntaining

approvals and the like resulting in cccasional

delays in tne receipt of funds. Vigoious pur-

suit of monies owing to the division should be

instituted at all times to reduce any interest

charges that may ensue from delayed payment.

With the erection of a new schr1 recently

at Jean D'Or, and one in process of zonstruction

at Fox Lake, the erection of buildingS on

reserves served by Northland appear, to hFve

been taken care of for the time being.

As suggested above there have been stirr-

ings among Indian people for some sort of auton-

omy in respect of their schools, especially on

reserves. Indian Affairs has some current

sympathy for this position though developments,

at least in Alberta, are few.

The Study Group has examined the statement

Indian Control of Indian Education prepared in

1972 by the National Indian Brotherhood. The

Brotherhood's Education Committee which

participated in this project comprised member-

ship from Indian organizations from wost of the

provinces and territories.

n addition to setting forth philosophical

principles, and discussing various aspects of

education and its delivery to Indian children,

the dccument comes out strongly for direct

participation and control by Indians in re-

spect of the management of schools. The

recommendations made in chapter five of this

report concerning the participation of Treaty

Indians in the local and regional committee

structure is in harmony with this point of

view.

At Jean D'Or the question of local control

and autonomy was raised, by the Study Group,

at the well attended public meeting. There

was evoked no interest in the matter. It was

clear that they had not been thinking along

these lir.es.

In any event, this is really a question

for discussion and negotiation between Indian

Affairs and the Indians. Northland is only

involved should there be developments in that

direction which would mean the withdrawal of

any School involved from Northland's operations.

It would be hoped that should the program

of development of local school committees

recommended in the chapter on goverwaice be

successful, and be operative in connection with

schools on reserves it might make some contri-

bution to the preparation for acceptance of

such responsibility.

Apart from what might be termed certain

.2chanics of accounting and payment the Study

Group found no areas of concern in respect of

the division's acting as educational supplier

for the Indians and for Indian Affairs, other

than those applicable to its schools generally.

Ill
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Administrative Structure

In the chapter on Governance it is recom-

mended that the government and administration of

the division revert, in one respect, to the more

typical arrangement to be found in Alberta school

divisions, namely that the chairman of the board

function in the traditional pattern and that he

cease to be the chief executive officer of the

board, In Coe chapter on Supervisory Staff it

was recommended that the Superintendent of

Schools be the chief eyecutive officer.

Consequent upon that a reorganized supervisory

staff was described. In the chapters on School

Buildings and Maintenance it was recommended that

the chief officer in those regards report to

the Secretary-Treasurer, or at least be brought

into much closer liasion with him because of

the financial implications and involvements

of much of his work. He should not operate

with the degree of autonomy which has seemed

to characterize his office, at least during

1974.

A chart showing the positions and their re-

lationships will be found at the end of this

chapter. It includes what appear to be some

logical extensions and other items which have

been recommended such as the Community Liaison

Officer.

The chief feature of the arrangement is

Oat the Superintendent of Schools is the chief

executive officer. Reporting to him are two

major officers representing the two main func-

tions or activities of the division's admini-.

stration or involvement, a) the teaching and

educational functions, and b) the business,

property andfacilitating functions. These

branches would be presided over, respectively,

by an associate superintendent and a secretary-

treasurer, an officer which by law a division

is required to have. Each of these wciald pre-

side over further staff who would exercise

various specialized roles.
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The chart sets forth positions only, not

functions, although the latter may well be in-

ferred in many cases from the title. This is

later followed by a list of duties or areas of

responsibility of.senior officers, although

it does not attempt to be exhaustive.

As in every organization there must be some

flexibility, depending upon circumstances, joint

concerns, and individual capacities and interests.

For example, the procurement of equipment and

supplies.for schools must be done by and through

someone exercising the role of purchasing agent

for reasons of accounting and control, but the

actual equipment and supplies ordered must be

determined from the instruction side, subject

to any board policy.

Two assistant superintendents are shown,

designated as personnel and instruction. The

fact is that having regard to the widespread

nature of the division they will have to share

in the evaluative function and in the giving of

advice and counsel to teachers. Administratively,

however, in relation to the associate superinten-

dent, each has a more specific function. In

matters having to do with proposed transfers,

evaluations of principals, personnel matters,

the assistant superintendent, instruction, would

report to his colleague who would pursue the

matter, if necessary, with the aSsociate super-

intendent. The reverse would occur regarding

instructional matters requiring administrative

action.

The Study Group is very conscious that what

is proposed requires some addition to staff.

It can only remind the reader of this report

a) that there are approximately 30 schools

to be visited and serviced;

b) that they are far apart and often

hard to reach;

c) that the current staff of teachers is

unhappy because of the lack of service and



contact, both regarding instruction and physical to the exclusion of others that may at any

plant;

d) that the level of educational achieve-

;lent is low, when judged by such standards as

retardation, drop-outs, and paucity of graduates.

It iS d question as to whether tne status

quo is acceptable or something better shall be

striven for.

The duties and responsibilities suggested

for the chief officers shown on the following

chart are indicated below. Before detailing

tnem nowever, reference is made to what may

be termed the Senior Management Group.

In.an organization having the size and

complexity of Northland School Division it

is essential that there be close liaison be-

tw e,. the educational and the business and

physical aspects of its operations. This

snould be achieved in considerable measure

through informal discussions and through

simple processes of keeping others informed,

such as circul,Iting files and cupies of documents

naving a relevance for others.

Nevertheless there would seem to be a

place for a structure having a bit more for-

mality. This is to be found in the Senior

Management Group comprising the Superintendent,

tne Associate Superintende!q, and the Secretary-

Treasurer. Meetings of this group should be on

a regular basis, perhaps once a month, and on

call when developments require. The Superinten-

dent will be its chairman.

Tne Group, as such, has no administrative

authority but provides opportunity for careful

study of questions from more than one point of

vicw. It provides also for awareness and

information being disseminated among those

who nave need to be inforned.

The Senior Management Group will concern

itself with the following items, though not
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time require joint consideration:

1. Planning and budgeting;

2. Developing and recommending policies

to the board;

3. Developing and planning procedures or

steps for the implementation of board policy;

. 4. Developing advice to be given to the

board regarding policy and administrative matters;

5. Considering intra-organizational

matters and administrative effectiveness;

6. Considering relationships between the

division and other organizations and bodies;

7. Liaison with local communities.

The chief functions of the major officers

are as follows.

Superintendent of Schools

1. Chief adviser to the divisional board;

in respect of major matters after consultation

with the Senior Management Group;

2. Chairman, Senior Management Group;

3. Administrative oversight of all the

operations of the division; function coordinator;

4. Implementation of board policies and

decisions; in respect of major matters after

consultation with the Senior Management Group;

5. Spokesman for the division, subject

to the direction of the board, and except when

the chairman is the appropriate spokesman;

6. Public relations.



Assoijate Lip--Intendent
Extensive school visitation is envisaged

in the discharge of these responsibilities.

of the Senior 1.',anagegent Group;

2. Providing leadership in educational

matters and reporting on these matters to the

uperintendent;

3. Supervising, evaluating and improving

the performance of immediate subordinates;

4. Concern for all aspects of the edu-

cational program.

!'iecretary Treasurer

1.Urber of the Senior Management Group;

2. Exercising fiscal control and report-

ing thereon to the Superintendent;

3. Providing leadership in business

matters and reporting on them to the Superin-

tendent;

4, Supervising, evaluating and improving

the performance of immediate subordinates in-

duding those responsible for buildings and

maintenance.

Ass i tan t Sn oe tin tendon t , Personnel

General administration of all professional

personnel and paraprofessional personnel,

other than counsellor aides, in schools,

Recruitment;

Piecelivnt;

Evaluation,

Promotion,

Separation.
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Assistant Superintendent, Instruction

1. Orientation activities for new teachers;

2. Professional development programs for

all teachers;

3. Curriculum development and modification;

4. Special instructional programs, such

as rESL, Distar, etc;

5. Instructional enuipment and supplies;

6. Supervising specialist, non-school

personnel associated with the general instruc-

tional program.

Extensive school visitation is envisaged

in the discharge of these responsibilities.

Supervisor of Pupil Personnel Services

I. Supervising the Home Placement Program

and other services offered to high school students

attending schools of other jurisdictions;

2. Administering the counsellor-aide

program;

3. Special education program5;

4. Standardized testing for guidance

purposes;

5. Guidance to students and their teachers;

6. Attendance of students.

Director, Early Childhood Services

1. Local development and adaptation of

ECS curriculum;



2. Organizing ECS in conronities not

Yet served;

tors;

3. Selecting and training local in5truc-

4. Liaison with local communities;

5. Liaison with provincial and other

ECS officia1s.

Supervisor of Buildings and Maintenance

1. Supervising maintenance personnel;

2. Planning and implementing maintenance

programs;

3. New building programs;

4. The student transportation system;

5. Supervising the school custodial staff;

6. Teacher housing.

Assistant Secretary Teeasurer

1 Central office support staff;

2. Devising and supervising standard

office procedures for the conduct of routine

ousiness matters;

3. Supervising the accounting war: of

the central office;

4. Inventory co.itrLi i e system;

Purc.hasing agent for the system.

Reference has been made elsewhere to the

roles of other members of the staff, supervisor

of instruction, home placement officer, com-

munity liaison officer, facilitators, and

lihrry supervisor.

1
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The Study Group would be prepared to con-

cede tnat there is not necessarily an only way

of organizing a total staff. It is of the view,

however, that wnot has been proposed above has

more merit than other possible arrangements

which it considered.
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The purposes of the Northland School

Division are discussed in chapter 4. Its

primary tunction is t.0 provide schooling, ed-

ucation of good quality to the children of

-he coomunities served. Secondarily it may be

conceived as having a purpose to enhance the

quality of life and to contribute to the de-

velopment of higher levels of community

functioning and participation in public affairs.

The achievement of these objectives must

ultimately be expressed in monetary terms.

People must be employed. Services must be

- purchased. Buildings dnd equipment must be

supplied. Maintenance must be provided.

[ravel must be engaged in. Al] depend upon the

availability of funds.

It is at this point that the division,

through its board and officers, has its most

direct and significant relationship with the

Department J. Education and the Government of

Alberta. Proposals for the improvement or

extension of services and programs must ul-

timately, in most instances, be translated

into terms of financial support necessary to

implement them. The Department, which has a

stewardship function in relat:ion_to public

moneys, must be satisfied that the sums re-

quested. and those ultimately provided,

effectively used.

are

larlior in this report mention was made of

the rather different nature of budgeting ap-

plicable to Northland as comptired with school

hoards and school committees of counties

generally. They balance their budgets by illl-

positvi a tax on their ratepayers through the

supplementary requisition. Northland balances

its budget by convincing the Minister of

Education. through his department, of the

necessity of supporting the division to a re-

quested level of special grant This grant
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is over and above the revenues which the division

receives in the normal way frem the School

foundation Program Fund, under the School Grants

Regulations and from special project funds

such as Early Childhood Services and the Educa-

tional Opportunities Fund.

The division has the necessity, each

year, of presenting its case with the hope of

persuading those who need to be persuaded, that

it needs the money. The Department of Education,

and the Minister, have the responsibility of

satisfying themselves that the sum o` money

is reasonable and necessary. On both sides

questions of judgment arise, it being natural

for the division to seek improvement, expansion

of programS and services, better service as it

sees it, all translated into monetary terms,

while at the same time the providers, or recom-

menders, of the money wish to be assured of

necessity, of efficiency, and reasonableness.

The last statement above epitomizes the

financial,dilemma. How much is necessary?

How much is reasonable? What levels of as-

piration can be accepted?

The Study Group has made some examinaticn

of recent financial documents, budgets and

annual statements. The increases per year are

very large. For. example:

Budgeted Actual Special

Expenditures Expenditures Grant

1973 3,445,221 3,511,413 953,090

1974 3,839,437 4,393,513 1,220,688

1975 6,444,177 2,341,836
(requested)

Regarding 1975 it should be stated that

the budget had not been accepted at the time of

writing this report and so may not be strictly

comparable. This depends upon the levels of

expenditure and corresponding special grant

finally approved. In fact some possible reductions

of considerable magnitude had seemingly been



identified. lho considerable,discrepancy be-

twe(n budgeted and actual expenditures in 1974

Was taken care of in part by an excess of some

$300,000 of revenue from the federal govermnent

over the budgeted revenue.

There are always differences from year to

year, usually additions, which affect expend-

itures and tend to distort in lesser or greater

degree the relative pictures. For example,

there was ccimmenced in 1974 the Early Childhood

Services (kindergarten) program. It did not

exist in 1973. It will be larger in 1975 as

more comuunities are served It involves an

increasing budgetary item. In 1974 schools

were operated for the first time at Zama City

and Brewster's Camp involving both capital and

current expense. They continue at a higher

level in 1975.

In considering the cost level the Study

Group again cautions about making comparisons

with other school authorities, e.g. on a per

pupil cost basis. The reader is referred again

to the chapter on the uniqueness of Northland.

It becomes a matter of attempting to assess

three factors:

a) what support is reasonable and

necessary because of the geographical disper-

sion of the division?

b) what support is reasonable because

of the low economic and social status of the

division?

c) is the division being efficiently

operated?

To some extent a) and b) are parts of a com-

bined or interdependent factor.

There is not the slightest doubt that it

costs substantially more to provide any aspect

of service in Northland, whether it be teaching

staff, maintenance, housing for teachers,

2 6
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buildinq or travel, than elsewhere.

lhe division, in connection with its 1975

bucker, isolated the following items which it

alleges contribute to its expense of operation

beyond the normal, and attempts to attach a

dollar figure to them.

1. Isolation bonuses

Net deficit of payments over

departmental grants for the

uurpse (see discussion in

chapter 9)

2. Teacher-Aides and Counsellor-

Aides

No grants are receivable in

respect of these (see Chapter

9)

3. Housing for teachers

Deficit on current account,

(1974 actual)

Capital costs, not eligible

for S.F.P.F. support,

(see chapter 12)

S 94,530

290,900

34,423

109,583

4. Travel and subsistence of admin- 130,000

istrative staff, including

trustees. This S130,000 is

estimated to be caused by

geographic considerations (see

chapter 3)

S. Boarding allowances and tuition

fees--.

net after government grants 62,000

6. Busing

net after government grants 396,560

7. Early Childhood Services

net after government grants 139,803

8. Orientation and In-Service for

teachers, aides, and E.C.S. 26,000



9. lnstrudional supplies in-

cluding free texts, excess

over normal 35,000

10, Ineligible debenture charges 154,454

Rent, - divisional office,

Grouard teacherages, Grouard

schools 43,473

Total 1,516,681

There are many items that have not been

encompassed within the above listings such as:

a) The necessity of having relatively

lower pupil-teacher ratios because of the

special teaching problems, and pupil disabil-

ities;

b) Low enrolments in such one-room

schools as Nose Creek, Steen River and

Brewster's Camp. It seens unthinkable to close

the schools but the S.F.P. and grant revenues

are very low in comparison with costs;

c) Heavy maintenance expense arising

from distances and isolation; in addition to

travel,

(J) Large long distante call bills be-

cause of distances involved in reaching schools

and the divisional office;

e) Heavy administrative effort due to

the large number of unusudl arrangenents and

stances which have to be given attention;

f) Higher-costs of all sorts of goods

and services laid down or rendered in isolated

communities.

The eleven itens listed above which

totalled $1,516,631 are now commented upon.

I. Isolation bonuses were discussed in

chapter 9. It may be repeated that they range
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from a low $400 to a high of $1900. life scale

has not been revised for some years. A revision

should be undertaken. The deficit arises from

the fact that the contribution under the School

Grants Regulations has a maximum of $860. The

rest, up to the current Northland maximum of

$1900, must be met as a component of the special

grant. Actually the $860 figure is new for 1975,

the maximum formerly being $750. Northland may

expect some increase in its revenue from this

source, perhaps in the order of 15T,

If it is intended that the isolation

bonus grant should cover most of the actual

payment required to make the bonus meaningful

it is too low. It should be further looked at

by the Department of Education with a view to

being more realistic.

2. Teacher-Aides and Counsellor-Aides

These seem to be essential in the schools

because of language and other circumstances.

Their employment has been accepted for a number

of years but no grant support is received from

regular channels. They are a full charge against

special grants.

3. Housing for teachers

This is fully discussed in chapter 12.

The Study Group sees no way of avoiding this

service, and of making it one of the marginal

benefits for teachers. When staff is expanded,

as in 1975, more residences have be to be pro-

vided. These have to be paid for either out of

current revenue or by way of short term loans

to be paid for over a period of years.

4. Travel and Subsistence

The far flung and isolated locations of

schools in relation to headquarters result in

heavy expense for travel and associated sub-

sistence. Recall the comparison of aggregate

distances from headquarters referred to in

chapter 3, 250 miles compared with 7000 miles,
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Mention mdy bp mdde also of such toctors

a% prinaipals' meetings. In 'luny, if not most.

5chool jurisdictions it is commn to have a

,multhiv meeting of principals. with the super-

intendent and his staff. These meetings serve

administrative, educational and planning

purposes. In most case,, they are relatively in-

expensive, only .1 few miles of travel being

involved. Such meetings dre equally, if not

more, necessdry in Northland, but because of

distance and transportation problems are

expensive. the principals have been urging

wore meetings and four per year are now planned.

at least, of these can he combined with

more general gatherings, orientation in August,

teachers convention, E.O.T. subsidzied in-

stitute, but some additional travel or sub-

siAence may be required.

5. doarding dnd fruition

Since many of Northland's qrdde IX pupils

and practically all its high school pupils must

he subsidized, most underunusual circumstances,

the expense of encouraging, or making possible,

their attendance must be met.

6. Busing

This is discussed in the chapter on Pupils

and Services. The deficit in this category is

very large. This would appear to be due to

the fact that much of the transportation pro-

vided is not required by law to be supplied.

The services now in effect have been accepted

as reasonable under the circumstances for some

years.

Subsecti(in 0) of section 4 of the

Schedule (Part 8) of the School foundation Pro-

gram Fund Regulations reads,

in his opinion the circumstances are such that it

i% fair dnd reasonable to make that adju5tment.

Such an adjustment %Wild it songht by the

board 5o that the support from regular sourfes

would be somewhat more iii line with 1975 cosfs.

this would reduce correspondingly the special

grant. No such request has been made according

to departmental officers.

that

gent

even

The Study Group has gained the impression

the division has not always been as dili-

in seeking to alleviate its circumstances.

though in small ways, as it might have.

The special grant procedures referred to in

the section headed Special Grant may be a

factor in this re'spect.

7. Early Childhood Services

This kindergarten type service has only

recently been developed. It is e,,emed to be

essential to assist children whose mother

language is other than English, many of whom

may suffer other disabilities, to get a better

start in grade one. The operation as being

developed by Northland would seem to be exactly

what was envisaged when the provincially funded

program was set up.

8. Orientation and In-Service

The special nature of Northland's'schools,

of pupil population and of comounities served,

makes it imperative that new teachers receive

some instruction and advice before going to their

schools. This the division must pay for. Sim-

ilarly the paraprofessionals employed are with-

out any training. To enhance their usefulness

they must receive instruction, both immediately

upon appointment and also subsequently. Travel,

subsistence and instruction must be paid for.

9. Instructional supplies and texts.

"(3) The Minister may adjust the mfount Because of the low economic status of

payable to any board under this section where
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that pupils have what they need to bp 1,140,

thou supplies and text% are made availahle to

d greater extent than in most jurisdictions.

10. Ineligible debenture charges.

The School foundation Program fund ser-

vi(es the debentures attributable to a building

project to an approved size and up to a max-

imum cost per square foot.

Northland has found it necessary at times

to exceed the space limits, but more particular-

ly has exceeded, substantially, the square

toot cost. There is no avoiding this having

regard to the much higher costs of construction

or building placement in isolated locales.

These overages become a charge on the current

budget, and hence are a component in the

special grant.

II. Rent

Three cases are referred to here, which

from the overall governmental picture have off-

setting features, but which adversely affect

Northland's budget:

a) Rent is being paid for office

quarters in a privately owned building in Peace

River, pursuant to the move it was required to

make from Edmonton. In Edmonton the division

still owns an office plant but has been re-

quired to make it available without charge to

tho Athabasca University.

h) Teachers residences were owned by

the division at Grouard. These were surrended

to AlbertaHousing Corporation and the division

pays rent for those it uses;

cl The division's school plant at

rirooard was turned over to the former Depart-

ment of Public Works for use as an Alberta

Vocational Centre. The division's school oper-

ates in part of the plant for which it now pays

rent
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flivre may be %OW compensating factors in

b) and t) but the arrangements are such that the

division appears to have lost the ownership of

certain assets and any benefit, budget-wise,

that might accrue from such ownership. Relative

to the above matters it has 'been drawn to the

Study Group's attention that Northland is still

responsible for meeting debenture paynents on

the Grouard plant and the Edmonton office. These

have been effectively separated trom the division

by governmental action. The division pays rent

at Grouard for accommodation with respect to

which it is also paying debenture charges -

something of an anomaly. Similarly it pays

office rent at Peace River and debenture ser-

vicing for office space in Edmonton from which

it derives no revenue.

These items affect the special grant

adversely. Some serious attempt should be made

by the Department of Education to remove these

charges from the division and place them where

they now more logically belong.

The recitation of the eleven itens above,

and the addition of such other factors as were

referred to as a) to 0, serve to indicate

that Northland is faced with extraordinary. ex-

penditures. The figures given by the secretary-

treasurer are easily verified in some instances,

not so easily in others. They are clearly

justifiable in some cases, difficult to be con-

clusive about in others. Nevertheless it has

to be conceded that a high level of budgeting

and of expenditure is necessary.

The Study Group made arrangements for a

team of Department of Education field officers to

make some examination of the business and financial

affairs of the division. Unfortunately illness

and other emergencies delayed and to some extent

limited the scope of the study. Nevertheless

a considerable number of matters were looked

into and were reported upon. The Study Group

has had little time or opportunity to probe

further into these, a number of which are now

referred to. The full report of the team will



be made available to the division. It is, of

course, available to the Department of Educa-

tion.

1. fhe team, which sat in on the 1975

budget meeting of the board, noted that this

large and cmnplicated document was before the

board prior to its approval for not much more

than half an hour. The impression was gather-

ed that the board members as a whole did not

really comprehend its significance as a planning

document for a year's operation or were con-

tent to accept the proposals of the adminis-

tration with little criticism or analysis.

The budget meetintj of a board is surely

one of its most important. More study time

would seem to be warranted if it is truly to be

the board's document. It was reported that no

changes were effected in the budget by the

board at its meeting.

It may be assumed that there were infor-

mill discussions involving the

casionally other trustees but

mal study and approval appear

somewhat perfunctory

chairman and oc-

the actual for-

to have been

2. The equipment and furniture budgets

for the individual schools totalled $58,000

plus $32,000 for special, early childhood and

outdoor education, and $100,000 for video-tape

recorders. The $58,000 is comprised largely

of costed lists supplied by principals cover-

ing a great variety of items, projectors,

recorders, calculators, playground equipment.

listening stations, miscellaneous furniture

and other items. The total may not be ex-

cessive but these observations are made:

a) ordering seems to be at the whim of

the principal, i.e. without any sort of plan-

ning as to what complement of machines should

be in each school. This leads to something

being of use, or expected use, by some teacher

but of little interest to another as staffs

change. The Study Group must say again, as it

did in chapter 14, that SO/ very little use

being mode of the already considerable quantity

of teaching hrdware in the schools.

Some kind of standard issue of equip-

ment, especially teachin( equipment, should be

est(Iblished;

c) Augmentations of this should be made

only when there is clear evidence that some

staff or teacher will, in fact, make use of

the addition;

d) Equipment not in use, or not likely

to be used by the current staff, should be

brought back to headquarters where it might be

made available, on request, to schools having

an inmiediate need or interest.

In the matter of video-tape recorders,

this equipment ought to be supplied only when

some supervisory officer is satisfied that

there is a teacher who is quite enthusiastic

about its use.

Supervisory visits to the schools

should on the one hand encourage and help with

the use of instructional equipment and on the

nther take steps to see that it is in use, or

available on request, and not be gathering

dust.

3. A number of criticisms were made of

the manner in which the maintenance function had

been performed, lack of tendering, lack of ex-

penditure control, direct engagement of charter

flights by non-employees to be paid for by the

division, undue freedom for the supervisor to

commit the division. In fairness it must be ob-

served that these criticisms relate to a period

during which a supervisor was in charge who is

no longer with the division but it would appear

that some firmer scrutiny of the operations

should have been in effect during that time.

The chief executive officer and the

secretary-treasurer must be in closer contact

1 2 9
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with the actalis id this very hoie operation. cases where an officer, especially while on

The use oi pul hose orders is essent ial , Lupien imiintenance work, rust engage in on-the-spot

table controls. authorization. In general, however, in order

that Uwe may bp accounting dnd budgetary

1. board is not spplied with per- control all should pass through and be pro-

Iodic print-outs showing expolditures to date cessed by whomever is designated to be pur-

in relation to budget- When as inevitably chasing agent .

happens sow part of the budw.t is over-

e,.pended, or is approaching that state, the Recent discussions in the divisional

board should know and take dppriTriate action office reveal an awareness of some previous

under the circumstances. All uver-expenditure laxity and an intention to improve channels

uhould be authorized by board minute. and procedures. The proposal to have the

supervisor of maintenance report to the

5. The discrepancy between E.C.S. ex- secretary-treasurer should provide some rectifi-

penditures and grant revenues is very high. cation.

Inevitably costs in Northland dre higher than

elsewnere. Perhaps there is full justifica-

tion but Uie board should look closely into

tnis operation, be fully satisfied, and be

0,,,Imre(l to justify the heavy cost beyond grant

support. 0

6. Departmental officers have had some

difficulty in understanding or reconciling a

dumber of items in the 1974 financial statement.

5tudy is'continuing regarding these. Explana-

tions may be obtained, or advice may be given in

respect of them. They Owi!de certain inter-

relationships between operational and capital

accounts. Great care must be excercised to

tho proper use of funds for their re-

:pective purposes.

I. Section 101 of The School Act. sub-

section (2), requires prior ministerial ap-

proval (if short tem capital loans. This has

not !yen cons istently obtained. Care must be

taken to observe this requirement, not only

because it is a statutory provision but also

hecause the Department of Education is the

residual payer when obligations are incurred.

. While nominally the secretary-

treasurer is the purchasing agent of the

board it was found that several persons have ex-

erciced this fenction, i.e. have done ordering

and purchasing There will inevitably be
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The examining team recommended specific-

ally that there be a designated purchasing

agent with duties and responsibilities properly

described and with a statement of policies and

procedures by which to be guided. This is

consistent with the recommendation made in

Chapter 16.

A number of detailed suggestions were

also made some of the chief being:

a) that inventory records be developed

and maintained;

b) that standard supply and equipment

lists be prepared;

c) that lists of eligible and qualified

bidders and suppliers be maintained;

d) that specifications be established

for a variety of products and services;

e) that the assistant secretary-

treastirer be given increased responsibilities

and authority thereby relieving the secretary-

treasurer of some of the burden of his office;

f) that there be some additions to

clerical staff. It was noted that the extension

of supervisory personnel has not been accompanied



by d corresponding typing and clerical capacity,

Should there he some monitoring of materials

being produced for distribution to avoid ex-

cessive proliferation?

SP.P.(!qs

As has been indicated several times in

this report Northland looks to the Department

of Education for its ultimate financing.rather

than to a levy on its ratepayers. There are

d number of other jurisdictions who also must

seek special grants because of their impecun-

ious circumstances.

Over the years the Department has develop-

ed a variety of equalization schemes designed

to enable such school authorities to tap

regular sources of revenue and eliminate or

reduce the amount of grant to be received

pursuant to ministerial discretion, currently

under section 17 of the School Grants Regula-

tions.

The latest of these is the Requisition

Equalization Grant (Part K of the School Grants

Regulations, 1975). Because of Northland's

peculiar circumstances it profits from this in

very small amount in relation to many other

school authorities.

No such scheme has ever been fully effect-

ive and equitable, nor is it likely that one

will ever be devised that will take care of the

extraordinary circumstances prevailing in

Northland. Special grants appear to be part

of its way of life for the foreseeable future.

The present sequence of events is that

Northland prepares a budget which is approved

by the board. It is forwarded to the Depart-

ment of Education for scrutiny. The budgeted

revenues are checked and the expenditures are

examined critically, especially in relation

to increases over the previous year. Cor-

respondence and conversations ensue between

Department and division pursuant to which mod-

ifications and corrections are effected. In due

course the hoard and IP', officers meet with tne

Department to 'Wend the budget, further ad-

justing may result. Lventually the Department

accepts i budget III effect what this means is

that the division can expert to receive the

necessary special grant support, over and above

its other revenues, including entitlements

under the School foundation Program and Schools

Grants Regulations.

Unfortunately this process is not CM*

pleted until several months of the year have

already gone past. Connitments have been made

and expenditures incurred. Whether this process

can be speeded up is a question. The audited

financial statement for 1974, a crucial document

in the prOCess, is dated April 7, 1975. Some

of the comments made in the section on audit

may have relevance here. It' would be highly

desirable to develop a new routine. For one

thing the officers of the Department are inun-

dated with the budgetary problems of many

boards all at the same time making it extremely

difficult to do justice to their study, or to

deal with them with despatch.

While some aspects of the budget cannot

be completed until after the financial state-

ment of the previous year is complete, never-

theless it should be possible for the division

to prepare and send forward a tentative budget,

or a listing of probable increases in expend-

iture, with documentation, in December or

January. This would enable study and dialogue

to begin much earlier resulting in better under-

standing and less hurried decisions. The Depart-

ment should require this.

If, as is recommended, periodic print-

outs of revenues and expenditures in relation

to budget were provided the operation of budget-

ing at an early date should he easier.

It has become practice, almost tradition,

for the expenditures to exceed the budget,

a circumstance by no means unusual in an in-
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flat' onarv ii kid. Comperisa hot ,i'V(?(iii' itt Of%

1,1,1 dorold y lathind expenditures incurred,

ln any event, the itgLirtilient having satisfied

lisoli that the exponditures have been made,

and that all the revenues still outstanding

and applii able tm the yel In question have

boon takpn into consideration, approves and

provides such final total special grant as is

nocessory to put the financial statement in

haloiwo. In fact, the statement includes such

an amount, which may be subject to adjustment,

in its revenuos even though not actually re-

ceived nor authoriod at the time.

The result is that the financial state-

ment does not ot any time show a deficit. It

always is in exact balance.

The Study Group has some misgivings

about this practice, It c quite aware that

in the end the deficit will have to be picked

up, but currently being a kind of automatic

after-the-event occurrence it must tend to

make board and officers less hew-to-the-budget

conscious.

It is conceded that it is impossible to

aredii:t with high accuracy what the ultimate

need will be. A Zan] City or a Brewster's

Camp may appear without notice as in 1974.

Nevertheless the Study Group considers

that lt would be salutary, and better practice,

for a dollar figure ot special grant to be

approved, rather than for interim payments on

an unknown final figure to be made, and the

su,, paid during the year.

It should then be incumbent on the divis-

ion to spend. as closely as possible, in ac-

cordance with its budget, keeping periodically

informed as to the state of its revenue and ex-

prnditures. If circumstances develop through

the year which are of an extraordinary nature

it should present these to the Minister.

through the Department. and seek additional

support at the time

At year's end the aixounts reflect only

revenues in at tual prospect, including any

port Ion of Special !leant authuri.ted but not re-

COlvIsd 1 he tinancial statement might, and

proper I y chow a delft It..

It %Amid still be necessary for the govern-

ment to cover the deficit since there Is no

other source of revenue, but the statement

would reflect a true state of affairs as they

in fact existed at December 31.

It may be emphasized that a primary

purpose in making this recommendation is to

attempt to make the division more expenditure

vis-a-vis budget conscious.

Interest

Schedule 13 of the 1974 financial state-

ment shows the sums paid out during that year

for interest charges as follows:

On debentures $185,544

On debentures (other school 6,222

boards)

On capital loans 23,056

On operational loans (including

bank charges 83,527

$298,349

Offset against this is $10,542 received

from other boards. The sums involving other

boards relate to assets transferred to or from

other jurisdictions.

The total amount spent on interest is thus

about $290,000, a not inconsiderable budget

item.

With respect to borrowing for current

purposes the division is in good company in

that few school authorities finish a year with

money available to meet expenses before the

132
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COtolpt ot fond'. lh the hob, ;04e,

Lontinual pro(ess Ot borrowing and reborrowing,

irom the s!andpoint of efficient use of money

It seems wasteful,

Since the final payer in thls case is the

1.,rovincial goverment interest becomes a cimi-

ponent ui the special grant. No ready solution

is apparent onless through some expediting of

payments, or interim payments, combined with

some degree of control to assure that the

money would not be spent and the old situation

slipped into, the division were provided with

working capital early in the year.

On capital account over $180,000 a year

goes out tor interest, again at the ultimate

expense of the provincial goverment. As

mentioned in another chapter the Study Group

found that in Manitoba and Saskatchewan build-

ings are provided by the government through

the appropriate department, after all neces-

sary scrutinies and approvals are cm pleted.

In other words they are erected as though public

works projects. Upon completion they are

transferred to the school authorities. This

means that no debenture charges are involved.

The buildings are dn immediate charge on

provincial revenues. The Study' Group regards

this procedure favorably. It greatly

diminishes the administrative and financial

effort of the division and does away with

interest charges.

The question is as to which is preferable

from the province's point of view.

a) to pdy cash for Northldnd's buildings

thereby avoiding interest charges;

b) to authorize debentures, which it

mast service at a high rate of interest, re-

taining its funds which can be invested pend-

ing their having to be applied on debenture

servicing. The latter would likely be at a

lower rate of interest.
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It should be kept In mind that the whole

oeerallon of authorizing, Processing, Nodif19

and servicing involve% a not inconsiderable

administrative effort for various persons

and agencies,

On balance the Study Group believes it

would be advantageous to pay for buildings

immilately while the province is able to do

R(110.s.i.t.tops

As has been stated oarlier in this report

the equalized assessment total upon which

Northland may requisition is very small indeed.

It amounts to $2,240,110. When related to

pupil enrolment, exCluding Treaty Indian en-

rolment, this provides only $1,490 behind

each pupil, an inconsequential amount. Twenty

mills on this provides only $30 a pupil out

of a total annual CoSt per pupil in the viCinty

of $1,750 (1974).

Pursuing this matter for purposes to com-

parison the following figures were obtained

for the year 1973.

A. All Alberta School Jurisdictions

1. Total revenue from sup-

plementary requisitions

(p. i28, 69th Annual Report)

2. Total number of students in

Alberta, Sept. 30/73

(p. 112, 69th Annual Report)

$ 56,298,941

Revenue per student from $134

supplementary requisitions

B. Northland School Division

1. Total revenue from sup-

plementary requisitions in

1973

419,75!

$48,103



I 'f. %0,1 I f I 1 Ilah 101 of ,fiflifvfof whose parents reside within the

Al, ) Divicinn but hnt within SChool distriCW,

ilcolmenis in Northland,

lo//i

ii Mo. 10

Student%

No, id lre,Ify

stwient',

Th ?limn 'poke lcrtiio'wii'uitc utnn5 to

101Y transporting or boarding, Operating a

school I. out mentioned, It is a torm of

making arrangements, it is true, but if that

had really been envisaged it seems probable

that the wording would have been "shall opt.-

Ate a school or limke other arrangements".

The fact is that there are now many

No, of non-Treat dIstricts without schools, and some schools

studeots 1481 without districts, which seems to violate,

both ways, the principle that there should

Revenue per student from be supplementary requisitions only on WO.

supplementary requisitions - munitieS served by schools, The probability

is in respect of districts no longer served

Revenue per non.tro, i by schools, or transportation services, that

student - $32 little assessment iS involved.

if Northland had in that year had the

difference per pupil between ;134 and S12 it

would have had an additional sum of approximate-

ly $150,000. The board is, of course, helpless

in this matter which reflect. unfavorably upon

it to the extent that this lost, or non-

existent, revenue must appear aS a component of

the special grant.

The schools without districts are cur-

rently Brewster's Camp, Nose Creek and Zama

City. It has been recommended that Brewster's

Camp and Zama City be transferred to rort

Vermilion. This can only be done if districts

are formed, in which Cdse they would bear

supplementary requisition levies imposed by

that division.

There are some further related consider- The Nose Creek community has little or

ations. no assessment having regard to its location.

1. Thr supplementary requisition may

be lovied only on assessment; which lie in

organi:rd school districts. This is so stated

in se,. tion 6 of The Northland School Division

Act It is conjectured that the rationale of

this was that it would be unfair to have sup-

plementary levies upon lands not served by

-,chools. too assumption being that where there

a district there is a school, or at least

the possibility of d School.

In section 8 it is stated that "the board,

to the extent that it considers it feasible to

do co, shall make arrangements for the education

134
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The Study Group sees no justification

for these districts, except Nose Creek, being

exempt and recommends that districts be

established whether transfers are effected or

not. The additional revenue will not be great

but there will be consistency. The division

should take the initiative in a matter of

this sort.

2. Actually the levy for supplementary

purposes imposed on Northland's equalized

assessment is complicated by the electric

power and pipeline taxation arrangements.

The division makes its demand based on the



ti,1,1,1 ',t'i."AlAill I, Al lo4 ti AllOt

!toq ,,u,etino ii till., Is In pall

, itt hi t $001h11 I I 101 lit '41111'

I hti I 14 1 .0,11! hi the

ta,a1 c..oloyroalit atf elle& the

.1, fatally ,,,ei,orsi is the oilictifil of the

100.41

the tudy ',view interviewed till Ii oes of

the 00p3rfilleht ui Muni, tpal Arlon's, the

whole matter of tatatIon and ollocotion ot

tunds dered therefrom Is 4 matter ot some

(00.pleotv. It was aorved that the school

distrht bounnavy is A rather arbitrory line

plaLing one property inside the taxing mane

And leaving on adlarent one out, the question

1111,1 II, to WhOt.her A I I hind., In 111

Hiulit tr t Id b, sublect to Soille tOtim

III sopploiientory requisition. No !It'd I, SO lu t on

to this question was arrived at. It is some-

thind that oftiLers ot the two deportment%

,Iiight further enplore with two ends in wind,

the arhievino of oreoter equity and the in-

creasing of funds Available to support

sLhouls.

th. Study Ormtp vas supplied with some

tiqures whiLh purported to show thdt from the

tutal area encompassed by Northland very

..,ubstantial revenues accrue to the province.

Aile the Area iS a financial burden the

revenues trawl its area appear to bv very

much in etess ot such burden.

lit

The Northland Sx.nool Division Act pro-

vides, c t tim /, tiidt the book% and aLcounts

of the division shall be audited by the

i'rovin(ill Auditor, or his representative.

His is a long standing arrangement dpplicdble

to A iaraety of institutions and agencies

whic,h are very largely supported by government

hinds. It applies. tor example, in respect

ot some of the province's mojor hospitals

even thoudh they are deemed to be outonomous.

operating under their own boords.

1211

!he question hat, been rAtid-lit Ai, to whethia

thk 15 4 no.estarv reguironeht and whoth,

thr orevIhrfal AodIfor does, in fart, 1e11iO4

mv10 wrsli.v or effort SiliultI ontrols beyond

thw.e that would prevail lf, 1(1 the usual

0 limn of xhartered oCtountontS wine

endoged, Porsuant to diSciatision of the mottei

With offICerN Of Audit ond others, includIro fte

dIvislun and Pepartmont of Lducotion ottiier,

it would oppear thot Such ts not the tA.1e.

Iht! 01)1'0%010th/0s Ot Audit perform ossentlally

the samo functions aS a private auditor.

Another consideration is that of cost,

thv Provincial Auditor's bill being, tor

10/4, sone $H,500, Admittedly this is not

o highly significant sum in relation to the

budget. Assurance was given that this fighre

is a nimiestly accurate reflection of the

octual cost in relation to onployees time

and transportatiOn and living expenses while

auditor% are in Peace River. The fee of a

local aud3tor would be less, Judging by

chorges to other divisions.

However, there was revealed that the

divisional office relies on the auditors

octually to produce the financial statement,

including the preparatory work necessary. In

effect, to the extent that this is true, the

financial statement is not the division's

statement but is Audit's statement about the

division's affairs. The representatives of

Audit with whom discussions were held indica-

ted that it ought not properly to be done this

way. The division should prepare the statement

which, together with the background scrutinies

appropriate, should then be audited, and if

necessary, amended. They were of the view thaL

if the sort of service rendered in this regard

were provided by an independent auditor the

charge would have to be commensurate. Whether,

if the division were to assume the basic

function of financial statoment preparation,

this now being a substantial and complex

document, additional office help would be

needed is a question.



From the standpoint of full understanding

of the division's financial affairs the exer-

cise should be a salutary one for the secretary-

treasurer and his staff. The Study Group con-

sfders that the division should not rely on

the auditor to perform this function.

One argument in favor of a private auditor

is that those who engage in this business

usually do several school board audits and do

have an intimate knowledge of school board

affairs which should be of sane advantage.

The Department of Education has its own

staff of field officers .who visit school

board offices intermittently. Their functions

include both checking on accounting procedures

and practices and giving assistance and advice.

As is so frequently the case the demands on

their time limit the amount of attention to be

given. Some more frequent visiting of North-

land would be desirable because its total

affairs are for a number of reasons more com-

plicated than in most divisions.

The Study Group sees no compelling

reason to continue audit by the Provincial

Auditor. Without making any criticism of

the service rendered it suggests that the time

has arrived to revert to the normal practice

of having the audit performed by a private

auditor.

Off.ice

In the matter of office accommodation it

will be recalled that the division had, and

still nominally owns, an office building in

Edmonton, now occupied by Athabasca University.

The division leases accommodation at Peace

River. This is not fully satisfactory.

Earlier in this report, chapter two,

rpference was made to the matter of head-

quarters, it being accepted, despite some pros

and cons, that'the office should remain in

Peace River. That being the case the Study

Group recommends that the division be provided

with its own quarters, including storage and

shop, at Peace River. The financial arrange-

ments are not of too great consequence since

in the end the facility will be paid for by

the provincial government. Whether actually

handled in terms of dollars, or only on a

theoretical basis, there should be or be deened

to be a quid pro quo in relation to the Edmonton

property.

Level of Support

In concluding this chapter the Study Group

wishes to say in respect of financing the

division, that it sees no alternative to a

much higher than normal level of expenditure

if progress is to be made in improving the

quality and effectiveness of education through-

out the division. This has been implied in

the many recommendations that have been made

for extension or improvement of services,

facilities and personnel. It is not feasible

to express this in dollar terms because needs

and conditions change with much frequency. There

must be continual dialogue between Department

of Education and divisional board. There must

be efficiency of operation taking due account

of the factors inherent in the nature of the

division. The official attitude needs to be

one of willingness to do whatever will make a

contribution to improved effectiveness.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

Other Northern School Jurisdictions

No extensive study of Northland School

Division could be complete without some con-

sideration of the manner in which educational

services are organized and administered in other

provinces and territories of Western Canada

where similar circumstances prevail. When North-

land visits were completed the Study Group

contacted the appropriate school authorities

in the Northwest Territories and northern

Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Arrangements were

made for two trips.

The first of these trips was to Yellowknife

to hold discussions with Mr. N. McPherson,

Director of Education of the Government of the

Northwest Territories, and other officials of

his department, and, more particularly to visit

Chief Jimmy Broneau School at Edzo, N.W.T.

The second trip took the Study Group to

Winnipeg, Manitoba, first for two days of dis-

cussions with Mr. K. Jasper, Official Trustee

of the Frontier School Division and some of his

officials. The second leg of this trip was

a one-day visit to Frontier Collegiate at

Cranberry Portage in northern Manitoba. The

final stage was a one-day visit to La Ronge,

Saskatchewan, for discussions with Mr. Glen

Lindgren, Director of the Academic Education

Branch of the Department of Northern Saskatchewan

and other officials of his Branch.

No pretence is made that the Study Group

was able to obtain a complete and comprehensive

description of these school systems, let alone

make any kind of assessment of their effective-

ness. Nonetheless, the dtscussions which were

held were long, frank, and very relevant to

the interests and concerns of the Study Group.

They added much to the understandings Group

members have of the problems of northern

education and suggested alternatives to many

of Northland's present practices.
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The Northwest Territories and Rae-Edzo School

There being no direct comparability between

Northland School Division and the Territorial

Department of Education in Yellowknife, the call

upon the Director of Education there was pri-

marily a courtesy call. It was learned in gen-

eral discussion that the Territorial school

system has approximately 600 teachers, making

it about 4 times as large as the Northland

school system. Since there are few school

boards in the Territories the Territorial Depart-

ment of Education operates most schools directly.

It has a considerable staff for this purpose,

some regional superintendents being stationed

at various points in the territories.

One feature of the visit to Yellowknife

of particular interest to the Study Group was

the discussion it held with Mr. Brian Lewis,

Chief of the Program Development Division, and

Mr. Edward J. Oberst, Supervisor of the Educa-

tional Resource Center. The Northwest Territories

has i reputation in Canadian education for pro-

gram development for native children. During

this discussion the Study Group heard a report

on Territorial experiences in this matter and

an indication of present trends. A vast array

of curriculum materials and resources designed

and produced in the Territories to support the

program were displayed and described. The

Study Group was left with the impression that

the Territories' have made a sustained and con-

certed effort to develop a school program which

builds upon the culture and experiences of its

native students.

It would be useful for the Assistant

Superintendent, Instruction, if appointedor,

others who may be engaged in curriculum

materials development in the division, to

visit this operation with a view to seeing the

kinds of things produced and learning of the

processes used.

The visit to the Rae-Edzo School had two

major purposes. The first purpose was to enable



the Study Group to see what is being done in

native education in a jurisdiction outside

Alberta and the second purpose was to observe

a school system which is almost completely

controlled at the local level by an organization

consisting almost entirely of native people.

Some years ago the Territorial government

agreed to experiment with the idea of local

control of education in a native community and

encouraged the people of Rae and Edzo to

establish the Rae-Edzo School Society, an

incorporated body of locally elected people,

to operate the school system under contract

with the Territorial government. In large

measure this arrangement was modelled on that

found in Little Rock, Arizona, an arrangement

which has received considerable publicity in

native education circles and raised many hopes

for a significant breakthrough in the education

of native children.

It was in this aspect of the situation in

this system that the Study Group was most

interested.

By arrangement the visit coincided with a

meeting of the Rae-Edzo School Society and

the Study Group was permitted to attend and

observe this meeting.

The Society consists of six members,

nominated ard elected by secret ballot in much

the same way as in regular school elections

in Alberta. Public interest in thc,e elections

has been high with approximately 70% of eligible

voters participating. The term of office is

two years. Three memberS of the Society are

elected each year. The system has been in

operation for four years and some present

members are now serving a second term. Five

of the six members are native while the sixth

member is a resident priest.

The meeting observed by the Group was

conducted in English and Dogrib with inter-

pretations supplied by members. Several matters

of personnel administration were dealt with

and there was a discussion of the new budget

being negotiated with the Territorial govern-

ment. The Study Group was left with the im-

pression that a local school authority of this

nature can deal with personnel problems, parti-

cularly those involving local residents, very

effectively. The possible effectiveness of

this arrangement with respect to other matters

of administration was impossible to judge from

this brief visit.

Although slightly more than 340 students

are registered in this school, the average

daily attendance is very low, ranging from 60-

70%. The school is staffed with 16 certificated

teachers, 2 non-certificated kindergarten in-

structors and one physical education instructor.

In contrast to Northland the turnover in staff

is very low. The principal has been there for

several years and he and members of the School

Society become involved in the interview and

selection of new teachers.

The principal was unable to provide support-

ing objective evidence but offered a subjective

opinion that the local autonomy in school matters

enjoyed by the native people of Rae and Edzo

makes a significant difference in the education

of the children there: However, no ready fig-

ures were available on the drop-out rate or on

the number of students who continue their school-

ing beyond the grade nine available in the school.

The entire school plant, including the

attached student residence, was very impressive.

It:is much larger than one would normally expect

to find in a community of this size. Probably

some of this is due to the role played by the

school in adult education in practical arts,

offered in the home economics and industrial

arts facilities. The need for student residences

appears to have been grossly over-estimated.

Living accommodations were provided for up to 150

students but only 13 were in residence at the

time of the visit.

Q
.i. t (...)
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The total staff on the payroll of this

school system, including the sixteen teachers,

is fifty-three. Twenty-nine of these are

associated with the school in some direct.

instructional or assisting role, fourteen of

them are listed in the administration section,

including three bus drivers and several school

maintenance personnel including six janitors.

Another ten people are employed in the residence

housing thirteen students and in the school

cafeteria which feeds the resident students

and provides a hot lunch to the entire student

body. By Northland standards the funding appears

to be very generous.

Even on the basis of such a short visit it

was apparent to the Study Group that there are

both positive and negative aspects to this

experiment in school governance and operation.

Native people have become involved in the

operation and administration of a school to an

extent not encountered elsewhere by the Study

Group. Undoubtedly this involvement has

resulted in the development of local. leader-

ship and administration skills and probably

in some greater degree of acceptance of an

outside institution as evidenced by participation

in school activities by members of the two com-

munities. This has not been achieved, however,

without very generous expenditures of money

for both capital and operational costs. These

have also helped to retain competent teaching

staff and create working conditions in which

they can

From the

greatest

evidence

be most effective in the situation.

perspective of the Study Group, the

disappointment was a lack of clear

that this form of local governance,

and the recognition of the native people and

culture wnich it implies, has done much to

relieve the drop-out problem and lessen the

general disinterest in education beyond a

basic minimum.

Nor was there evidence that any r2a11y

different and distinctive educational program

had been developed. Such native or cultural
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components as there were were in the nature of

appendages rather than of really different

curricular content or process.

The Study Group does not presume to make

any final judgments about the experiement in

Rae-Edzo and is well aware that a four-year

trial period is not necessarily long enough for

the full benefits of the arrangement to begin

to emerge. It may be wise for Northland to

maintain some kind of occasional contact with

Rae-Edzo to determine what lessons in the ex-

periment might be of value to Northland.

Frontier School Division

The situation outside Alberta which most

closely resembles the arrangement in Northland

is found in the Frontier School Division in

Northern Manitoba, a not unusual condition since

Northland School Division was the model for

Frontier when it was organized in 1965. Officials

of the Manitoba Department of Education visited

Alberta and conferred with officials of Northland

and the Alberta Department of Education before

the establishment of Frontier School Division.

Frontier School Division with headquarters

in Winnipeg and field offices at Thompson and

Dauphin consists of thirty-four schools scattered

over a geographic area covering more than one-

half the Province of Manitoba and serving approx-

imately 5400 students, nearly all of native

descent. It differs from Northland primarily

in that it is governed by an official trustee,

its schools on the average are considerably

larger, and it operates a central residential

high school.

Since governance was a topic of great in-

terest to the Study Group a significant portion

of die discussions in-Winnipeg was devoted to

this topic.
1.'-

Unlike Northland which has graduated from

an official trustee to an appointed board of

trustees from various government departments



to an appointed board of trustees the majority

of whom reside within the school division,

Frontier has not moved beyond the official

trustee stage of development. The official

trustee is an employee of the Manitoba Llapart-

ment of Education and the location of Frontier's

central office in ti. building Which houses the

Department of Education ensures a very close

and continuous liaison between the official

trustee and the senior members of the Depart-

ment.

The official trustee is assisted by a

central advisory committee consisiing of seven

community representatives, one from each of

seven regions. The members of this committee

are elected and their major functions are to

act in an advisory capacity to the official

trustee and maintain good communications with

the communities within their regions. The

committee meets with the official trustee and

his senior staff three times per school year.

Committee members are paid a per diem honorarium

and expenses for regional and central activities.

One recent special activity of the central

advisory committee was to study, at the request

of the Minister of Education, the matter of

governance of Frontier. Last January, the

committee recommended to the Minister that

Frontier be governed by an elected school board.

At the date of the visit this recommendation was

still under consideration and no response had

been received. It was subsequently reported in

the press that the Minister was proposing the

huiding of d plebiscite within bhe communities

served seeking the residents' views on a number

of possibilities.

At the local level Frontier has a school

committee in every community it serves. These

are considered to be an important element in

the system of governance and much effort is

expended in their formation and maintenance.

Toward this end Frontier has taken the following

steps:
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1) Significant responsibilitis and

duties have been delegated to the local school

committees. These are not uniform throughout

the communities but depend on informal negoti-

ation between the local school committae and

the official trustee. For example a committee

wishing to exercise local con',.ol ov.ri community

use of school facilities can arrange to '.ave

this responsibility transfered to it. ,Jmmit-

tees concern themselves with icr..al selection and

approval of paraprofessional and custodial staff,

school bus drivers, and, in some cases, in the

selection of teachers and principals. They

arrange for local discussion of school matters

and-have recently shown a great interest in

upward extension of school programs in local

schools. They approve and sponsor educational

tours, press for improvement of school facilities,

make representations about teachers unpopular

in the community and serve as local contact

people for officials of Frontier during their

visits.

2) Each local school committee is eligible

to receive an annual grant from Frontier to

finance certain of its activities. This grant

is received in lump form by cheque and an account-

ing for its expenditures is required before the

next annual payment is made. At the moment the

grant

There

$3.40

is calculated on the following basis.

is a basic $200 allowance per school plus

for each student in excess of 30, to a

maximum of $1000 per local school committee.

The provision of_this grant enables local school

committees to undertake activities which help

solve locally perceived problems, to promote some

local aspirations and gives the committees a

sense of achievement and justification for

existence.

3) Another practice in Frontier, one

not found in Northland, is the employment of

a Community Liaison Secretary of native back-

ground. This person, a graduage of Frontier

Collegiate Institute, has the responsibility

of helping local school committees to achieve



their goals and improving the two-way communi-

cation between Frontier and these committees.

He attends as many local and regional meetings

as possible and ensures that minutes of these

meetings are forwarded to the official trustee.

In return local committees receive copies of

the minutes of the official school board

neetings held by the official trustee.

Local School Committees range in size from

three.to nine members. They meet at least once

a month and frequently call special meetings to

accommodate outside visitors. They are not

paid honoraria for their meetings but do recover

expenses incurred in their work.

Another area which received some attention

was that of staffing. Frontier has a consider-

able supervisory staff consisting of a field

superintendent, three assistant field superin-

tendents, a supervisor of library services

assisted by a library consultant, a community

liaison secretary, a student placement officer

assisted by a counsellor, and a learning

consultant. Consideration is now being given

to the employment of two additional assistant

field superintendents.

Officials of Frontier feel that they have

good continuity of teaching staffs. The annual

turnover is about 30,, and the number of

principalships which change averages about seven

per year. i,lost new teachers are recruited in

Manitoba and recruitment trips outside the

province are very rare. There is a dispropor-

tionate number of first-year teachers on staff

indiLating a reluctance on the part of experi-

enced teachers to work in northern schools.

As in Northland Frontier is reluctant to

have the best salary grid in the province.

There is a northern allowance which is negoti-

ated as a part of the salary agreement, this

allowance currently ranging from $225-$1,000

with different scales applying to single and

married teachers. The salary agreement also

provides travel and moving allowances to

teachers. In most circumstances Frontier

.reimburses teachers for expenses exceeding $25

on their trips into and out from the comnunities

at the b:aginning and end of the school year and

whenever they are requested to travel to in-

service training meetings or on other divisional

bOsiness. A moving allowance of up to'$450 may

be paid to a married teacher assigned an unfur-

nished teacherage, this payment being received

after three years of service.

Divisionally owned teacher housing is avail-

able in all communities and rents reflect a fair

degree of subsidization. Teacherages are usually

well-furnished and are rented with utilities

included. In January, 1975, Frontier had approx-

imately 235 teachers in divisional housing at

an average cost of $73 per month per teacher.

The ratio of teacherages to teachers is higher

in Frontier than in Northland. Frontier also

makes much less use of mobile housing than

Northland.

A maintenance staff of considerable propor-

tion is employed by Frontier and comes under the

ultimate direction of.the secretary-treasurer.
k

A maintenance supervisor'is_located in Winnipeg.

The school division is divided into three areas

for maintenance purposes with a maintenance fore-

man and two assistants stationed in each area.

The foremen are generalists and their assist-

ants are usually journeymen .tradesmen. Over the

entire school division these assistants include

bao electricians, two carpenters, and two plumbers.

Thes,e_ajne -men-live-irl several different com-

muriities throughout the division and, where

Ovantageous, the three crews exchange services

between areas. In addition, Frontier has a

five-year painting program dnd employs two paint-

ers on an hourly basis and assigns them to work

as required anywhere in the division.

The maintenance crew looks after 236 teach-

erages and 35 schools.

The emphasis is on preventive maintenance

and Frontier has a policy that each school must
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be visited at least once a month by someone in

the maintenance crew. Good communication is

maintained between the maintenance foremen and

the school principals and maintenance crews are

able to go into isolated communities properly

supplied with tools and materials for the work

which must be done. Emergency calls are usu-

ally not permitted to interrupt work already

in progress and are answered by maintenance

staff between jobs or by outside tradesmen.

There is a teacherage inspection program

in which teacherages with new occupants are

inspected in September and October and teach-

erages soon to be vacated by their occupants

are inspected in May and June.

At the local school level each school

custodian is given a basic training program

in which he is taught to do simple maintenance

tasks around the school Each custodian is also

provided with a basic set of tools, in the

value of $277, in a padlocked box. Caretakers

undertake to replace lost tools at their own

expense. Broken tools are replaced by Frontier

on submission of the broken tools..

In budgeting matters Frontier is treated

by the Manitoba Department of Education in the

same way as any other school division. Its

budget is submitted to the Public Schools

Finance Baord which scrutinizes it and passes

judgment on it. Because of the close liaison

between the official trustee and the Deputy

Minister, who is also chairman of the Public

Schools Finance Board, there is seldom anS,

serious question of the submitted budgets.

Frontier qualifies for all the regular school

grants and receives a special additional

grant which compensates it for its lack of local

tax revenue and finances extraordinary expend-

itures not faced by other divisions. The

official trustee and his field superintendent

both believe that Frontier has been treated

very favorably in financial matters by the

Manitoba Department of Education.

School constructionjia Manitoba is financed

differently than in Alberta. The Manitoba

Department of Education bears the total cost of

approved new construction. Construction costs

are therefore not reflected in the financial

statements of Frontier. Some school construc-

tion in Frontier is planned and supervised by

the Department of Public Works in consultation

with Frontier. Other projects are supervised

through all their phases by divisional personnel.

The Study Group was informed that Frontier

provides all its school principals with a petty

cash fund ranging from $25 to $75, and in addi-

tion, Frontier principals are authorized to

arrange local work in emergencies to a maximum

of $100.

During its fall visits to schools the Study

Group heard it urged by principals that they

have access to a petty cash fund. Later in the

year the divisional board authorized such an

arrangement.

While no detailed statistics were avail-

able in Manitoba the Study Group was led to

believe that the student drop-out problem is

not different from the situation in Alberta.

Frontier has approximately 800 students

registered in grades 9-12. Of these, about

180 are in the Frontier Collegiate Institute

at Cranberry Portage, the only complete high

school operated by Frontier. Others are found

in local schools with partial high school pro-

grams or in the Home Placement Program. This

program enables high school students in Frontier

to go to any high school of their choice with

financial assistance from Frontier and the

support and personal assistance of the Home

Placement Officer and his assistant.

During the past few years there has been

a very serious drop in school enrolment at

Frontier Collegiate. At its peak it regis-

tered over 400 students and student residences

were built for over 300 of them. At present

1 4 2
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there are only 120 students in residence and

several units are completely closed. This

collegiate has become a very expensive operation

with an estimated cost of over 35000 per stu-

dent per year.

The decline of student enrolment in the

collegiate is traced to a strong desire of

parents to keep their children at home, or close

to home,.as long as possible. This has led to

strong local pressure for upward extension of

school programs in local schools and to in-

creasing use of the home placement program which

allows students to attend high school near

enough to permit home visits on weekends.

The future of Frontier Collegiate is very

uncertain. It is expected to operate with

reduced staff for one more school year. No

one would make any predictions beyond that point.

The Department of Northern Saskatchewan

Because the discussions held in La Ronge

were considerably shorter the following de-

scription of the situation in Northern

Saskatchewan will be less comprehensive than

the one given for Northern Manitoba.

The Department of Northern Saskatchewan

was created pursuant to an act of the

Saskatchewan Legislature, May 1, 1972, as a

single agency, a regional government department,

to facilitate development and administration

of northern programs designed specifically to

meet northern requirements. Approximately half

the area of the.province comes under the

purview of this department. The Academic

Education Branch of this department plays the

role occupied by the Saskatchewan Department of

Education elsewhere in the province.

hiother level of educational administration

in this area is occupied by school boards.

Inere are three of these, two of which serve

single, reasonably well-developed communities

and operate in much the same way as any other

school board in the

school board, known

Board, is analagous

province. The third

as the Northern School

to the Northland School

Division. It operates a considerable number of

schools in isolated, underdeveloped communities.

The lowest level of administration is the

local school board found in each northern com-

omnity. These are analagous to the local school

committees found in Frontier School Division

in Manitoba.

The relationship between the Academic

Education Branch and the Northern School Board

is much closer than that found between either

Northland or Frontier and its respective Depart-

ment of Education. Until very recently, the

Director of the Academic Education Branch was

a member of the Northern School Board. Two

regional superintendents employed by the Branch

are attached to the Northern School Board.

The Branch also employs a chief of curriculum,

a materials developer, a native language con-

sultant and an ethno-historian, all of whom have

a close working relationship with the staff of

the Northern School Board.

The Northern School Board consists of eight

local residents appointed by the Minister of

Education. It is headquartered in Prince Albert

and operates a total of 27 schools serving approx-

imately 5000 students, who are taught by 220

certificated teachers and 38 native parapro-

fessionals. About 10 of the certificated teachers

are of native background.

A reorganization of the Northern School

Board is now under way. In November of 1975,

the appointed board will be replaced by a board

elected in the manner used elsewhere in

Saskatchewan. The Branch regional superinten-

dents are now being replaced by board appointees.

Both developments are seen as measures of in-

creased local indeperidence and self-government.

There is a local school board in every

one of the 22 communities served by the Northern
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School Board. This is in sharp contrast to the

situation two years ago when there were very

few. These boards serve primarily in an ad-

visory capacity and have no status in law but

are governed by regulations of the Branch.

They have no financial resources but consider-

ation is now being given to the provision of

per-capita grants.

Local school boards usually consist of

three members who are elected in open public

meetings for three-year terms. No honoraria

are provided but certain expenses are paid.

Liaison with the Northern School Board

is maintained through a full-time consultant

provided for this purpose -- much as in Manitoba.

Members of the local school board serve as

community contact people when school visitors

arrive. They usually control community use of

school facilities. In some cases local school

boards become involved in teacher recruitment

and participate in interviews and selections

of candidates.

School buildings requested by the Northern

School Board and approved by the Academic

Education Branch are provided by the Buildings

Branch of the Department of Northern

Saskatchewan. Local communities and educators

are consulted in the planning processes but

all other operations, including financing,

are carried on by the Buildings Branch. Home

economics classrooms, industrial arts labs and

school gymnasia are built for community as

well as for school use and are often built

larger and equipped different] Y to accommodate

this additional use.

Because of the rapid growth of some com-

munities and other exigencies fairly extensive

use has been made of portable classrooms. This.

however, is not regarded to be a good practice

and permanent construction is preferred whore-

ever possible.

The Buildings Branch is also responsible

for the maintenance of all Northern Scflool

RoarJ schools. This service is provided under

cenrract. The Study Group was advised that

arrangement is not entirely a happy one,

6s it is very costly and the Buildings Branch

does not have the capacity to do a good job of

maintenance in all schools.

The drop-out situation in Northern

Saskatchewan :id not appear to be any better

than it is in Northland or Frontier School

Divisions. One approach to this problem consists

of trying to make schools more attractive to

native children and their parents by improving

the physical facilities, modifying the curriculum

and providing for greater local self-determin-

ation in some school matters. Schools are

increasingly being supplied with gymnasia, home

economics classrooms, and industrial arts

laboratories. It is the policy of the Northern

School Board to offer home economics and in-

dustrial arts in all schools with seven or more

classrooms. Another policy requires that in-

struction be offered in K-9 in every community.

Children who must leave home for further

education are assisted through a home placement

program. Assistance is provided in locating and

arranging boarding homes, in registration at

the new school, and by occasional further con-

tact with such students which helps provide

the external support many of them require during

difficult period of social and academic ad-

justment.

School authorities in Northern Saskatchewan

seem to have taken a more serious approach to

curriculum modification and inclusion of native

languages and

or Frontier.

of industrial

culture than in either Northland

There are the usual modifications

arts which place a heavy emphasis

on small motors and of home economics which

recognize some of the physical limitations of

the average native home. Some new courses are

being developed with funding from an innovative

nrojects program including courses in outdoor
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education, aviation maintenance, and native

handicrafts.

Two unusual programs, howevr, were not

encountered in the other provinces in quite

the form found here. Within the last year the

Academic Education Branch has hired an ethno-

historian and a native language consultant.

The creation of the position of ethno-

nistoriao was an attempt to remedy what was

seen t(. be a serious curriculum deficiency,

namely, its barreness with respect to the study

of the history and culture of northern peoples.

The ethno-historian is conducting research into

written materials of historical interest, com-

iling an extensive bibliography, collecting a

library of written materials of importance to

northern history, making tape recordings ,f

the voices and stories of older people, and is

prw.,ently writing a syllabus for a social

studies course at the junior high school level

in consultation with two teachers who will

pilot the syllabus during the next school year.

The assignment of the native language con-

sultant is to develop a native language program

which can be used in schools on a local 4tion

basis. The first emphasis is on oral language

but a written program, using alphabetics rather

than syllabics, is now being developed. In-

struction is offered by local native people.

Four schools now offer a program in the Cree

language in grades 1 - 3 and it is hoped to

expand the program to include ten schools during

the next school year. The supervisor in charge

of this program was most emphatic that it would

be hitroduced into a school only at the request

of the community. It is not designed to pro-

mote Cree as an imposed program froni without.

In respect to the teaching staff of the

Northern School Board, the Study Group learned

that teacher turnover is about'40'. per year and

this rate now appears to be declining. There

is much greater stability in the principalship,

witn only a 5-101 turnover here. Anong other
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things, the board and its officials try to make

teachers feel that they are an important part

of the school system. Teaching staffs are

given control over a part of the instructional

budget which is allotted to individual schools.

The teacher organization in the system is very

active and it has a non-voting representative

present at all neetings of the Northern School

Board.

In Saskatchewan the basic teacher salary

grid is negotiated at the provincial level and

applies to northern Saskatchewan. Teachers

receive an additional northern allowance which

ranges from $875 to $2375. Teacher housing is

heavily subsidized with houses, furnishings, and

utilities being available for $85 - $135 per

month. For teachers who prefer to own their

homes there is a cash subsidy of $40 per month.

Teachers also receive travel expenses once

a year for a convention and are paid travel ex-

penses into the school at the beginning of the

year. Personal effects are also moved in at

toe expense of the board.

A Summary of Impressions

During the travels just described the

Study Group was struck by the great similarity

of problems in northern education in the four

jurisdictions under consideration. Almost with-

out exception these jurisdictions trY to cope

with very high student drop-out rates, high

staff turnovers, serious difficulties in main-

tenance, the need to provide services normally.

available from other municipal bodies, the need

to provide and subsidize housing with all its

attendant problems, and other pressing matters,

nearly all of which are further complicated by

the geographic and social isolation of the com-

munities served. Because of all these problems

each jurisiliction is a very costly operation

and requires special funding.

Differences, too, were evident to the

Study Group. In governance, Rae-Edzo has been



granted almost total local self-determination,

subject, of course, to funding from the Terri-

torial .Government. Guth Hdnituba and

Saskatchewan have encouraged more vigorously

the creation and activities of local school

committees, than hds Northland. On the other

hand, Frontier is still operated by an official

trustee, wnile both Alberta and Saskatchewan

have appointed boards with resident members.

In all cases there is a definite trend of events

leading to greater local self-determination in

school affairs.

Another area in which there are differences

even while

to teacher

which has a

turnover is

having the

there are similarities is in regard

retention. Except for Rae-Edzo,

very good retention rate, the

generally high with Northland

least erviable record while Frontier

and Northern Saskatchewan do somewhat better.

It was also noted that both Frontier and

Northern Saskatchewan enjoy much greater

stability in the principalship than dues

Northland. However, it should be noted that

both these systems are larger and have a greater

number of fair-sized schools making their

principalships more attractive to the incumbents.

The relationships between the northern

school jurisdictions and their respective

Departments of Education also vary widely.

Rae-Edzo enjoys greatest independence and has

least liaison. The Study Group noted the very

Jose liaison and working relationships found

in both Manitoba and Saskatchewan. In

Saskatchewan the Study Group occasionally had

difficulty in distinguishing between the

a-A.ivities of the Academic Education Branch and

Ult.) *lorthern School Board. It should be noted,

however, that recent developments there will

probably lessen this cluse relationship to

some degree.

While Northland probaLlY enjoys the lowest

student/teacner ratio and makes greater use

of local. native paraprofessionals, except for

Rde-fdzo, it is eclipsed in other staff by both

Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Both these systems,

even after making allowances for their larger

student populations, appear to have more exten-

sive central office supervisory and specialist

services, and certainly a much larger number of

people involved in maintenance.

Note was also taken of the manner in which

school buildings are supplied. There are fund-

amental differences of relationships between

the school authorities and the respective

provinces in that in Manitoba and Saskatchewan

funds for school buildings are provided directly

by the provinces on a pay-as-you-go basis. The

school authorities do not become involved in

school building financing.

Finally, of these four jurisdictions North-

land, in recent years, seems to have taken least

interest in native language and culture and in

curriculum modification. It should be noted,

hovxver, that there is some element of risk in

this judgement in that while the Study Group has

had extensive contact with Northland it has only

heard official accounts pf programs in the other

jurisdictions.

One final impression should be recorded

here. The Study Group found its discussions with

the officials of these jurisdictions very inte-

resting and useful and was given the impression

that this feeling was reciprocated by these

officials. At one time, commencing in 1963, an

annual Schools in the Forest Conference was

held which gave officials of the three provincial

northern systems an opportunity to meet occa-

sionally. Later events changed the nature of

this conference and there is now no ready occasion

for these people to meet. It would be most use-

ful for representatives of the three jurisdictions

to meet from time to time.

I. it 6
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DOPIER NINETEEN

E.aclusions

The terms of reference the Study Group

required it to consider .:rea and cow,

munities served by ttc- Divis,on, including

consideration of tt. Jesirablility of in-

cluding territory 1;;Thow served or excluding

territory now part of the Division".

The Group received no recommendations

for the addition of territory, or for the ex-

tension of service to any additional com-

munity. A possible exception to the above'

statement was a suggestion that a sdlool

be operated at Indian Cabins, or the transfer

of the Steen River school to that connunity.

Indian Cabins children arc transported to the

one room school at Steen River. Having regard

to the small nomoer of pupils involved and the

uncertainty of the populations in both places

the Group could not recommend any change in the

Present arrangenents. These, however, will

to be kept under constant review by the

division.

In the matter of exclusions a report was

made to the Minister of Education dated

January 16, 1975 which recommended that certain

schools be placed under the jurisdiction of

other school authorities. These were Elk-

South Wapiti, Menno-Simons, Brewster's Camp

and Zama. It was reconnended that Elk and

South Wapiti be joined to Grovedale School

District, that Menno-Simons go to Fairview

SJiool Division and the other two to Fort

Vermilion School Division. It was also recom-

mended that Elk School District and South

Wapiti School District become integral pa(ts

of Grovedale School District to which their

pupifs are transported.

Consideration was given to the transfer

of Calling Lake, Steen River, A.C. McCully

(Elizabeth Colony) and J. F. Dion (Fishing

Lake) to other divisions or counties but the

derision of the Study Group was to make no recom-

mendations to this effect.

Two factors, contradictory in their im-

port at times, were chiefly in the minds of the

Group, as questions of transfer were considered.

It is clear that geographical 1..1,ition

is of consequence. If a school can ":e serviced

from a jurisdictional headquartc.s within easy

driving distance there would appear to be the

probability of more immediate and more econom-

ical attention to the school's needs.

Nevertheless, in the opinion of the Study

Group there is another factor that may weigh,

for the time being at least, more heavily.

Northland has a special interest in and re-

sponsibility for schools canprising wholly or

largely native children. While it may at times

be perplexed as to the best programs and policies

to pursue it at least is conscious of the special

nature of its mandate. Further, government,

through the Department of Education, is aware

of its special needs and funds it accordingly.

Northland children are provided free books

and supplies on a more generous basis than

applies in most divisions and counties. The

rationale of this is that since such a large

percentage of the parents are in poor economic

circumstances the children would frequently

be at school without what they need. In order

for school to proceed and the teachers not to

be continually frustrated or improvising to

the detriment of their work, books and supplies

must be available.

The division, again with departmental

knowledge and support, provides teacher-aides,

counsellor-aides, and Early Childhood Services

prograMS. These are valuable, essential, in most

Northland situations. The fear of the Study

Group is that if one native school only is attach-
,
ed to a division or county its special needs may

receive little attention and that the school

board or committee might find it difficult to

justify to its other residents special treatment
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t'or ore sannol.

In tne cases of flk-uth 4oiu. Menno-

Simons, Zama and airewster's r:,rerred to

above, these are schools serving wnite popaia-

tions. They are outside tne broad range of

interest of Northland, i.e., its native

children's i!,andate. lee Study ;i-oup can see

no reason why, when they aro adjacent to other

jurisdiLtions, they ougot not to be served hy

them. It can see nn reason, for example, why

having regard to their economies, they should

be given books and supplies not available to

their neighbors or others of similar economic

status. In each case geograpily and proximity

of schools served by another jurisdiction

point to economy in servicing.

Two other cataas should be mentioned.

North of Ft. McMurray some thirty-five

miles is Northland's three room school at

Ft. Mckay. South of Ft. McMurray, about the

same distance, is Anzac. When visited by the

Group a one-room school operated at Anzac but

a bus also was operated to Ft. McMurray taking

pupils to both public and separate schools.

Early in the school year, pursuant to a meeting

with parents by officers of the division, the

school was closed and pupils are now bused

to Ft. McMurray.

The Study f,roup was given correspondence

indicating that the public school board wisned

to expand its area of financial support by the

formation of d division centered on Ft. McMurray.

The Group met with the ,,cnool board and also

witn officers. including tne chairman, of the

separate board.

Ihere are some oovious advantaoes to

naving the two adjacent couminifies served

from Ft. McMurray. Maintenance of !f.

nught to be handled more erpeditioosly. There

might be some advant,nie to having itaizac. taas

operations under tne hal ;e jurisdictions dC the

schoolh attended.

The faroup coold not see the establish-

iVi'..10n A; feasible. for one thing

tne ft. .,trl'Ay '2:eparate distrift would not

be part of it and the Anzac children chiefly

attend the separate schools. lhen there is

tne :hatter of subdivisions and distribution of

trustees. Ft. McVay and Anzac, each alone,

seem scarcely entitled to subdivision status in

relation to Ft. xci urray itself. Further.

especially in respect of Ft. McKay, it is doubted

that its special needs, which are great, and its

financial burden, could be expected to receive

whole-hearted and generous support from Ft.

MClurray which is having its own financial prob-

lems and which are the cause of its interest

in some sort of expansion.

Since its concern is really financial,

and not educational service to marginal areas,

the Study Group has recommended, separately,

th.,". the further extension of the joint public-

separate boundaries north be considered, to

take in the Syncrude establishment. Because

the relationship of Syncrude to Ft. McMurray

is essentially the same as that of Great

Canadian Oil Sands it seems to be an anomaly

for the latter to be in the districts and the

former outside

The circumstances of Susa Creek-Muskeg

River. adjacent to Grande Cache, were looked

into. The pupils from these cahmunities are

bused to Grande Cache by Northland. Grande

tache has a considerable number of native child-

ren within its school district borders and runs

buses of its own. The view of the Study Group

is that in this case the aim should be to have

Sasa C4ek-Muskeo River included within Grande

Ca(.ne. A separate report has been submitted in

respKt of this.

The hirediate impediment is that Grande

is a :Jew Town with schools being operated

d; d pOrt 0 a combined jurisdiction. There

was said to be some possibility of separation

(.:f municipal and school functions. Not until

a school district having independent existence
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comes back into being is it possible for the

Susa Creek-Muskeg River area to be included in

some form of revised divisional or other

organization. If and when such canes about

provision should be made for some guaranteed

representation of native people on the school

board.

All of the above cases, and no doubt

others from time to time, require occasional

review by the division and by the Department

of Education as circumstances change.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

Conclusions and_ Recommendations.

Throughout the text of this report there

have appearA obserVations, impressions, find-

ings, proposals and suggestions. This chapter

attempts to draw to,iether the chief (rnes of

LO2sr!. LO express Ame generalized findings,

and to list tne most imoortant recumomdations.

First the findings and impressions are set

forth.

Northlano School Division cannot be re-

garded as being a school ;vi-Aeo swilar to

school divisions and counties els4iiere ih

Alberta. Only Fort Vermilion, and it only par-

tially so, has any considerable number of its

characteristics.

a) Distances are enormous, access is

limited throughout much of its area, communi-

cation is often slow and uncertain;

b) Tha communities served, though varying

in degree, are often isolated and lacking in

services taken for granted throughout Alberta;

c) Water,_sewer, sometimes power, are not

available through municipal or other channels.

Hence the division must become an installer

and operator of utilities. In respect of water

there is much expense and frustration in at-

tempting to finp a source of supply;

d) Because otherwise there would be no

housing for teachers, and hence no teachers,

the division has to be in the housing business

for almost all its staff. This results in

cxpeose in a variety of directions, in much

administrative effort, and compounds the

problems of maintenance;

e) The pupils in the schools, in large

measure, enter and proceed through school be-

set by a number of handicaps not to be found
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generally throughout I 'ierta in relation to the

school program as curreLtly carried forward.

These noy include coming to school speaking

only a language other than English, an absence

of school reinforcing activities and materials

in the homes, low attendance levels, various

defects arising from low economic status,

constriction of general knowledge of the sort

useful to the school curriculum, and sometimes

the social structure and nature of the comniunity;

f) The rapid turnover of teachers, and

perhaps even more serious, of principals; leaves

a great deal to be desired in terms of community

and pupil rapport and understanding, in terms

of scnool administration, in terms of continuity

of program or development of special programs;

g) Supervision of schools and teachers -

visits to evaluate progress and teaching

effectiveness, to give advice and encouragement,

and to promote techniques - appear to be at

a low ebb because there are not enough visits,

they are not long enough,.and often do not

get down to specifics;

h) Pupil progress is poor when evaluated

in terms of reading competence, oral partici-

pation, retardation, whether by grade reached

or by competence in the grade nominally pro-

moted into, drop-outs and limited numbers

proceeding to high school;

i) The administration has been weakened

by much change-over of staff, instructional

supervisory staff, maintenance staff, office

staff. Both planning and execution must have

suffered;

j) School plants, school grounds,

teachers residences, and especially the main-

tenance thereof, leave much to be desired.

The above list could be extended, espe-

cially in detail and particularization, but

will suffice to introduce the following general

observation.



Wnceding tnat there AIAA .0201rAph-

iSdi w.o lonktics oruhlo;!, fAlo! ho

watted away, conceding that h,io aro IHMAII OW:

social conditio. . and clicunn- Ludt-. thdt 00,1.

teacning and learning difficult, ,onLeding tnat

an infusiun uf money cannot nny,inli cor or

counteract all the ills ur tho schools, con-

ceding thdt there nave beon instuhces of seeming

over-expenditure to acconmlisn certain

especially in relation to buildings and main-

tenance and that some economies con surely be

acnieved by bt.:tter planning, supervision and

control, nevertheless the Study Group concludes

tnat a decision hi terms or findncial support

of tne division is one that has to be faced.

ine question seems to'be, "Are all those

concerned, including the provincial goverment,

content for matters to proceed nmch as they

now are, except perhaps for Sonic reorganization

of tne manner of governance and of adminirstra-

tion of the division, athi tale development of

such economies and efficiencies as can be

effected within the present general r,ii.p! of

fin,nicial supoort? Or is SCr othing better

desired?"

As has several time_ pc,: thy,

report the situation whi...n exist not

that the schoul'.; or schoc, sp-,t.e:11 in

mraculons iranner, overni;,, ,orrect. ft 1,

unly one factor in A totalit: uf LonditionS

and circumsiances 1fectinq tn tne

learning Success, of the childr(.7

yet. In fjr (1,) iu

Part to irlprove tile situat:on, whi.n is by nu

Quaw, ^ hiLonsiderable part. no fador

,t.inc so n inn, or is so much in nood of improve-

teachin,j star'. !, de9ree

A litatter quality. x!,! will .!lwar, be

.,,t ipAru,liately, and fflost it A

matter of continui ty. i

in respect of principals f

ireater coiltintotv nor ,

Group see little oi

While some of tho reconmendations nmde have

a direct virtue, Such as better maintenance pre-

serving school plant, the Group sees almost

everything recommended as having a direct or

indirect contribution to improved teacher morale,

to the probability of staff being more frequently

content to remain longer, and to their being more

effective in developing appropriate instructional

techniques.

It this worth paying for? The Study Group

thinks that it is. The alternative seems to be

a retention of the status quo with little, if

any, improvement in school results, and no en-

hanced contribution to the lives of the pupils,

to the communities in which they live, and to

the wider society ,.i....n to which they must increas-

ingly penetrate or with which they must relate.

The following is a bringing together of

the cnief recommendations appearing in the

various chapters of the report.

Chapter 4

4.1 That Northland School Division prepare

and adopt a statement of purposes and philosophy.

Chapter 5

5.1 That the board of trustees consist of

nine members, all appointed by the Minister of

Education comprising

a) an appointed chairman,

b) an officer of the Department of

Education,

c) seven residents of the division, each

representing a subdivision;

5.2 That Treaty Indians resident in com-

munities served by Northland be eligible for

aPhointmont, i.e. be deemed to be residents of

the division;

5.3 That the superintendent of schools

;woverent in r,2-,oect of tne chief executive officer, and that he be
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resident at Peace River; materials in harmony with the'children's envi-

ronments be encouraged;
5.4 That the departmental officer on the

board be a somewhat senior person in the

Department;

5.5 That the formation of local school

Ciimmittees be diligently pursued, and to diat

end there be appointed an organizer of and

adviser to local conunittees;

5.6

a) rhat each local committee appoint a

school representative;

b) That the school representatives assem-

ble in subdivisional or regional meetings for

discussion and information about divisional

affairs;

6.2 That teachers and school programs

adopt a positive attitude towards the pupils'

antecedents;

6.3 That increased information regaroino

the true progress of children in school be made

available to parents, and be the 'subject of

discussion with them;

6.4 That attempt be made to provide some

increased availability of practical programs,

in addition to, and supplementing, standard

school offerings;

6.5 That the teacher-aide, counsellor-

aide, and Early Childhood Services programs be

continued, and the last extended;

c) That once a year there be a division-

wide meeting of school representatives; 6.6 That educational tours be encouraged

and facilitated;

d) That at appropriate meetings, b or

c, recommendations be made to the Minister of

persons to fill impending vacancies on the

board;

e) That honoraria and expenses be provided

for local committee members'and school represent-

atives for approved meetings;

f) That local school committees be

assigned, or permitted, significant functions

and__ that they have budgets under their juris-_____

-"6ictions;

5.7 That minutes of divisional board

meetings be made available to local committees

and to schools;

5.8 That an annual report be required from

the:divisional board and_th.at it be available to

interested persons.

Chapter 6

0.1 That the development dnd use of

I 7' i)0 4.,
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6.7 That local residents be involved in

school programs when they have knowledge or

skills that they can contribute;

6.8 That the Department of Education

take the initiative in the establishment of

some sort of curriculum center or agency having

as its purpose the development of curriculum

materials of usefulness not only in Northland

but in other jurisdictions having considerable

numbers of native pupils;

6.9 That the assistant superintendent of

schools, instruction, prepare, or arrange for

the preparation of, supplementary guides for the

use of teachers giving advice as to desirable

adaptations of the Alberta curriculum, and also

as to useful materials available in relation

thereto;

6.10 That the materials prepared in the

1974-76 curriculum center be given a full and

fair opportunity to be classroom tested.



Chapter 1

7.1 That improvement of attendance of

pupils continue to be sought by means other

than prosecution;

7.2 That attempt be made to convince

parents that success in school is dependent

upon many non-school factors and influences and

that only through home and community reinforce-

ment of die school can success be achieved;

7.3 That the continuous progress plan

continue to be studied and applied in so far

as possible in the schools;

7.4 That pending implementation of a con-

tinuous progress plan, and while below grade

achievement persists opportunity be given

through a make-up year for pupils to be better

prepared to cope with high school work.

Chapter 8

8.1 That a make-up year be optional for

nominal grade 9 graduates before proceeding

to high school;

8.2 That provision be made for grade 9

pupils about to graduate to visit a high school,

preferably as guests of students of such schools;

8.3 That the offerings in divisional high

school grades be appropriate to the accomplish-

ments and prospects of the incoming classes;

Chapter 9

9.1 That care be taken not to engage

teachers whose speech patterns and accents may

cause pupils difficulty;

9.2 That contact be made with teachers in

inter-cultural programs at universities; and

that such students be encouraged to vistt North-

land schools;

9.3 That recruitment materials be kept up

to date;

9.4 That the romance of the North and the

possibility of altruistic service be capitalized

upon;

9.5 That the possibility of obtaining

teachers from other school jurisdictions for

a year or more of service without severance of

contract be explored;

9.6 That an internship program be estab-

lished;

9.7 That the level of bursary support for

education students be raised;

9.8 That attempt be made to recruit teachers

more frequently for specific schools;

9.9 That the use of temporary contracts

be reduced;

8.4 That no plans be instituted for the 9.10 That the aesthetics of schools and

operation of a dormitory high school; residences be improved;

8.5 That an improved home placement

service be instituted to assist high school

.nupils in finding suitable places to .live and

dlso to be given more counselling and help in

respeit of educational and other problems;

8.6 That the possible virtues of an ex-

perimental group home in one center where

Northland pupils go for high school be studied.
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9.11 That maintenance of schools and

residences be improved;

9.12 That delivery of supplies be more

prompt:

9.13 That better communication, including

acknowledgment of messages, be instituted;

9.14 That supervisory services be increased;



That tne isolation bonus scale be

reviSed;

9,16 That imreasea provision be made for

travel .plbsidies for teachers,

9.17 Phit a bonus be paid to teachers

having capacity in a native language;

),I,; That the orientation program fur

teachers be continued and constantly reviewed;

9.19 That provision be made for a repro-

sentative of tne A.T.A. Local to attend board

meetings;

9.20 That principals be recognized as

essential and important members of the total

administrative structure.

Chapter 10

10.1 That the supervisory staff which

visits schools be increase(' so that visits may

be more frequent, more thorough, and of longer

duration;

10.2 That the staff comprise:

a) Associate superintendent

b) Two assistant superintendents

c) Supervisor of instruction

d) Supervisor of pupil personnel services

e) Director of Early Childhood Services

f) Facilitators as available th.-ough the

Educational Opportunities Fund, to be continued

as needed should L.O.E. support be discontinued;

10.3 That increased use he made of the

1,epartment of Education regional offices.

Chapter 11

11.1 That Cnere l)e a diminishing use of
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portable classrooms;

11.2 That the combining of portables into

aggregate structures be avoided;

11.3 That school buildings be provided in

pennanent communities such that they evoke a

degree of admiration and respect;

11.4 That the feasibility of combining

quarters for school, community and governmental

services in one complex be studied by the

several parties that might be involved;

11.5 That schools be provided without de-

benture issuing, i.e. to be paid for when built

since all is a charge on .government funds in

any event;

11.6 That the possibility of buildings

being erected for Northland by the Department

of Housing and Public Works be further explored;

11.7 That school grounds be much improved

and provision be made for adequate maintenance.

Chapter 12

12.1 That regular inspection and maintenance

of teachers residences be instituted;

12.2 That the grounds surrounding teachers'

residences be made more attractive;

12.3 That attention be given to the aes-

thetics of the residences and their surroundings

generally;

12.4 That individual units be made available

to a greater degree;

12.5 That there be a transition to more

permanent type homes.

Chapter 13

13.1 That there be an expansion of the

permanent maintenance staff;



13.2 That a program of regular inspection 14.2 That the use of instructional equip-

and mdintendnce ot school buildings be insti- vent be monitored to avoid extensive lack of

tuted; use;

13.3 That organization and expenditure

control be improved;

13.4 That an dgreed schedule of reimburse-

ment to teachers be adopted to apply when

accthmnodation is made available by them for

lodging and medls;

13.5 That provision be made in new school

buildings for a modest overnight sleeping

facility;

13.6 .That local caretakers be given, where

they are, further instruction as to their duties

and be helped to be able to do minor mainten-

ance;

14.3 That more help and encouragement be

given to teachers regarding the use of instruc-

tional equipment;

14.4 That further equipment be supplied

only when there is prospect of its effective

use;

14.5 That there be a rotating stock of

equipment at Peace River with items moving to

and from schools in accordance with actual or

prospective use;

14.6 That the provision and u,e of reme-

dial reading devices be carefully looked into

as a possible priority item.

13.7 That further consultations take place Chapter 15

to explore the feasibility of maintenance, or 15.1 That sums owing from the Department

some of it, being assumed by the new Depai-ta.mt of Northern and Indian Affairs be diligently

of Government Services. pursued.

Chapter 14

14.1 That librdries be improved by

a) adding more books

b) discarding Looks of no value in the

schools

c) improved Lhelving and display facil-

ities where needed

d) improved library housekeeping and

display

e) providaig supervisory assistance

Chapter 16

16.1 That tie administrative structure of

the division be as outlined on the chart in

chapter lf

Chapter 17

17.1 That the isolation bonusns paid to

teachers be cavised, and that the Department

of Educction further e::amine the adequacy of

its support level;

17.2 That improved procEdures be adopted

for budgeting and the consideration and approval

of the division's special grant, including an

e-!xly interim budget;

f; some degree of centra: ordering and l;'.3 That a special grant be declared,

controi ;,;ject to revision as circumstances develop,

aid that the final fi.nancial statement show

pruvision of suitable lists 'or a surpus or a deficit as the case may be;

t-2dcners to consglt:
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17.4 That attempt be mdde, in cooperation

with the Department, to reduce the necessity

of borrawing for current purposes;

Chapter 19

19.1 That Elk and South Wapiti districts,

together with intervening lands, be incorpor-

ated into Grovedale School District;

.7.5 That the division seek dn adjustment

of its transportation grant; 19.2 That the Menno-Simons school area be

included within Fairview School Division;

17.6 That the budget meeting of the board

consider the budget in greater detail, and as

to policy significance;

17.7 That equipment ordering by schools be

more closely monitored;

17.8 That the board examine regularly the

relationship between its budijet and its

expenditures;

17,3 That the separation of capital and

current accounts be closely regarded;

17.10 That proper approvals for short term

loans be obtained;

17.11 That some officer oe designated and

be permitted to function as purchasing agent;

17.12 That an inventory control be insti-

tuted;

17.13 That the division seek from the

government a policy of pro%-ision of buildings

on a pay-as-you-go basis;

17.14 That districts be established at

Lama City and Brewster's Campwhether transfer

to Fort Vermilion is to be effected or not;

17.15 That the requirement that the auditing

be done by the Provincial Auditor be withdrawn.

Cliapter 18

18.1 That a visit to the North West

Territories Educational Resource Center be

made by the appropriate divisional officer.
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19.3 That Zama City and Brewster's Camp

be included in Fort Vermilion School Division,

involving the formation of school districts;

19.4 That the Fort McMurray school districts,

public and separate, be extended north to en-

compass the Syncrude operations;

19.5 That Susa Creek and Muskeg River be

joined to Grande Cache when this becomes legally

feasible, and that in so doing the native

people be given representation on the school

board.
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tHNISTERIAL ORDER

Pursuant to section 9 of The Department of Education

Act, I hereby appoint

(a) Dr. W.H. Swift - Chairman

(b) Dr. R.J. Carney

(c) Hr. D. Ewasiuk

to inquire into and report to me upon matters related to the

Northland School Division No. 61 specified in the Appendix attached

hereto.

r
Dated , 1974.
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t.lin4tion_Act

The matters to be inquired into and reported upon are as follows:

(a) generally, to study and Londotl dn overall review and appraisal of

the functions, administratioo. operation, and services of the Northland

School Division No. bl;

(b) in particular, to inquire into

(i) the legal, legislative and d,i,inistrative structure of the Division,

and the effectiveness thereof:

(ii) the financing of the Division's operations, including its

manner of budgeting, the sources of its funds, and the expenditure

thereof;

(iii) the educational program of the Division, including the nature of

the facilities, ancillary cervices, dnd the effectiveness .ofthe

schools, having regard to the Lircumstances in which each operates;

(iv) the area and communitie.; served by the Division, including consideration

of the desirability of nwhiding territory not now served, or

excluding territory now part of the Division;

(v) the nature and effectiveness or services supplied to the communities

served by the Division by other governmental agencies as they relate

to the provision of irnd '.ervices;

(vi) such other matters as thr opinion of the Committee relate to

and bear upon the effe ivone.;s of the operations and services of

the Division.
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APPENDIX C

THE ADVISORY AND CUNSULTATIVE COMMITTEE

Membershil

Mr. Russell Alook, Wabasca

Mr. Frank Blonke, Grouard

Mr. Sam Hardin, Fort McMurray

Dr. Ralph Sabey, Westlock

Mr. Robert Seenum, High Level

Mr. Walter Swain, Edmonton

Former student of Northland

ATA representative

Former trustee

Former senior administrator

Indian community

Metis Association of Alberta

Meetings Held

November 6, 1974

January 8, 1975

March 11, 1975

May 30, 1975
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APEENOIX 0

NORTHLAND COMMUNITIES VISITED BY THE STUDY GROUP

Fort Chipewyan September 10, 1974

Fort MacKay September 11

Anzac September 12

Garden Creek September 13

Paddle Prairie September 17

Keg River (Dr. Mary Jackson School) September 18

Steen River October 9

Indian Cabins October 9

Menno Simons October 15

Calling Lake October 23

Elk and South Wapiti October 29

Nose Creek October 30

Jean O'Or November 13

Fox Lake (Little Flower School) November 14

Brewster's Camp November 14

Zarm City November 13, 14

Sputinow (J. F. Dion School) November 19

Elizabeth Colony (A. C. McCully School) November 20

Susa Creek and Muskeg River November 25

Grouard February 3, 1975

Gift Lake February 4

Atikameg February 5

Pea Vine (Bishop Routhier School) February 6

Wabasca (St. Theresa School) February 11

Desmarais (Mistassiniy School) February 12

Sandy Lake (Peli; , School) February 13

Chipewyan Lakes February 13

Cadotte Lake March 4

Little Buffalo Lake March 4

Trout Lake (Kateri School) March 5

Peerless Lake March 5

Loon Lake March 6

Janvier March 12

Conklin March 19
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APPENDIX E

MEETINGS WITH NORTHLAND SCHOOL BOARD AND PERSONNEL

Auqust 21, 1974

November 6

December 10

December 11

December 30

January 9, 1975

January 14

January 14

February 4

February 10

March 25

April 4

June 11

Board of Trustees and Table Officers

Central Offices Education Supervisory Staff

Randolph McKinnon, chairman, and Mary Gaucher, trustee

Central Office Business Personnel

Lloyd Chorney, teacher on educational leave

Donald Weaver, Assistant Superintendent

Curriculum Development Team, Edmonton

James Ducharme, trustee

Leona Willier, trustee
William Weber, trustee

Clara Yellowknee, trustee

Albina Jacknife, trustee

Derek Allison, teacher on educational leave

Randolph McKinnon and Central Office Business and
Education Officials
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APPENDIX F

VISITS TO SCHOOLS AND

DISCUSSIONS WITH OFFICIALS OF OTHER SCHOOL JURISDI.CTIONS

September 19, 1974

October 9

October 10

October 23

October 29

October 30

November 14

November 19

November 25

December 10

December 17

December 17

March 26, 1975

April 14, 15

April 16'

April 17

Fort Vermilion School Division

Upper Hay River Day School, Meander River, Alberta

Fairview School Division Officers

County of Athabasca

Grovedale Public School District

County of Grande Prairie

Tall Cree Schools #1 and #2, Fort Vermilion School Division

Assumption Day School, Chateh, Alberta

Grande Cache Public School District

Fairview School Division Board

Fort McMurray Public School District

Fort McMurray Separate School District

Rae-Edzo School Society, N.W.T.

Frontier School Division, Winnipeg, Manitoba

Frontier Collegiate Institute, Cranberry Portage, Manitoba

Academic Education Branch, Department of Northern
Saskatchewan, La Ronge, Saskatchewan, and Officers of
Northern School Board

I 6
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APPENDIX G

PUBLIC HEARINGS

The Study Group conducted public hearings in Edmor on December 2 and 3, 1974,
in Room 147 of the Alberta Vocational Center. These hearings were advertised in
the Edmonton Journal and in Folio, staff bulletin at the University of Alberta.
These hearings were intended to provide a formal opportunity for those organizations
and individuals not located in Northland communities to present their views to
the Study Group. .

Five briefs were heard and discussed. They were:

1. Northland School Division #61-The First Three Years, by Dr. L. R. Gue.

2. Untitled brief by the Northland ATA Local No. 69, presented by Mr. Douglas
McCulloch and Hr. Neil Davies.

3. Untitled brief by Hrs. Peggy Robbins.

4. Submission re: Northland School Division #61 by Dr. J. W. Chalmers.

5. A preSentation to the Committee Inquiring Into the Problems and Future of .

Northland, by Dr. E. Y. Card.
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September 26, 1974

October 3

October 11

October 22

December 12

January 6, 1975

January 7

January 16

January 17

January 29

February 26

March 25

April 15

April 17

May 22

June 17

APPENDIX H

DISCUSSIONS WITH GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

Saskatchewan Department of Education

R. Mace, Metis Rehabilitation Branch

R.V. Henning, Commissioner for Northeastern Alberta

W. R. Duke, R. B. Budge, W. T. Worbets, and R. Penrice,
Department of Education

E. Dosdall and D. Robbins, Department of Indian Affairs
and Northern Development

B. L. Stringham, Department of Education

R. Patry and R. L. Cross, Department of Municipal Affairs

R. B. Budge and J. Clarke, Department of Education

R. Penrice, Department of Education

A. Isbister, Department of Municipal Affairs

B. Rawson, Department of Health and Social Development

N. McPherson, Director of Education; E. Oberst, Director of
the Educational Resource Center; B. Lewis, Chief of Curriculum,
Government of the Northwest Territories

G. Monroe, Director, Native Education Branch, Manitoba
Department of Education

G. Lindgren, Director, Academic Education Branch, Department
of Northern Saskatchewan

W. A. B. Saunders, Department of Housing and Public Works;
W. S. Davies, Department of Government Services

W. E. Schell and T. W. Pizzey, Department of the Provincial
Auditor
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APPENDIX I

OTHER DISCUSSIONS

December 30, 1974 Dr. W. Adams, former superintendent of Norfhland School
Division

January 28, 1975

February 27

March 24

April 9

May 5

June 19

Indian Education Center

Fred Dumont, Coordinator, Project North

Mrs. Isabel Steinhauer

Dr. Evelyn Moore, Director, Indian Students' University
Services Program, University of Calgary

Dr. E. W. Van Dyke, Applied Research Associates Ltd., and
Mr. C. M. McCaffery, Northern Development Group

Mr. C. Boyce, Peace River Regional Planning Commission

APPENDIX J

SEMINARS, INSTITUTES, AND OTHER MEETINGS ATTENDED

August 30, 1974 Northland_Principals' Association, Grouard

November 1, 2

November 7, 8

February 7

February 17

The Minority Experience--A seminar sponsored by the
Intercultural Education Council of the ATA, Edmonton

Northland Teachers Fall Institute, Edmonton

Ad Hoc Committee on Cross Cultural Education, Department
of Education

Northland Principals Association, Edmonton
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APPENDIX K

STUDIES UNDERTAKEN FOR THE STUDY GROUP

A Survey of Northland School Division Student Enrollments
Dr. J. A. Bacon, Department of Education

Community Profiles for Selected Northland Communities
ur. E. d. Van Dyke, Applied Research Associates Ltd.

Language Policy and Indian Education
Dr. O. V. Parker, University of Alberta
(Commissioned by the Northern Development Group.)

An Analysis of Financial Procedures in Northland School Division
J. Clarke and A. Peddicord, Department of Education

Trustee

R. H. McKinnon

J. A. Ducharme

W.R. Weber

L. Willier

C. Yellowknee

A. Jacknife

M. Gaucher

APPENDIX L

TERMS OF OFFICE OF PRESENT TRUSTEES

Date of First Expiry Date of
Appointment Present Term

July 7, 1970

January 15, 1969

June 28, 1974

December 1, 1969

December 22, 1970

November 1, 1972

January 1, 1973
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July 7, 1976

January 14, 1978

June 4, 1975

December 1, 1975

December 22, 1976

November 1, 1975

January 1, 1976


